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Of no further administrative value and not worthy of permanent preservation. DESTROY IMMEDIATELY (Remember that TOP SECRET
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Of no further administrative value but worthy of consideration by CS(RM) lor permanent preservation.
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File Note- D/Sec(AS)64/3

OMBUDSMAN CASE
1. Files checked
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 Part N for 28 Jul98-27 Aug 98 (part only) (14 encl)
Part 0 for 28 Aug 98-21 Dec 98
(80 encl)
Part P for 21 Dec 98-14 Apr 99
(75 encl)
Part Q for 14 Apr 98-28 Jul 99 (part only) (72 encl)
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 Part H for 28 Jul98- Feb 99 (part only) (153 encl)
Part I foi-10 Feb 99-28 July 99 (part only) (114 encl)
PQs and PEs received during the period concerned also searched.
2. Total time taken to search, copy, sanitise, copy and produce a summary = 8 hours
40 minutes.
3. Costs incurred:
first four hours - nil
next 8 hours 40 minutes@ £15 per hour= £120+10 = £130
4. Estimate given to Ombudsman that it would take no more than 10 hours and costs
would be no more than £75 (ie half rate) as a gesture of goodwill.
5. - =harged £65 and paid in full.
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List of Enclosures
Parliamentary Ombudsman Complaint- El-2
First draft to OMD- E3
Revised drafts with comments- E5-E5/l
Re-submitted draft - E6
-E7
Copy of PUS response
Thanks from PUS - E8
Request for PUS comments from Ombudsman - E9
OMD comments - El 0
Our comments to OMD -Ell
OMD amendments to our comments- El2
OMD's submission to PUS- El3
PUS to Ombudsman- El4
Ombudsman to MP - E 15
Letter
sing cheque and our response - E 16
Letter
clarification and our response- El7-19
Letter to Press office regarding case - E20
Letter to
enclosing two reports - E21
E-mail from OMD 14 - E22
uesting further information and our response Letter from
E23
File note: telephone conversation with
- E24
Letter from CAA to
- E25
Loose Minute to AS/DDl & SEC(AS) 1 concerning letter from CAAE26-27
Response from AS/DD 1 - E28
Our Response t o - - E29
Copy ofParliam~udsman report- E30
E-mail correspondence with OMD - E31132
Observer article - E3 3
Loose Minutes to Press office- E34/35
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4. R~ and strenuously advocate hJglslatiOn that would allow for

the eslablishment of Independent Comml8aions With extensive powets of
search and interview. TheM commla&lons would be made up of
profMsional people from alf walks oflffe (Barristers, Police Oftk:ers,
Sdentists, Doctors) who though irittally elgn6lry to The Oftkial Secrets
Act could tor<*ful1y recommend tttet leauea be boUQht out into ihe Pubtie
Domain Jf I wae deer that fhw 4nct.nded closure was not in the Public
lnternt.

The author of this article can be contaGted at
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been incapable of giVing a stationary one.
Applying Occam's Razor, the simplest explanaton IS that this was cleorty
a case of an 1.1nkientifted craft with design and performance
charactemti03 wei\ in ex~ of the then state of the art technology.
Indeed, it woutd be dlfticult even now, for an aircraft to emulate the redar
retuma taken at West Freugh on that day in 1957. Let us be honest
about this, any powered cran that hover-. from so,ooo to 70,000 feet,
changes direction and speed has to be under inteWigent control.
Otherwise, the object would tan down to Earth with a resounding thud. I
understand the laws of gravity are very stringent on th\S point.
1must SUpulate that th~ article is not one of speculation but of fact based

on historically authenticated documentation. The source material Is hekl
in Files AIR 20/9320, AIR 2019321 and AIR 2018444 obtained from
Public Record Office, Kew (Telephone 018187'8344-4). Putting it into its

proper ptrapeetlve, the incident at West Freugh is just as much part of
our nedonal heritagQ as The Spannish Armada, The Magna Carta or
The Suffragette Movement and it is for this reason that we must start
taklng the whole UFO issue extremely seriously.

Is West Freugh 1he only evidence I have to offer, certainlY not Consider
for example The RAF Topellffe lncident.FH Lt J KlibcJrn and five of his 8SSOQates obse!Wd a Gloster Meteor
descending at soo feet at RAF Togcrrffe in Thirsk, Yortcshire during
Operation Mainbrace. The time was 7.10pm and the date was 1g
SepMmber 1952. a UFO was seen approx\mately 5 mUes astem at
approx. 15000 feet and described ea circular and silver in colour, It was
mov;ng at a slow speed on a simllar course to the Meteor and then
began a descent swinging in a pendufar motion not too diss6milar to that
of a falling sycamore leaf. The descending Meteor had turned towerds
Dishforth and the UFO, whilst still descending, appeared to follow suit.
The pendulovs motion then ceesed end the object initiated a rotary
motion about an axis perpendicular to its horizontal plane before
dissappearing in a westerly direCtion and turning on a soutti easterly
bearing. The obServers S1ated that it5 movoment2 were not ldentiftabfe
With anything that they had seen in the air and acceleration was In
excess of that of e shooting star. The duration of the inoldent was 15 to
20 seconds. (Source. File AIR 16/1199, Fit Lt J K\\bum·s Memo to
Coastal Command Oet., RAF. AvaHable from Public Record Office,
Kew)

In conclusion, t hope that 1have persuaded participants within this
exercise in democracy to
1. RGapeotfully ask that whenever our armed forcee encounter an
unidentified craft that displays design and perfonnance characten.tlcs
cloarty in excess of cutting edge tectmotogy, that the information be fed
to the public by moans of a teJeviMd press conference. The Press
Conference should g'Ne full details of radar retums, S:e, shape, speed,
flight characteristics etc of the unidentified craft

2. Respectfully and forcefully express the desire that the Armed FOI'Ce$
when eneount.ring such craft as ouUined in 1. above should also share

the full and uncensored detailS witb rel•vant scientific I>Odles in tne UK
such as The Royal Astronomical SccJety end The Royal Society Of
Chemistry.

3. Respectfully and forcefully request that certain science orientated
matters that are clearty In the public lntere$t, espodelly those related to
Public Health and awareness (though perhaps embarrassing to certain
politicians) should not be 1he subject of any form of extended closure
and tnat 111 such documenta1ion ourrentty held under extended CIOSll"e
should be released forthwith. These to include diseases (eg BSE),
chemlc8l and radioactivity-related illnMSea (-sJ Gulf War Syndrome) ,
human gulnee pig type experimenb (eg releasing agen1s on Wat.rloo
Bridge) and miscellaneous (to InClude all milftarymatet~ence reports on
6o{1
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•submislicil Slatt
were the draft notes prepared for Mr George Ward, The Secretary of
State for Air. A Parliamentary Question was Ulbl~ by Mt sten Awberry,
a Labour MP for one of the Bristol constituencies on Wednesday, 17
Apnl, 1957 (Hansard, col206). The question read.To ask the Secretary of state for Air, what recent investigations have
been made into unidentified flying oqects; what photographs have been
taken; and what reports have been made on the subject.
Eldrac«s from the Mniaturial note. preparGd for George Ward reed.-

3. The.Ministry of Suppty Bombing Trtals Unit at Wast Freugh,
Wigtownablre reported a radar sighting maae on 4th Apnl of an object
which was tracked 36 minutes, continually increasing In speed whilst
losing height. Enquiries so far made reveal that that no service or
commercial aircraft was in the vicinity at the time. l is possible that the
object was a private aircraft, and enquiries on this point are still being
made. TtM obj•ct could not have been a balloon eiooe ltweo m<Mng
against the wind.
4. A reference to this report was contained in the "Evening News" and
"Evening St8ndard" on 6th Aprit {cUUing attached). If S. of S. Is asked
questions on this point, It Is suggested that the reply should be on the
following Rnet:'"That report is still being invesigated, and the cause has not yet.been
established. It may well have been a prNate aireralt."
You will notice from these draft notes that the Minister was not informed

of.The size of the object
The apl)l'eciable height

The fact that it was hovering

Also, no montion was mado of objects ; was tnere a cover-up ?
Certalnfy Ifyou consiier the witholding of information frOm a
Government Minister and th• blatant misrepresentation of facts to the
press as a cover-lip then clearly, this IS indeed the caM.
I have given several taiG on the W•st Freugh cue, and time aft•r time,

people have said to me flat surely there must oo a more mundane
down to earth explanation for this lncident As a scientist, I would tend to
agr'" with o~m'$ Razor that all things being equal, the s;mpJe
explanations are most likely to be the best anawers. It iS easy to explain
UFOs 'With everyday objects such as clouds. conventional aircraft,
weather balloons and such like, so, let us consider the altemative~t.Helicopters.- I ag1ea that helicopters can hover and r. .ch speed$ in

excess of 290 mph; however, in 1957, heliCOpters were an emerging
technology and I am certainly not aware of any, even today, that could
reach a height of 70,000 fMt.

Clouds.Weather balloons.- No. these do not move against prevailing
winds.
Powered Airship.~ I think 290mph ie a lftlte oxceelve • is 70,000 ft.

Meteortteslbollards.· These do not fly in formatiOn or change direction
and are wry suscepUble to the laws Of graYly
Flock of birds.- 1do not know of any birds that can 1ly at 7o,ooo ft
Harrier Jump Jet- There may well have been harliers prototypes about
in 1057: however, I don't think tho sent!Ge celing of the harrier exceeds

40,000 ft and it certainly would not give a radar return the size of a ship
{note.- in an intecview with Sir Ralph Noyes, Jenny Randles was tokf that
the we~ Freugn retums were more akin to battleships 1).
U2 Spyp!ane.~ Although this gave a large radar retum, It would have
So£7
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sent up from Aldergrove oirfield in Ncrthem Ireland. This rather
mundane explanation seems to have been accepted, the reporter had
his story and the case was to an Intents and purposes dosed. The
Evening Standard was not the only newspaper to have report10 a UFO
that saturday for The Daily Sk*h
sen&aticnally had obtained a
photogtaph of a UFO from a 25-~ar-cld cabinet maker called Reatnald
Queree. He had taken the picture at his home at First Tower, Jersey and
lhe tabloid's "photographic 8lCperts" were abtolutely convmce<S as to Its
authenuclly. You con ima9ine the embarraaemcntfelt by the tabloid
editor when told that the Jenay photograph was not aUhentic and on
Monday, 8U1 Apri 1957, The Daily Sketch published I small paragraph
stating that 1he "ftyyng saucer"' was in fact a fake and had been
constructed Of cardboard and silver paptf auspended from a clothes
line. Mr Quen~e confirmed that h• took the photograph some months
prior to going public and was waiting until someone else reported
•something strange in the sky", ht also wanted to demonstr~W hOW easy
It was to "ffiiCe" a photograph of a ftyi1g sauoer. It would seem thet the
Deily Sketch miG99d out on analh•r major ewclu.W., namely. the

q..-

apparent etairvoysnt skills Of the First Tower Snapper. He would have
had to have given ttle newspaper the photograph and story by about a
1o.oo pm deadline on Frtday ttl• ~1d April- The Evening Stand&lrd d'ld
llQt publish unil Saturday $th April I It is apparent from nstorically
authenticatttd Pub& Record documents that The Deputy Directorate of
Intelligence (TechnlcaQ took a rather unusual interest in this particular
faked story although 1would not like to speculate upon the rea~rms for
this. Suffice to soy, it will be interesting to tee ihe full intelligence dossier
on the Oaily Sketch article and the backgrcl.l'ld of "Mr Queree" if, and
when Brttaln'lllntelllgence Files are releastd ft'om this particular era Qf I
am still aTOund, I will be visiting the Public Recora omce for these
anMers in 2057 1).
Returning now to the West Freugh incident, it would be interesting to see
whEtt the Deputy Directone of lnttllgence thougnt or tnls. 1n a report
dated Ule 30th Apri11957 (Ref. 001 (Teeh)IC290/31, the following
obMrvatlons were made.It Is deduced from these repot18 ttl at altogether nve objects were
detected by the three radars. At IM$t one of th$M rose to an altitude of
70,000 feGt while remaining appreciably stationary in azimuth and range.

An of these objects appeared to be capable ot tpeeds of about 240
mptl. Nothing can be said of physical constructiOn except that mey were
very ettectlve reflectors of rad•r sgnals, and that they must heve been
eith.,r of considerable size or else constructed to be esptclally good

reflectors.
There were not known to be any aif'Cfaft in 1he vicinity nor were there any
metsorologicsl balloons. Even if balloons had been in the area these
would not account for Ule sudden change of direction and the
movement at hgh speed against the prevaiUng 'Wind.
Another point Which has been consideted ;. that the type of radar used
is capable of locking onto heavily charged clouds. Clouds of thl8 nature
could extend up to the heights In question and cause abnormally large
echoes on tne radar $Cl"eens. It Is not though1 however that 1hb btoident
was due to $UCh phenomen• (eutho~s note.- clouds, like balloons would
also be unlikely to move aganllrt prevailing winds at h{lh speed).
It Is cooctuded that the ncldent was d\.ls to the presenc. of five objec;b
of unidf;)ntified ty~ and ortgln. It Is eonlidered unlikely ft'lat they Wer9

conventional aircraft, meteorological ball0011$ or charged clouds.
It iS interesting to note that observatiOn 2 $18tes that there were no
meteorologioel baltooneln the vidrtfty atth• timq in quuslion wtllch
contradicts the version of events given to The Evening standtrd by an
Alr Ministry spokesman. Was this a blatant cowr-up of1he facts?
Certainly the Deputy Directorate or Intelligence wore unhappy 1het the
rodar incident feU into the hande of the pl"ess and this Is alluded to in a
secret memo (Ref 001 (fech)IS2901). However. even more damning
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Wthout further ado, I will now relate tne detailS surrounding the lnddent

at West Freuah.Incident et West Frttugh

c•your mind back if you will to Thursday, 4th April1957. Tom FinfWV
of Preston North End FC had just been voted Footballer of ttle Year and
the recently elected MacMillan Government had come to the bitter

condusion that the sun was setting on the British Empire. Consequently,
it wa5 announced on the day that there was going to be a radical change
in the defen~ policv of the UK, more ntlience was going to be placecl
on a nuclear deterrent and la~ge cut backs would bft m~• in

conventional forces: especltlly those serving overseas. The world was
also becoming a dangerous place to riVe as Britain was one month from
exploding iiB fil"'t H-Bornb over the Pacific and the USSR was atiOutto
aranounce that it had developed long range micsUos c.pablo of

dellllering nuclear warheads.
VWh aJI the confusion wor the defence cum, it was small wonder tnat
rlttfe attention was being focused on incredible events thet were
happening near Stranraer in South West Scotfand. On the morning of

the 41h, radar operator-3 at the Ministry of Supply, Bomb Trials Unit, West
Fraugh picked up an unusual reeponse from an almost stationary
object. The first return was picked up on the tcreen of a radar at
Balscalloch. Although its range remained appreciably constant for about
ten minutes, i1s he(Jht appeared to alter from about 50,000 to 70,000
feet. A second redar wee ~wlched on and vertt'led this return 8$ the
unidentified ftytna object was dettcted .t the same runge end height.
The radar sets used were capable of following the objects automatically
and the information was obtained in the form of polar coordinates.
Tneee could then be converted to QIW plan position Indication and were
printed out onto a plotting board via an elf;lCtronio pen , the heights were
read o1f a meter. The unidentified object was tracked on the plotting
table an<t after ten minutes, it mo'Jed in a north-easterly are~n with a
gradual incremse in :speed {70mpf1 grouncJspeed at 54,000 feet). Further
confirmation of thl u111dentlfied objGct came from a radar at:ation tMJnty
miles away from Balscalloch which was ectuipped with similar
height/position monitoring equipment. After the redar return had traveled
about twenty miles, l clld a sharp tum and proceeded In a
south-easterly clrection whiltt incr•aing iiB $peed. Th• Balscalloch
radar tracked an object at 50,000 feet mewing at a speed of 240 mph
while the other station tracked four objects at 14,000 feet end 4,000
yards Uno aetem from eam other. Tl1e Balscalloch radar also picked up
ltlese rebJms. It WIC noted by the radar opttrator$ that ltle sizes of the

echoes were considerably larger than would be eX()eCted from normal
aircraft. In fact they considered that the size was nearer a ship's ~ho.
In the pre\rious O.Cember, e memo morked SECRET had beeo tssueo
by RAF HQ No 11 Group (Ref. 11GIS.180317/PJr lnt Parag~ph 3 of thie

memo stated.-

•tt will be appreciated that the public attadl more credence to reports by

Royal n Foree personnel than to th~ by members of the public. H i$
essemtat that the information should ba examined at Air Ministry and that
Its release should be controlled official!y. AU reports arG, therefore, to bt
classified ·coNFIDENTIAL" and personnel are to be wemed that they
are not to communicate to anyone other than offteial pe~ns any
Information about phenomena they have observed, unless officlally
authori&ed to do so"

Despite theee standing orders. it appea~ that th• Evening Standard
must have gotten a handle on the story as a reference was made to
West Freugh rn the saturday edition (&h AaxfO.It would seem that the
MWS.paper's. Air Reporter was toki by an ~r MlllJstly spokesman that the
radar returns were attributable to a weather balloon Which had been
3of7
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-Nationalised Industries, Quangos and the UK Atomic Energy Authority
·The National Health Serke
·The PubUc Service Broadcasters
·Local Authorities
·Administrative functions of Courts, tribunals, Police and PoliCe
Authorities
-the Anned Forces
Good as these propaaals are, it i8 a shamo 1ttet lntellgence SeMces are

exempt from 1fle Act since It is clear from the West Freugh artfcle how
ihe Deputy Directorate of fm.lllgence played a significant role in dealing
vw1ttt unidentified aenaJ phenomena In me 1950S. We also know as fact
that there is/ 01 was a specialist mflitary division which cast an expert eye
over UFO Reports, as part of its normal duties concerned with ttle air
• defence of the UK This specialist division, known as /JJr Intelligence,
· Technical Branch 5b, came into existence around about 1962 accOtding
to a M•mo in PRO File AIR 2118918.
Whilst I appreciate a lot of intelligence related work Is vital for our
National Security and agree in pnneiple Vtith the need for secrecy here, I
feel extending this kind of secrecy to UAP-related incidents is
unnecessary-It certainly undermines my confidence In Gowmment. 1
also believe a large number of academic and industrial institutions would
welcome some form of acknowledgment by the Government on the
.,O.tence of unidentified croft wah supo111uow de$1gn and performance.
This would create tremendous research opportunities and whilst there is
no ewtence of extraterrestrial involvement, certainly the Inferences to be
arawn would, I reel, help bring the nations of Earth ctoser together.
1think we could improve on the Act hy making som$ •peciflo claueee
dedicated to UAP.•
1.Singe the Act ia eoing to c;over tho anned forces, I would suggest that
whenever our armed forces enoounter an unkjentified craft that displays
design and performance charaGteristics cleally In excess of cutting edge
technology. that the information be fed to the public by means of a
televised press conference. The Press Conference should giVe full
details of radar retumc, siza, ~ape, speed, flight oharecteristfos etc- of
the unidentified craft. I note that a PQ was raised to this effect-Hansard
(18.12.96, col628, written answers). I think the answer given to tNs
question wa& iiJustraW. of the breathtaking arrogance of our former

Government
2. I would forcefully express the desire that the Armfd Forces when
encountering such craft as outlined in 1. above should also share the full
and uncensored dtttalls with relevant scientifio bodloa in the UK &uch as
The Royal Astronomical Society and The Royal So<:lety of Chemistry.
3. 1atao strongly believe that cenaln SCience orientated matters that are
clearly In the public interest, especially those related to Public Health
and awareness (though perhaps embarrassing to certain politicians)
.tlould not be the subjeet of any form of extended closure and that an
such documentation currently held under extended closure should be
released fotthwith. Theso to include diseaae:s (eg BSE), chemical and

radioactivity-related illne$$ss (eg GtJJf War Syndrome) , hum•n guinea
pig type experiments (eg releasing agents on Waterloo Bridge) and
miecellaneous (to Include all mtlltary!intelltgenee reports on UAP).
4. I would also strenuously advocate legislation that would allow for the
ettablishtnent of lndeptndent COmmissions with extensive powers of
searc, and interv.iew. These commis!Jions would be made up of
prof~nal P'X)ple from all walk:s of life (Baril$ters, Pollee Offloers,
ScientiltB, Doctors) who though Initially signatory to The Offtcial Secrets
Act ooutd forcefully recommend that issues be bought out into Ule Public
Domain rr It was clear that their extended closure was not in the Public

Interest.
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own state of the art

airwpace. My enquiries

liUC:c::aew.t governments In the UK

claim lightly, further into thls.diSic..-~on you Will see an
Fre"CJh lnctdent of 1857 which I
pur,pu•-·

I regret using such an oJd

included fof
you

l'lr'lr•~i::ll.a

the MoO does not make a habit of oro~;tag•rlO
obtaining ilfonnation of subsequent sightings rw·fli'Hv"''t
pllotiS) 1e both time consuming and expensive.

at Hansard Parliamentary abstract& wifl clearly
are still occurring (eg

n..,ronn•li!tTa't.. that Incidents like West Freugh

col424, written answers; 17.10.9ft, coiS 1092-1094, wrnten
wilt not publicly acknowledge these

•na~~a.l and that the MoD still

CIUiillilliU

the comments in the P'OI White Paper (Cm 3818) atating that.-

Unnt!cetSIJY secrecy in government leads to arrcgance In
nn...u .........-

and defective decision- making. The perception of

~Hersey

has become a corrOSive lnnuence In me decline of
public confidence in gowroment. Mor.over, the climate of public opinion

has changed: pecple expect much greater openness and
accountability frOm government than they used to.
2. The purpose of the (Fot] Act will be to encourage more open and
accountable government bV establishing a general statutory right of
aocess to official records and infonnation.
3. The Act will have a far broader eoope than .•...•other Openness
measures In government.lt\\111 cover.-

From
Directorate of Air Staff (lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

YOF DEFENCE
Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N 5BP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

020 7218 2140

Your Reference
Our Reference . /
D/DAS/64/3/ 1 .,...
Date
3 September 200 l

Thank you for your letter of 26 July addressed to Secretary of State for Defence, regarding
'unidentified flying objects'. This office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for
correspondence relating to 'UFOs' and I have been asked to reply.
We are aware that a press conference took place in the USA, in May, in which many people
claimed to have experienced various phenomena. However, as you may recall from previous
correspondence, the Ministry of Defence only examines reports of 'UFO' sightings to establish
whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdorn1S airspace might have been compromised
by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United
Kingdom from an external military source we do not conduct further investigations or attempt to
identify what might have been seen. To date no UFO sighting reported to us has revealed any
threat and we therefore have no plans to change our current policy or practices with regard to
these reports.
You also mention your ideas for the release of brief summaries of the reports received by the
MOD. With the start of the introduction of the Freedom oflnformation Act next year, this
department, in common with other Government departments, will be examining what material we
hold and what information may be released to the public. Thank you for your suggestion, we will,
of course, bare this in mind.
Finally, the MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO!flying saucer' matters, or
the question of the existence or otherwise ofextraterrestriallifeforms. We remain totally openminded, but to date the MOD knows of no evidence which substantiates the existence of these
alleged phenomena.
Yours sincerely,

...
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TREAT OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
To

J>A-S 4=

RefNo ·
Date

$,
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/2001
?

aA -

The Secretary ofState I ·
has received the
attached letter from a member of the public. This office has not
acknowledged it.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister. All Ministers attach
importance to such letters being answered promptly; your reply should
therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in this branch. If,
exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim reply should be
sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information came into force in January 1997. All replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set otit
in the Code. A full explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
DCI(G
223/99
er information is available from DO Info on
Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number ofrequests·for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on correspondence will be
performed throughout the year.

MINISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE UNIT

..

~

26 July 2001
Geoffrey Hoon
SoS for Defence
House of Commons
Westminster
LONDON
SWlAOAA

Uaa-- J'L

1
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I understand there has been a press conference given in the USA by individuals who had dealings
with unidentified aerial phenomena whilst working for the US Government. Given at the National
Press Club in Washington DC on the 9th May last, I understand there was some incredible
testimony by some highly credible witnesses.
Could you comment on whether the MoD has reviewed the testimony presented in the press
conference and whether based on the testimony, it will make what I personally view as longoverdue changes to its policy on unidentified aerial phenomena ?
As you may be aware, it is widely perceived in both the USA and the UK that the subject is
played down by the respective governments. A perception that is not entirely without justification
based on historical documentation publicly disclosed by various freedom of information laws.
Even if the MoD cannot change its policy on aerial phenomena, you could help to dispel some
of the negative public perceptions by releasing brief summarised details of aerial phenomena
reported to the MoD by military and commercial pilots and radar operators on an officially
sanctioned government website. A good model to base the summaries on would be the date,
location and description model adopted by the Civil Aviation Authority Mandatory Occurrence
Abstracts. Open Government initiatives like this may even encourage an about-tum in the
declining number of people voting in elections.
To summarise, I would be grateful for your comments on the US press conference mentioned
above and its implications for UK policy on unidentified aerial phenomena. Furthermore, I would
be
grateful if you would consider taking steps .to release brief summaries of aerial phenomena
.
reported to the
operators.

•

•

Loose Minute

·~

D/Sec(AS)/64/3 , /

5 June2000
DNews(RAF)

Copy to:
OMD - AD(E&MG) -without attachments
'DAILY MAIL' REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ABOUT UFOs

Reference: D/Sec(AS)/ D/Sec(AS)'64/3/ l dated 2 June 2000
1. You said that the Daily Mail had now asked for copies of the material supplied to
Mr N. I attach a statement (it should be released in entirety and not be altered in any
way) and copies of the alleged sighting reports for you to send on to them.
2. Following the Observer article, the News Brief to use when responding to any
question has been updated. Please let me know if there is any other media interest in
this issue.
3. Please ensure that the Duty Press Officer knows that it is not for MOD to
release or confirm the identity of the individual who took the case to the
Ombudsman.

..

/

•

MOD STATEMENT PLUS TWO ATTACHMENTS

You asked for information as supplied to 'Mr N' about 'UFOs'. We have assumed
your request to be identical to that reported as Case No: A. 7/00 of the PCA 4'h Report,
Session 1999-2000 published on 24 May 2000:
·

"He [Mr N] askedfor abstracts .from all UFO reports witnessed by
commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between OJ 00 Hrs 28
'· fuly1998and 0100 hrs on 28 July 1999. He asked for details ofthe types of
craft which had been observed (their shape, size, speed and unusual flight
patterns) and the conclusions reached by MOD on UFOs."
There is no requirement for anyone reporting an alleged sighting to MOD to provide
details of any category of information including occupation. Where reports are made
they are often very sketchy and vague. However, all the reports received over the 12
months inqu~tion by the MOD focal point (Secretariat (Air Staff)2) were reviewed,
.
Two sightings were received during the period specified with sufficient information to
substantiate the occupation of the witness as one of those requested. Although only
abstracts were sought, it was felt that it would be more helpful to provide photocopies
of the actual reports as they were received. Personal details were deleted in order to
·
protect the confidentiality of the witnesses concerned.
MOD has only a very limited interest in alleged sightings of 'unidentified flying
objects' which is to establish from sighting reports whether what was seen might have
some defence significance. We look to see whether there is any evidence that the
integrity of the UK Air Defence region has been breached by any hostile or
unauthorised foreign military activity. With this requirement in mind, the conclusions
reached in respect of each report were as follows:
Report No, 1 was received on 20 November 1998 and concerned a sighting on
19 November 1998 by a commercial pilot, reported to be of an object
travelling fast and showing a very bright strobe light. MOD concluded that
there was no unusual activity to substantiate an incident of any defence
concern.
Report No, 2 was received on 15 February 1999 (page 2 is incorrectly dated)
and concerned an apparent radar contact that day by an air traffic controller in
Scotland. MOD found that there was no Air Defence activity (routine or
Quick Reaction Alert) or exercises involving RAF Air Defence units during
the period. Radar investigations were made but recorded radar data displays
did not support the contact reported. In the circumstances MOD found
nothing to substantiate an incident of any defence concern.

No other reported sightings were found during the search to match the three
categories specified in the request.
Because of the time needed to examine a number of files and check the details of
hundreds of enclosures, Mr N was asked to pay for the cost of the search. The same
information can be provided now at no cost because MOD has already recouped the
cost of collating and preparing it for release.
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NEWS BRIEF
DTG: 5 JUNE 2000
SUBJECT: 'DAIL MAIL' REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON 'UFOs'
SOURCE:

Tel:

PRESS
BACKGROUND
PCA 4th Report, Session 1999-2000 published24 May 2000, Case No: A.7/00Refusal to Release Information About Incidents Involving Unidentified Flying
Objects.
KEY :MESSAGE
MOD has only a very limited interest it: alleged sightings of 'unidentified flying
objects' which is to establish from reports provided whether what was seen might
have some defence significance.

KEY POINTS

* The Ombudsman commended MOD's handling ofMr N's correspondence saying
that they had done so in full accordance with the Code of Practice on the Release of
Information.

* The Ombudsman supported MOD's judgement that the request for sighting reports
(from commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel) from 28 July 98-28 July
99 could reasonably have been withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (voluminous
or vexatious requests). The Ombudsman very much welcomed MOD's decision
nonetheless to make this information available.

* The search for reports meeting the criteria required scrutiny of proformae,letters
etc, held on six manual ft.les (over 500 enclosures). Only two reports were found to
meet the criteria; one from a commercial pilot and one from an air traffic controller.

* MOD's conclusion in respect of each report was that there was nothing to
substantiate an incident of defence concern.
* MOD wrote to Mr N last month to say that alleged sighting reports he understood to
have been sent to MOD by the CAA had not been received; the CAA has been
reminded of the correct address for their despatch.

•

SUBSIDIARY POINTS

*

Mr N requested:
(a) that MOD agree with his interpretation of information held at the Public
Record Office for 1950s-1960s in respect of alleged 'UFO' incidents and
MOD policy at that time.
(b) that MOD confirm whether it was policy now to play down the
significance of 'UFOs '.
(c) that MOD provide abstracts from all 'UFO' reports from commercial
pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between 01.00 hrs 28 Jul 98 and
01.00 hrs 28 Jul 99 giving details of estimated sizes, shapes, speeds and
unusual flight patterns of the craft, and the conclusions reached by MOD in
each case.

*

As a gesture of goodwill MOD agreed to (c), estimating a charge of £150 but, as a

further gesture of goodwill, agreed to abate the cost to a maximum of £75.

* Mr N was provided with the information in a letter of23 March 2000.
* The Ombudsman supported MOD's decision not to provide an opinion now on
policy statements made 40-50 years ago about MOD's interest then in 'UFOs ',
particularly as all the available information relating to the statements is in the public
domain.
* The Ombudsman rejected Mr N's complaint that MOD had not provided an
adequate response to his request for a statement on MOD's present policy on 'UFOs '.

.•

'

•

Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)/64/3

t/'

2 June 2000

DNews(RAF)
Copy to:
OMD- AD(E&MG)

'OBSERVER' REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ABOUT UFOs
Reference: D/Sec(AS)/ D/Sec(AS)/64/3/1 dated 23 March 2000
1. I understand the 'Observer' has asked whether information provided to 'Mr N'
might be made available to them on payment of the same fee.
2. The 'Observer' has picked up the story from the Parliamentary Ombudsman's
Report published on 24 May (PCA 4th Report, Session 1999-2000, case No: A.7/00).
Background details and a News Brief were provided to D News (RAF) at Reference.
3. DOMD are the MOD focal point for dealings with the Ombudsman. They advise
that the information can be released at no cost, and the MOD spokesperson should
stress that the only reason the Department is not levying a charge is because we have
already recouped the cost of collating and preparing it for release.
4. A written statement with attachments is provided for you to pass on to the
'Observer'. It is important that it is released in entirety. It should not be altered in
any way. You must also ensure that the identity of the individual who took the
case to the Ombudsman is not revealed under any circumstances. With this in
mind, I attach an amended version of the News Brief provided at Reference.

------------·----------··------------------------------.-.------------------.-.-----------------------------·---------·-------·
NEWS BRIEF
------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------DTG: 2 JUNE 2000

SUBJECT: 'OBSERVER' REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON 'UFOs'
SOURCE:
PRESS
BACKGROUND

PCA 4th Report, Session 1999-2000 published 24 May 2000, Case No: A.7/00Refusal to Release Information About Incidents Involving Unidentified Flying
Objects.
KEY MESSAGE

MOD has only a very limited interest in alleged sightings of 'unidentified flying
. objects' which is to establish from reports provided whether what was seen might
have some defence significance.
KEY POINTS

* The Ombudsman commended MOD's handling ofMr N's correspondence saying
that they had done so in full accordance with the Code of Practice on the Release of
Information.

* The Ombudsman supported MOD's decision not to provide an opinion now on
policy statements made 40-50 years ago about MOD's interest then in 'UFOs',
particularly as all the available information relating to the statements is in the public
domain.
* The Ombudsman rejected Mr N's complaint that MOD had not provided an
adequate response to his request for a statement on MOD's present policy on 'UFOs'.

* The Ombudsman supported MOD's judgement that the request for sighting reports
(from commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel) from 28 July 98-28 July
99 could reasonably have been withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (voluminous
or vexatious requests). The Ombudsman very much welcomed MOD's decision
nonetheless to make this information available.
* The search for reports meeting the criteria required scrutiny of proformae, letters
etc, held on six manual files (over 500 enclosures). Only two reports were found to
meet the criteria; one from a commercial pilot and one from an air traffic controller.
*MOD's conclusion in respect of each report was that there was nothing to
substantiate an incident of defence concern.

•

SUBSIDIARY POINTS

*

Mr N requested:
(a) that MOD agree with his interpretation of information held at the Public
Record Office for 1950s-1960s in respect of alleged 'UFO' incidents and
MOD policy at that time.
(b) that MOD confirm whether it was policy now to play down the
significance of 'UFOs'.
(c) that MOD provide abstracts from all 'UFO' reports from commercial
pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between 01.00 hrs 28 Jul98 and
01.00 hrs 28 Jul 99 giving details of estimated sizes, shapes, speeds and
unusual flight patterns of the craft, and the conclusions reached by MOD in
each case.

* As a gesture of goodwill MOD agreed to (c), estimating a charge of£ 150 but, as a
further gesture of goodwill, agreed to abate the cost to a maximmn of £75.

* Mr N was provided with the information in a letter of 23 March 2000.

•

MOD STATEMENT PLUS TWO ATTACHMENTS
You asked for information as supplied to 'Mr N' about 'UFOs'. We have assumed
your request to be identical to that reported as Case No: A.7/00 of the PCA4th Report,
Session 1999-2000 published on 24 May 2000:

"He [MrN] askedfor abstracts from all UFO reports witnessed by
commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel betweenOJOO Hrs 28
July 1998 and 0100 hrs on 28 July 1999. He asked for details ofthe types of
craft which had been observed (their shape, size, speed and unusual flight
patterns) and the conclusions reached by MOD on UFOs."
There is no requirement for anyone reporting an alleged sighting to MOD to provide
~tails of any category of information including occupation. Where reports are made
they are often very sketchy and vague. However, all the reports received over the 12
. months in question by the MOD focal point (Secretariat (Air Staf£)2) were reviewed.
Two sightings were received during the period specified with sufficient information to
substantiate the occupation of the witness as one of those requested. Although only
abstracts were sought, it was felt that it would be more helpful to provide photocopies
of the actual reports as they were received. Personal details were deleted in order to
protect the confidentiality of the witnesses concerned.
MOD has only a very limited interest in alleged sightings of 'unidentified flying
objects' which is to establish from sighting reports whether what was seen might have
some defence significance. We look to see whether there is any evidence that the
integrity of the UK Air Defence region has been breached by any hostile or
unauthorised foreign military activity. With this requirement in mind, the conclusions
reached in respect of each report were as follows:
Report No. 1 was received on 20 November 1998 and concerned a sighting on
19 November 1998 by a commercial pilot, reported to be of an object
travelling fast and showing a very bright strobe light. MOD concluded that
there was no unusual activity to substantiate an incident of any defence
concern.
Report No. 2 was received on 15 February 1999 (page 2 is incorrectly dated)
and concerned an apparent radar contact that day by an air traffic controller in
Scotland. MOD found that there was no Air Defence activity (routine or
Quick Reaction Alert) or exercises involving RAF Air Defence units during
the period. Radar investigations were made but recorded radar data displays
did not support the contact reported. In the circumstances MOD found
nothing to substantiate an incident of any defence concern.
No other reported sightings were found during the search to match the three
categories specified in the request.
Because of the time needed to examine a number of files and check the details of
hundreds of enclosures, Mr N was asked to pay for the cost of the search. The same
information can be provided now at no cost because MOD has already recouped the
cost of collating and preparing it for release.

MOD STATEMENT PLUS TWO ATTACHMENTS
You asked for information as supplied
'UFOs'. We have assumed
your request to be identical to that reported as Case No: A.7/00 of the PCA 4th Report,
Session 1999-2000 published on 24 May 2000:

"He~dfor abstracts from all UFO reports witnessed by
commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between OJ 00 Hrs 28
July 1998 and 0100 hrs on 28-JtJ.ly1999. He askedfor details of the types of
craft which had been observed (their shape, size, speed and unusualflight
patterns) and the conclusions reached by MOD on UFOs."
There is no requirement for anyone reporting an alleged sighting to MOD to provide
details of any category of information including occupation. Where reports are made
they are often very sketchy and vague. However, all the reports received over the 12
months in question by the MOD focal point.(Secretariat (Air Staff)2) were reviewed.
Two sightings were received during the period specified with sufficient information to
substantiate the occupation of the witness as one of those requested. Although only
abstracts were sought, it was felt that it would be more helpful to provide photocopies
of the actual reports as they were received . . Personal details were deleted in order to
protect the confidentiality of the witnesses concerned.
MOD has only a very limited interest in alleged sightings of 'unidentified flying
objects' which is to establish from sighting reports whether what was seen might have
some defence significance. We look to see whether there is any evidence that the
integrity of the UK Air Defence region has been breached by any hostile or
unauthorised foreign military activity. With this requirement in mind, the conclusions
reached in respect of each report were as follows:

Report No. 1 was received on 20 November 1998 and concerned a sighting on
19 November 1998 by a commercial pilot, reported to be of an object
travelling fast and showing a very bright strobe light. MOD concluded that
there was no unusual activity to substantiate an incident of any defence
concern.

Report No.2 was received on 15 February 1999 (page 2 is incorrectly dated)
and concerned an apparent radar contact that day by an air traffic controller in
Scotland. MOD found that there was no Air Defence activity (routine or
Quick Reaction Alert} or exercises involving RAF Air Defence units during
the period. Radar investigations were made but recorded radar data displays
did not support the contact reported. In the circumstances MOD found
nothing to substantiate an incident of any defence concern.
No other reported sightings were found during the search to match the three
categories specified in the request.
Because of the time needed to examine a number of files and check the details of
hundreds of enclosur~asked to pay for the cost of the search. The same
information can be pro~t no cost because MOD has already recouped the
cost of collating and preparing it for release.
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enunent dOC\DatS In tbe .

Jl'ubUc ~ OU1<:.e ft'O'IIl
June 1965 rnul that 'It wu
of!ldaJ MoD poUey to play
down cbe n'bftet oCunJdtntifled fl1inr object$ and to

avoid~UDdu~pQblle

attention or pulntc1t!to~e - .

subjfet... asa:res~twehave :.)
~iieov~ :bad m7 political pres·
curt to Jnount a larp-scale
m~\ptioa.'.

Otber 4oc:u·

111ents n-om that time statl!:
"nle press are n~ to 'be

li"en ~rmatton about
unusual radar sightings..•
and (unnsual 'Visual) stgbt;
tnp are in no dr~taDI:eS
to be d1sel~ to th~Jl'R's.·
· . ~ut R1d.1ar4 ~I d.: "Th1s is
not about little r;reen men.
but about {l'!edom or infot·
matton. It ts tl~ar there are
matly strange inc\de:nts that
.ba»pen il1 the Brttish skies
that are ke;t seoetn. Then!
m1.1 be iss~~ or ai:tntt
l~ Mol>. Deitl\er C( . . tled wb.S J:l1S llircratt'bec:ame
~MiD!str1 ~

w~mina.ted by an 'mean de~

llnlto otndal CAA eea.t' Hght. Three othtr' :ai.r.
.a the !ame mouth aa.!t in tM au reparted set\dar plcbd ~ m il1l a 'ball of J.igbt movin: ~
~obJectQ~nraa-oss h(lh spNCI. A1r tramc con·
. a pilot f1ying o,.r tronm reporte4. thm wete

~DI'naNral~

the Nortb Sea nparted an·

but b1 keq!zig tb1s i.Dfor=a·

unidmdfted mnita7·1ooldu: tton secret these lDci4eots
aircraft pas sins do" ~ iu eal\Dot b@ sauti.n1se<\ try the
\he oppos1te direction. Noth· pubUc or the StitDtU1~ com.·

inl •as seen oil the plane's m\lDltY.'
radar or by air

~e

c:cn·

Oae or tbt most lnlamous

trCIUen:. Tbe MoD told the modents rtlating to a UFO
Autbol1t.,v tbat theft were no Sirbbs il1 Brit&n only c:ame

m the
===::;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;:;;;:;;;;;;;::;;:=:===:;;;;;;;:=====::::;-, tnmilitary
aircr.aft JcnowD to be
th&u~ at tMUme.

Ia Se~ became stat:- no str.mce ain:raft

=

to lti!1t
thro~ US
freedom
or
infor=atton
lell$1aUOD
Altbou:h au MoD s.,okes- 'Ibis ren.altd that in Decem
woman would :act dlteusc ber1980thrftsecurlt)'patrol

indiYiduals:~.shesDd

ouwant,
you get.

aU t.belle e'llenU had perftolettv
normal e"Xplaza&Uons. 'Some·
times radan bave spumus
re~ causecl b7 czxllitan'
ai~ ill the~. ancl

r.~dar-Jammtq fadlit!scct:
bright u,hU aa -~
or~ caa be cauatc! 'by
~ts on tiM p-ou.n4.•

men.tzlveqaeillfaJIOti!Zltia
air crash aear the US At
Fore. 'bu. tD Sl31folk saw ;

straDte cl~ ~
object hO'¥fi'ID&'iD the fores
~a.r the base which W '
'pal$inrrect J1Pt 1m top m
blue llghts'lllldmlath'.
Ali oBle\llJ't!Port by Lif!l;
1maat-OlloDtl O&rln Halt
the deputy ~se eomm&lll!tl
iDeludt4a4escr1ptionortl!
e'U'el1tr c.d ltltl!'d tbat tll

In • letter to we or Rid·
yard's local MPs. Defecc:e
Mtnis~r John Spdlu said:
'M.v cfepartJDa1tha' no tnter- neA-t

c1a1 tbree dtp~$201)
est or rcle ~ rtspeet to ~ found lD the fort!
I t1FO/fb-tngsauoermateen or. wht!ft the obJect was diSCO'
to the qu~ctioD of the e.'Cis- ~ whk:b showe-S l'ldlaUo

I

tmce.ftlo~o{~ ru4tng:. Later that nilt
restrtal life forms - about thrt!e stu-likt objects we
which 'llr! raalll open- seen ia th~ skY m.O'Y!t

rzdnded.·

'ra.Jiidly
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.o:

SEC(AS)2
Cc:
Subject:

OMD/AD(E+MG)
DOMD; SEC(AS)2A1
Ombudsman Case

Importance:

High

Thank you for the extract from the Parliamentary Ombudsman's Report about Mr N Sect1on 40
As you are aware, the Guardian has asked one of the DCC staff whether they can be provided with 'the same
information as Mr N if they pay £75'.
What do we say?
Can we release the information to a third party, and do we need to safeguard the identity of Mr N? What grounds are
there for refusing the request? The Guardian can ask exactly the same questions because the Ombudsman's Report
details them in full and is published on the Internet. Do we make the Guardian and any others who ask the same
questions pay and, if so, how much (we charged Mr N £60)? What is the Government's policy on this? Is it just the
first person to ask who pays (because the search is done for them)? Do all those who follow after get the information
for nothing because the search has already been done (and we do not incur any extra costs because all we do is
draft a reply)?
Grateful for your advice please.

II!IP
1 June 2000

1

SEC(AS)2
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

OMD/AD(E+MG}
01 June 2000 18:30
SEC(AS)2
DOMD; SEC(AS}2A 1
RE: Ombudsman Case

Importance:

High

.rom:

Without having seen the actual information we passed to Mr N, I have the following comments:
- it remains MOD information, to do with as we please. Mr N's payment was to reimburse us the cost of
providing him with information; he does not own the information or have any say in what we do with it.
- equally, giving the information to Mr N is the same as had we given it
It puts it into the public domain, with all that entails.

to a journalist, newspaper, whoever.

- the only reason we originally withheld the information was the disproportionate cost of collating and
could be
preparing the information for
release. That no longer applies as I assume the same information
released in the same format at very little cost.
We should not refuse to supply this information simply because we have already supplied it to someone else, that
would imply that it was no longer our information.
It seems to me that our only option is to supply the information to whoever asks for it. Further, we should do so AT
NO COST (but stress that the only reason we are not charging is because we have already recouped the cost).
Acces to Govt info is enabled by the Code which only allows us to charge to cover our costs, not to make. a proit.
Sadly!
Hope this helps.
-Original Message--

From:
Sent

SEC(AS)2
01 June 2000 18:03

To:

OMD/AO(E+MG)
DOMD; SEC(AS)2A1
Ombudsman Case
High

Cc::

Subject:
Importance:

~
Thank you for the extract from the Parliamentary Ombudsman's Report about Mr N
As you are aware, the Guardian has asked one of the DCC staff whether they can be provided with 'the same
information as Mr N if they pay £75'.
What do we say?
Can we release the information to a third party, and do we need to safeguard the identity of Mr N? What grounds
are there for refusing the request? The Guardian can ask exactly the same questions because the
Ombudsman's Report details them in full and is published on the Internet. Do we make the Guardian and any
others who ask the same questions pay and, if so, how much (we charged Mr N £60)? What is the Government's
policy on this? Is it just the first person to ask who pays (because the search is done for them)? Do all those
who follow after get the information for nothing because the search has already been done (and we do not incur
any extra costs because all we do is draft a reply)?

...

Grateful for your advice please .

1 June2000

1
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MINIBlR.Y OF DEFENCE

case No; A.7toO

Refusal to release infonnation about incidents involving
unidentified flying objects

~ained that the Minlslry ofDefet~.C6 (MOD) refosed lD fJIVJIIitk him with a

~respoi'Z3Il' to thre• req11esLTfor in[omumon relating to unidentiji11Jjlying
obJec'l.' (Ul'Os). lie asked MOD: (I) whe'lltel' lilq agNed wllh lllnB staUmelfiB Ngfll'dilfg
UFOs cot~laiiNd in 1'INJOI"ds ~ bm.ik /Q the 19Stl9 and 19608; (ii) wheiMr it WQS tlu!ir
preHnt policy to p/tzy down the ndlject of UF03; and (iii) to provide specifte iriflJ1711011on

regarding UFO rlghtings mark between 28 July 1998 and 28 July 1999. The Permane111
SeCTelQry of.\lfOD 3lLid that il 'IIW not -within their remit to provide QIJ official commAmt 011
alleged lnQfkn~ andpolicyfrom the 19JOs and J~Os and 11uted thQt the jlle1 contall'lllrg
thtt Mat•numt!l 'MI8'H in thtt Public Rttcord Offtc. tmd OJ»" to myon~ to ~ th.ir OWII

conclu.siortS. He said thQ/ their pruent policy on UFOs had bum np/Qintld to~}Qj
aeveral occasiona tmd went an to outlint: the limitf#J interest MOD had in ~As
regQ1'ds the spectflc tn.[ormarton relanng to UFO Sightinp, the .Permanent &crW;uyl'lt18
satisfied tltttt t/Mil' initial dM:isitdl7Wt ~o Nletae the irr,ftmrt411rm untie,. Ewmption g wr.u
ju3lified. Howewr. he

as a one-offe'l«!I'Cise, to ,PfOVitk lhll

information requested

a charge ofno more than £75. The Ombudsman
tmdl'I08 miUficd thtlt

considered MOD':r
tMy h~ provl<kd an ~ate reqK~n6e
could nascmahly have withheld th.

rv:qve.st. n~ found thai MOD

-J-

Exempljon 9 but welcomed their decision to pmvidt it to
S. ~tis that MOD bad rt.fusu:l to provide hiIll with iDfonna.tion that should
baVCi
il\-ailabl~ to him under the <Axk ofPn!Wcc on Accc:ss to Government
Information (the Cok).
Backgroudd

S.2~ MOD on 24 ~ 19?8 Riq 1br ~about incidtnts in tbe
19~~ flying objc;cu" (UFO$), MOD repJieO on 24 JUJle, In thdr

~ they ecpt.med their policy tbwal'ds the ttotap and destructiou of files on this subject.

They said that all survivinJ coll1cmpomly papenvork. had been fotwarded to the Public
Record Office and, as such, was a matter ofpublic record. In Rply (in an undated l«tet),
~ to coldlrm lhetbllowJng swemeDJS u a mauer olpubli.cRaml:'1. An lncid•m I)CCW'I'fld ~" 4 AprU 195'1 ttnt1 wac witrt~ by Mikr

operators at the Mifli8try ofSupply Bomb Trials Unit. West Freugh. 1'ht!
N8Jllling Technical lntelhgence investigation concluded that the incitknt
wos due to the JNY.wnr;e offive unc01111entional [aerial} obje& of
unidentified type and origin (RefDDI(Iech)IC 21(JIJI. report doted 30 April
1!157, PRO Fih AIR 2()!9321).
1
2. It was o.fficiaJ MOD policy to play dawn "1M siK'fificance of unitkntifJed
flying object:s (AIR 2117$27).

'!J.

Nr:m-h(M(;I• unifkntifi~d aerial craft with rkslgn and per/omranct~

paramelersfw in ~u ofcuttins • • tiiCinwlogy have on occasiM /Jee1r

witntssed by HMAnned Forces in UK .Air$pQce (PRO Pi/eg AIR J0/9320.
AIR :Z0/9321, AIR :Z0199!H and AIR lff/1199).'

http://www.parliamentombndsmen org.ukl~dooomentlllC494/49417.htm
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3.3 MOD \VIOle baCk on 6 July. to say tblt tbey WU~d.td JlOlhing ro their lelll::l ofl4 .11mc.
~er written separately to MOD Clll25 June 1998, astins 1br ioformatiOil about
VISiiil and i3dar observations of. aerla1 phenomena by Royal Air Force pilots and ground
crew. He asked for detailt of tile types ofaaft which bad been~ (tbeir shape. size
and petfotmancc), their location aJUl Ute dates of tbc incidents. He cited the Code and
~ucatod that MOD quote oxomptiou if thGy "WQ'C XDiaded. ta reruse tho Wf'o111¥itioo; ho
al10 asked MOD to conduct an :lntmmJ review. On 10 July 19~ MOD
about the three statements (Rara&rapll above) and asked ~J request that
they c:onfirm the statemen1s as a matter of pablic record.

,.2

5.4 On 30 July 1998, MOD wrote ~ ~of their review ofboth his
requests. t. mpect of details of'aeriilpiU!':Ilt'ririei, IItty told him dtat the iDfolUIIdion
could be justifiably withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (see par.~gC~pb 5.12 below)

because providiq it would .-equire an UDl'\mODable diversion of~ As to the three
statement~ they toklllim £bat, ro the best oflbeir ~ elm tiles held m lhe PubUc
Record O:Bloa coutained diG full details afaDY alle,ged inciclent8 and~ mado at the
time in respect of them: aU contemPOral'Y pepen.tQrk was tbertmms available for public

scrutiny. They also told him about his ave~~ue of appeal to the ParliammUary Ombudsman.
5.5 on 21 July 1999~ MOD wid\ a more narrowly focussed request tbr
.information. He eekea~from. all UFO :rcpott5 wi~ by coamii'Cial pilots.
milicary pilots aod radar pel'SOl1lW belween 0100 Hn 23 Julv 1998 and. o 100 Hrs oa 23 July
1999. He asked for details the typeS of craft which bad been obsern:d (their shape,
speed arul unusual :Bight patterns) and the CODClusions Raehed by MOD on UFOs. He also
a&kal ifMOD now~ in 1~99, lYitb the tlU'CIO aaacmcots gi'YCD prcriomly {J?anlomph
S.l above) aDd expaMed on the leCODd ofthose !ltatements by asking wlteth2r it was now.
in 1999, official MOD policy 10 play down the SUbject ofl.JFOs.

a.

or

5.6 MOD replied OD 14 October..J222.-bLthdr letter they said tiJat the pOSition
regard
10 the intonnadon requcstecl ~.ned to bim in .July 1998 aod that this
position mnained unebanged. .Afl'eSitdipiiient
~
· in res:pect ofUFO related
lS$UC$., they replied that tbiJ had been eJqJlained
_.,:...,;nn.~
satisfied with that reply $ld sought the Ombudsmim'sinterveDUon:----~
w i•t h .

Depat'tUleltW

reJP0111C 10 the Ombu4amu

5.1 1n offeriq his ~ on 'the complaint, the Pamlment Seaebuy of MOD said that
be was satia6ed that MOD's previous respcmses on tbe ~ spe¢i& statements hacl been
correcL He said tbat it was mt within MOD's remit to provide an official DepartmeDtal
comment on alleged. iDdc1erus and IIOliCY from the 19508 and 1!JOOs. and noted. that the files
'\'tWO in the Pub~ llecord Of6cc and were open to 11J1Y0U to draw tbcir own oonoluaiOIIS.

tlle5EE

5.8 With reaard to~ as to whether it was official MOD pollcy lO l)lay down
the tubject ofuni~tiYitii~
that the:
Dcpartmcnt's policy on UFOs bad been explained to
occasions. He said.
tbat MOD had only a vay ligUt\'Xl d.cfciwc interest in
~ Wbicob was &imply to
establillh &om $ightWg reports whether or not there had been aQy brcaclt of the lJJ( Air
nerence RegJon. He went on to say that investigations inlo si.ghdags were only canied 001 if
there were corroborative cvidenc.e that such a breach had cccuned.
S.9 As ~ request 1bT spcci:tlc lnfomuuionreganBng 'Oro &l,gbdnp
~-rs~-.futy 1999, u. Penoaaent k":letuy said that 1tewaa •died
lhat the decision 110t to release tbis i:Dfcrawioo UDder 1he ~was justified
and referred to Exemption 9. He said tbat, in order to mee
they would. need
to scrutinise, and copy as appropriat.e, some 800 pieces of
In aclditioo, in
or«r to tapcct third party amfidcnoca, pcr80lW d\f'omwltion rc1atiDg to the correspoadonts
WftUld have to be blauke.d out prior to publication. It was estimated that it \\Wid take about
14 working hours to han4lc the request However, although mhis view the Code had been
conect:ly applied, dtc Permanent Secretary said that he bad~~ division
within. !he Depal1mellt to malcB tbe illformation available t~on as a one-

http:l"'~w.parliament.ombudsman.org.uklpcaldQcumentllu;494/494--a7.htm
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S.lO Glveo the extent of the worlc im'olved, the Pennancmt SelnlaJy also took the 'riew that
it would be maaonable to levy a charge fw the informatiolllee(UCSICd. The Departmgt's
policy uudertbe Cede is to cbarp a rate of :£15 per hour £or every bcuf worked in excess of
four hows to proclol;e non-essential ineotmation. ThiS would equate to a pmposcd chatge of
£150 but as a gQtuJe of goodwill. he said ~ daarp a maximum of £7S
on thls occuion.

Tlte Code of Prldice

5.12 Exemption 9 of the Code, wbich was cited by MOD, reads as follows:
'R#qutstlfor infomalion -which Ol'e vexali0r1s or man~lfy ~able or
are fo7J1U11Dlfld in too gtmra/ a 1nQifltU, or which (beCQat: of1M amQJtnt of
InfOrmation to be J!fYKM88fld or the 'llfled to ~frml~ ln./(Jm~QIIon frtJmftlu
Mt in Clm'ent use) WQuld reqfdre unrttasonabk dJWY&iOn ofn!!SOIIrt:eS- '

S.13 In assessiq this complaint there are two ISpeCtS I have to amsider: the ~
issue of whether or not infonnatioo lhoukl
:t~ handli~
40

be"!=

ooanplaiut I tvm tint to tbe Rlease otiDioJ'IIlati
~ was that
confiiDl as a malta' ofpoblic E~lc-statements C;Qmaioed in bislorical
records. lo asking this questiOI
to be seeking a Cllllmt \'lew fl'om MOD in
respect OfbCMb factual matters
eu
ill the 1950s and 19608 Rpl'diJI8 UFOs.
MOD's view is that all the avai1abJe iJd'cmoatioD reprding these 5t*meDU is ia lhe Public
Record Office aod that it is therefore open to 3!JYOOC to draw tbeir own amclusiOils.
PaJagraph 3(v) of the Code commits Departments 'to reJease. ia respoase to lpeCilc
mtuests. infonnation relalinJ to tbcir ~ actioPs and dedsiom and odlcr mauers
rclaaccl to dJcir an:a1 ofrespomib.i.Utf. However. the Gtddancc on ImeqJmadolloftbe Code
states that Departments arc DOt obliged 'to give an opinion on a panicuJar matter unJ.eas
tllUe would be a reasouab~_ ~~it .~ltOUld do ao in the normal ooune of
business'. MOD have ~ oftheir pcscnt policy on t1FOB but I do
not believe tbey can n=asonablj bC expected now to provide an opinion on palicy or
BtatemcDt& mado 40 to .SO years ago, l)IU'ticularJy wlum aU the avaiJablc iiltbtmW~Itio~
to those suuements is almdy in tbe public domain. I do not tbercfo~e conslder that
request can be dealt with Wider tbe tenns of the Code aod I do .not see tbe Pm:oanemt
Secletal)"s respoose as 1IDJ'C8SOD8ble.
S. l41 am abo $Mi$licd tbm MOD baYc provJdcd an adequato RllpOII5C

fbr

a statemem of their pn:scot policy on the subject ofUFOs.
that MOD's policy w the subject ofUFOs bad been explained
to the eft'ect that MOD had a very limitt.d interest in UPO issues;
.tabiJIIl
from sigbdng repolU wbelhet Ulele had been any 1m:ach of the me Air Defeoce Rqkm.
5.15 I vmy IDI1Ch wdcomc lhe Penuanenl SecretatYs ckclsion tO provide~
specific iDfunnation regarding UFO sightinp tbat be has requested. The
Rla)pes
that there axe limits to the :rcsouroes that a body can reasonably devote to IUI$WCl'ing
requests for illfonnalion. ~on 9 of the Code allows rcquau for information to be
· rofit6od afier proper considcratlon if· because of the amount of io.fonnation to be processed
or the need to retrieve iofonnation from ar<:hived files • tneetixJg a request would scquil'8 an
Ulll'e8SOD8ble diversion Gt resouteeS. Clearly it is a ma1tCI' ofjudgemeot as to whether or not
infonnation rcqac;sk;d io aoy given case is suftldently exteDsiw to jusdfy lhe appltcatian of

coae

http://w;w.parJbnnmt.ombudsmaa.org.uk/pc8fdocumeatlho494/494-a7.btm
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5.17 I fi:nm.d that ~MOD ~ reasanably :i:.o. rc£u$ing to con6rm the ~~~llo
statements contained in DUblic record.$. and tlW they bad Dl'<nidecl

response on tbeJr presern polic:y on the sm;ect ofUFOs.

tMCJ~mJ~treasonat~

have witbheld the information on UFO Sigbtings ..equeste4
ocpnt thcit willingness to release dl.b i.oformation on tiWJ
outcome «1 a partially justified complainl

bup:/twww.parttament.OIIlbudsman.org.uklpcaldocumentll\Q494/494-a7.htm
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Secretariat (Air Staff)2

~

~\

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8247, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

~~==rd)

·. ''•<,....

..... .

(Fax)

Your Reference
Our Reference
0/S.C(AS)/64/ 1

Date
24 May 2000

·~
Thank you for your letter of 1 May enclosing one from the Safety Regulation Group of the
Civil Aviation Authority about Mandatory Occurrence Reports. You say that the Safety
Regulation Group is the 'other official sources' mentioned in your earlier correspondence and ask
that the MOD Department holding the Reports mentioned in their letter conduct a full search of
their records and provides you with any information meeting the criteria as defmed in the
Parliamentary Ombudsman's letter to Ieuan Wyn Jones MP (A.7/00 of29 February 2000).

As you know, Sec(AS)2 is the MOD focal point for receipt of all 'UFO' -related sighting

reports and correspondence. A thorough search has been made of the files during the agreed
period (28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999). There is no record that Mandatory Occurrence~
199900648 dated 03/02/99 and 199903489 dated 05/06/99 were received. I contacted~ Corporate Affairs, Safety Regulation Group for further information. She said that they
were copied to:
(AS)2
Main Building
Whitehall
that it was the address they used to foiWard
I queried the brevity of the address.
Reports. The omission of
,
' and a postcode in the address could
have accounted for the Reports not being received by Sec(AS)2. As could the fact that the Branch
title used does not exist and there is no supporting Room number to help with identification.
Nevertheless, checks have been made with Branches in MOD Head Office whose titles are similar
to (AS)2 and those with an interest in aircraft safety. No trace of the Reports has been found.
It is s.ome while since the two Reports were filed with the Safety RegUlation Group. There
has been nothing in the meantime to suggest that the integrity of the UK Air Defence Region was
breached by what was reported to them. I am sure you will understand therefore that MOD has no

plans to cany out an investigation now of what might have occurred.
I can appreciate that you will be disappointed with the result of our enquiries. I can assure
you that efforts were made to try and trace what happened to the Reports. The Safety Regulation
Group has now been provided with full details of our address.

Plain Stationery
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SEC(AS)2
From:

Sent:
To:

OAS-001
15 May 2000 13:59

SEC(AS)2
Subject: UNCLAS: Mandatory Occurrence Reports

Your D/Sec(AS)64/1 asked about 2 Mandatory Occurrence Reports forwarded by
the SRG to MoD. We have no record of the Reports having arrived with us.

18/05/00

e

2-1-

Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)64/ l

It"

12 May 2000

AS.DDl
Copy to:
ADGEl
Sec(AS)l

CAA- MANDATORY OCCURRENCE REPORTS
1. I am currently dealing with an Ombudsman Case, prompted by a keen 'ufologist'
who is anxious to obtain data from 'UFO' sighting reports he believes have been
provided to us by the CAA Safety Regulation Group (SRG).
2. I will not bore you with the details of the case! My aim in writing is to try and
trace two Mandatory Occurrence Reports the SRG has advised him were forwarded to
MOD. From my discussions with the SRG it seems they were sent to 'AS2 MOD
Main Building Whitehall'. With an address as vague as that it is hardly surprising we
did not receive them. From the description of the reports (SRG extract attached) it is
clear their interpretation of a 'UFO' is rather different than that of most of our
'ufologists'. I wonder, did either or both reports find their way to your Registry or the
Registries of copy addressees?
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SAFETY REGULATION GROUP
Avlatlon House
Gatwlck Airport South
West Sussex

Direct Dial
01rect Fax

RH6 OYR

Our ref

lOMG/03/0l/01 - 155

29 March 2000

Following your telephone call on Monday, I asked the Safety Data Department for details of any
Mandatory Occurrence Reports regarding UFOs for the period 28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999 which have
been passed to the Ministry of Defence.
They have only two occurrences, the details of which are attached.

Yours sincerely

•

. ,;ubRel Report

Date:
03.02.1999

A/CType:
Not Applicable

Location:
RAMME58W

Fit Phase:
Cruise

OccNum:
199900648

Other Occurrence: Unidentified bright light below BAe 146 at FL280.
Area below ale illuminated for 10 seconds by incandescent light which was not considered by reporter to be an ale
landing light. Reporter stated three other ale reported seeing it moving at high speed or static. ATC informed but they
reported no other ale in vicinity. Five minutes later a radar return was present at 75miles on weather radar. Atmosphere
reported as stable and no other ale were in vicinity.

***********************************************************
Date:

05.(){) 1999

AJCType:
B757

J..ocation:

SHAPP

Fit Phase:
Cruise

OccNum:

199903489

ATC Occurrence: Pilot ofB757 reported unidentified military ale which passed close below & in opposite direction.

Traffic was not seen on radar by any of the relevant ATC units & no military ale were known to be in the area.

PubRel Report

Pagelofl

27 March 2000

-

La

•
Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)64/1
12 May 2000
AS.DDl
Copy to:

ADGEI ~
Sec(AS)l
li

CAA- MANDATORY OCCURRENCE REPORTS
1. I am currently dealing with an Ombudsman Case, prompted by a keen 'ufologist'
who is anxious to obtain data from 'UFO' sighting reports he believes have been
provided to us by the CAA Safety Regulation Group (SRG).

2. I will not bore you with the details of the case! My aim in writing is to try and
trace two Mandatory Occurrence Reports the SRG has advised him were forwarded to
MOD. From my discussions with the SRG it seems they were sent to 'AS2 MOD
Main Building Whitehall'. With an address as vague as that it is hardly surprising we
did not receive them. From the description of the reports (SRG extract attached) it is
clear their interpretation of a 'UFO' is rather different than that of most of our
\) 'ufologists '. I wonder, did either or both reports fmd their way to your Registry or the
~ Registries of copy addressees?

.•
'ubRel Report
•

Date:
03.02.1999

AJCType:

Location:

Not Applicable

RAMME58W

Fit Phase:
Cruise

OccNum:

199900648

Other Occurrence : Unidentified bright light below BAe 146 at FL280.
Area below ale illuminated for 10 seconds by incandescent light which was not considered by reporter to be an ale
landing light. Reporter stated three other ale reported seeing it moving at high speed or static. ATC informed but they
reported no other ale in vicinity. Five minutes later a radar return was present at 75miles on weather radar. Atmosphere
reported as stable and no other ale were in vicinity .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Date:

AJCType:

Location:

05.06.1999

B757

SHAPP

Fit Phase:
Cruise

OccNum:

199903489

ATC Occurrence: Pilot ofB757 reported unidentified military ale which passed close below & in opposite direction.

Traffic was not seen on radar by any of the relevant ATC units & no military ale were known to be in the area.

PubRel Report
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SAFETY REGULATION GROUP
Civil Aviation Authority, Aviation House, Gatwick Airport South, West Sussex RH6 OYR
Telephone: (01293) 567171 · Fax: (01293) 573999 ·Telex: 878753

WITH COMPLIMENTS

SAFETY REGULATION GROUP
Aviation House
Gatwick Airport South
West Sussex
RH60YR

Our ref

Direct Dial
Direct Fax

lOMG/03/01101 - 155

9 May2000

Further to my letter of 20 April 2000 I am now able to confirm tha , where reports concerning UFOs have
been passed to the Ministry of Defence, this has been to (AS)2) Ma'n Building, Whitehall.
Unfortunately however we have no record of which reports were assed to the MoD out of the 12 since
1995 which have been given a UFO code. It must be borne in m nd that this coding is only allocated to
records on our system to allow retrieval if more information comes to hand, and should not be regarded as
definitive. I have attached details of the records.
The Safety Data Department is resourced to provide safety data to aviation agencies, the aviation industry
and persons who carry out flight safety tasks on behalf of the indu try. This means that it cannot respond
to ad hoc requests for aviation data or analysis which fall outsid this remit. On this occasion we have
provided as much information as we have available and have ~ecided to waive the proposed charge.
However, we feel that there is nothing more that we can do to assist you in this matter.
Yours sincerely

Corporate Affairs

bee
Head of
LONDON
SW1A2HB

)2
fence

I

•

PubRel Report
Date:
09.03.1995

A/C Type:
Unknown

Location:
KHARTOUM

J. ,
cru· e

OccNum:
199501024

Foreign Occurrence :Whilst B757 was cruising at FL330 two passengers repo ed seeing flying objects/bright lights.
The ale was flying southbound on airway UAIO when a passenger repo d seeing something that looked like a
firework rocket in an upward trajectory. The object reached the same level as the ale and then burnt out with a shower
of bright sparks. Occ will be "opened" for CAA investigation if supplementar info so warrants.

***********************************************************
Date:
17.06.1996

A/C Type:
Unknown

Location:
WARWICK

Flt ~hase:
Not rpphcable

ATC Occurrence: Crew saw bright dayglo object pass in close proxnnity to

Occ Num:
199602532

air whilst passing FL80.

Object passed down ale's RH side. Possible large kite or part1ally deflated! balloon. Incident reported to ATC but
nothing showmg on radar.

l
1

I

***********************************************************
Date:
11.03.1997

A/C Type:
Unknown

Location:
WAL-LYNAS

Fit base:
Not l<\.pplicable

Occ Num:
199701145

Fit base:
Crui e

OccNum:
199702022

ATC Occurrence : Ale reported being passed close in proximity by an ale,

dis~laying nav lights, whilst at FL290.

No ale indicated on LATCC radars.

***********************************************************
Date:
18.04.1997

A/C Type:
B737

Location:
GOLES

ATC Occurrence :Pilot reported sighting an unidentified ale at FL370. The unidentified ale was not showing on radar.

***********************************************************
Date:
13.06.1997

A/CType:
Cessna 421 Golden Eagle

Location:
ROLAMPONTVOR

Fit base:
em· e

OccNum:
199702943

Other Occurrence : LH windscreen struck by unidentified object in crui e at FL180. Outer layer of windshield
shattered, obscuring PI vision.
Differential pressure reduced to minimum & flight continued to destination.

***********************************************************
Date:
27.07.1997

A/C Type:
B747

Location:
IKTAV

Fit base:
C se

OccNum:
199704356

Other Occurrence : Ale in close proximity to debris from space (meteorite ?).

PubRel Report
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•

PubRel Report

!

Bright flash close to ale illuminated the flight deck. Large glowing object th n observed, falling rapidly on a relative
bearing of 030degs, range indeterminate with shallow trajectory. Object disi tegrated at approximately ale's cruising
level
1

***********************************************************
Date:
06.11.1997

AJC Type:
BAEATP

Location:
TLA30N

Fit base:

OccNum:

Crui e

199705960

Other Occurrence : Unknown object passed down RHS of a/c at 17000ft.
ATC confirmed nothing seen on radar & no weather balloons released in vicini

***********************************************************
Date:
09.06.1998

AJC Type:
MD-80 Srs

Location:
LONDONLHR

Fit base:
Clim

OccNum:

199803283

UK Airprox(P) : MD81 and unidentified flying object. Subject of JAS investig lion.
Described by reporter as an illuminated metallic grey object, in & out of cloud passing slightly above and 30-50metres
away. No known traffic in area and no radar returns.

***********************************************************
Date:
03.02.1999

A/CType:
Not Applicable

Fit ~base:

Location:
RAMME58W

OccNum:

199900648
CruT

Other Occurrence: Unidentified bright light below BAel46 at FL280.
Area below ale illuminated for 10 seconds by incandescent light which was not considered by reporter to be an ale
landing light. Reporter stated three other ale reported seeing it moving at hi speed or static. ATC informed but they
reported no other ale in vicinity. Five minutes later a radar return was present t 75miles on weather radar. Atmosphere
reported as stable and no other ale were in vicinity.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Date:
05.06.1999

A/C Type:
B757

Location:
SHAPP

I

~base:

Fit
Crui e

ATC Occurrence: Pilot ofB757 reported unidentified military ale which pass

OccNum:

199903489

close below & in opposite direction.

Traffic was not seen on radar by any of the relevant ATC units & no military c were known to be in the area.

***********************************************************
Date:
18.01.2000

A/CType:
A320

Location:
Fit base:
London-Heathrow - LHR Des nt

OccNum:

200000294

Pilot of A320 reported taken avoiding action on unidentified ale - no contacts bserved on radar.
Two bright white wing lights and a dark shadow in between them (like an airli er/transport aircraft shape) were spotted
through the captain's LH sliding window, flying straight towards except for jhe last one or two seconds as the lights
appeared to descend and the A320 pilot banked to the right to avoid it. Bo the unidentified aircraft and the A320

PubRel Report
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PubRel Report
•

entered a cloud layer shortly afterwards and contact was lost. - despite a call o ATC, no contacts observed on radar at
the time or found subsequently on the recordings.

***********************************************************
Date:
10.02.2000

AJCType:
MD-80 Srs

Location:
GORLO

Fit hase:
Cruse

OccNnm:
200000766

Pilot reported seeing a "small, red object going fast down his right hand side". Reporter's ale was cruising at FL270.
Pilot also stated that this was his third recent occurrence of this type. Nothing observed on radar. He also later stated
that it may have been a balloon
1
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File Note
D/Sec(AS)/64/1
~~\
14~2000

1. -

rang this afternoon (14 March) about 16.00 hJurs to offer details of the
'official' information he has been given about UFO sighting reports not included in
the our response to him following his appeal to the Ombuds$an. I declined to take
any information over the 'phone requesting instead that he p*t the details in writing,
copying it to all those he included in his previous letters. Thfs he agreed to do.
;

Sec(AS)2

X., .

From:

MINI

· ··.,.,·_ ' 2~ '·-

i

,.

-·

Secretariat (Air Staff)2

OF DEFENCE

')

i

. Room 8247, Main Building, Whitehall, Lqndon, SW1A 2HB . · . ',· ·~

Tete~

(Directdial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

-

~
-

I
YJur Reference
;

O~r Reference
D$ec(AS)f6413/1

v"'

Date
1q April 2000
i

i

Thank you for your letter of 29 March enclosing a chequ~ for £60.
!
As you know, Secretariat(Air Staff)2 is the Departmental\focal point for any reports of
alleged sightings of 'UFOs '. I should wish to assure you that the!search of the flies was very
thorough and the information provided with my letter of 23 Marcp was all that we had that met
the agreed criteria

You say that you have information from 'other official so~rces' that the material supplied
was 'by no means complete'. If you could let me have this info~ation I should, of course, be
happy to make further enquiries.
l

.<

'·

e

Hidden Copy:
APSIUSofS
APS/PUS
DOMD
DCCRAF

AO/ADI-ADGEI
DNewsRAF

)
)

!

) Connect with my D/Sec(AS)/64/Ji/ 1 of23 March 2000

)
)
)

The Office of the Ombudsman

!

29 March, 2000
Sec. (Air Staff) 2a
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SWIA2HB
j
I

. .I

·J·

'

Thank you for your Departmental letters of 21st Marcij from
your
own letter of the 23rd March. I am truly grateful for the ~nformation around the two
incidents mentioned especially bearing in mind the nuinber of files that had to be
j
shifted through.
Whilst I know your Department put a lot of effort into t~is search, I understand from
other official sources and documented evidence that th~ list of incidents reported to
the MoD meeting the agreed criteria (ref A.?/00 of29IFebruary, Paragraph 9) as
supplied by yourselves is by no means complete. A Whitehall
source also reliably
I
informed me that some of the agreed information was processed at Abbey Wood in
Bristol (I was actually quite surprised that no military reports had been
forthcoming!).
'

I have copied this letter to the Permanent Secretary, the bmbudsman and my MP to
keep everyone up to speed and I have every confiden~e that the remainder of the
agreed information will be supplied. As an act of goo~ faith, please find enclosed
a cheque for £60.00 as agreed.
!

Once again, I am most grateful for the assistance and
so far from the MoD. I look forward to receiving
abstracts.

i

' co-operation that has come
~ remainder of the agreed

I
i

I
!

SEC(AS)2

t:r=

Cc:
Subject:

SEC(AS)2
10 April 2000 12:51
USofS/Mailbox; ............,.....
Ombudsman Case

!

ApGE1 ; D News RAF

Please see attached (original signed).

.
~

has written to say that he understands 'fron1 other official sources and
evidence that the list of incidents reporte~ to him in my letter of 23
March is incomplete. He goes on to say 'a Whitehall s~urce also reliably informed
me that some of the agreed information was processed at Abbey Wood in Bristor.
There is nothing on file to substantiate his claims.
·

For DOMD - Do I forward

ue to you t?r processing?

1

l. YliUlWlU
I •

'H'

Udlll\.

"'1111111 . . . . . . ., .

::t

Dyddiadt'--Date ~o
TALE~
1
PAY - U"'-2..

221298

· ·---~---··--- ----- - ---- ---·-"- ---- -

.........- -----·-- t-·--·· - - - - - - - - - - - - - !

•·

.

SEC(AS)2

c =

OMD/AD(E+MG)
10 April2000 14:10
SEC{AS)2
RE: Ombudsman Case

To:

Subject:

Just pass the cheque to your own finance people to do the ne

sary.

Best wishes,

From:

Meesage-

Sent:
To:
Subject:

OMC14
10 April2000 14:05
OMC/AD(E+MG)
FW: Ombudsman Case

Have you seen this?

-Original Message--

From:

Sent
To:
Subjecrt:

PSJOOMD
10 Apri12000 12:51
OMD14
FW: Ombudsman Case

From:
OOMD
Sent:
M:>nday, April 10, 2000 12:51 :00 PM
To:
PS/001'.£>
Subject:
FW: Ombudsman Case Auto forwarded by a Rule

From:
SEC{AS)2
Sent:
fvbnday, April 10, 2000 12:50:59 PM
Cc:
USofS/Mailbox; AP
OCC(RAF); ADGE1 ; D News
Subject:
Ombudsman Case
Auto forwarded by a Rule

F

Please see attached (original signed}.
- h a s written to say that he understands ' m other official sources and
~d evidence that the list of incidents repo ed to him in my letter of 23
March is incomplete. He goes on to say 'a Whiteha1 source also reliably
informed me that some of the agreed information w: s processed at Abbey Wood
in Bristol. There is nothing on file to substantiate h claims.
For DOMD - Do I forward

cheque toy u for processing?

<<File:

1

lc(AS)2
From:
Sent:

OMD14
24 March 2000 13:55

To:

SE~

Subject:

RE-

Quite right, I just meant the reply to

·· )"

Hope you have a nice weekend.
-----Orig inaI Message----From: SEC(AS)2
Sent: 24 March 2000 13:52
To: OMD14

Su~ect:REIIIIIIIIII
Importance:~

~
We sent the Ombudsman's office a copy of what went t~ie the I
We have not sent them a copy of the News brief- they do not need to know

er and reports attached to it.
hat we briefed our Press Officers to say.

----Original Message----From: OMD14
Sent: 24 March 2000 11 :14
To: SEC(A$)2
Cc:OM-

Subject

I've just seen your news brief and reply toto the Ombudsman?

nd I just wanted to ch ck, has a copy of your reply been sent

1

..
From

MINI

Secretariat (Air Staff)

OF DEFENCE

Room 8247, Main Building, Whitehall, Lo don, SW1A 2HB
(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

Yo r Reference
Ou Reference
D/ ec(AS)I64/311fltl"

Da!e
23 March 2000

I am responding to your request for abstracts from sighting repo from commercial pilots,
military pilots and radar personnel for the period 01.00 hours 28 uly 1998 to 01.00 hours 28 July
1999 as set out in the letter from the Ombudsman to Ieuan Wyn J nes MP (reference A.7/00 of29
Februacy)
I should say at the outset that there is no requirement for anyone eporting an alleged sighting to
MOD to provide details of any category of information including occupation. Where reports are
made they are often very sketchy and vague. However, we have ow reviewed all the reports
received over the 12 months in question in this office. Two sigh gs were received during the
period specified above with sufficient information to substantiate the occupation of the witness as
one of those requested. Although you asked only for abstracts w felt that it would be more
helpful to give you photocopies of the actual reports as we receiv them. As you will see, details
have been deleted in order to protect the confidentiality of the wi esses concerned.

As you know, the MOD has only a very limited interest in alleg sightings of 'unidentified flying
objects' which is to establish from sighting reports whether what as seen might have some
defence significance. We look to see whether there is any eviden e that the integrity a£ the UK
Air Defence region has been breached by any hostile or unautho zed foreign military activity.
With this requirement in mind, the conclusions reached inrespec of each report were as follows:
Report No. 1 was received on 20 November 1998 and co cerned a sighting on 19
l')iovember 1998 by a commercial pilot, reported to be of object travelling fast and
showing a very bright strobe light. MOD concluded that ere was no unusual activity to
substantiate an incident of any defence concern.
Report No.2 was received on 15 February 1999 (page 2 s incorrectly dated) and
concerned an apparent radar contact that day by an air tra fie controller in Scotland. MOD
found that there was no Air Defence activity (routine or
·ck Reaction Alert) or
exercises involving RAF Air Defence units during the p ·od Radar investigations were
made but recorded radar data displays did not support the contact reported In the
circumstances MOD found nothing to substantiate an inc· ent of any defence concern.

•
I can confirm that no other reported sightings were found during
categories specified in your request.

search to match the three

Because of the time needed to examine a number of files and
enclosures the cost of the search amounted to £60. I should be n-ri1~.,.... if you would now send a
ofDefence to the above
cheque for this amount payable to: The Accounting Officer, Mr
address.

Crigln
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A.

Date, Time Duration of Sighting.

!.

Description of

~Q(b ~ ~ ""rNS.
(bi'"~
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c.

Exact

",.. •

How Observed

E.

Direction in which Object vas first seen

F.

Angular Elevation of Object

G.

Distance of Object from Obse:ver

J.

Meteorological Conditions During Observations. ~
Moving Clouds, Ha~e. mist etc
~

K.
. L.

M.

"\J,.J.

Nearby Objects
To lnlom B.eported •

r~l~

Name and Address of

N.
0.

Other Witnesses

P.

Date & Ttme of Receipt of Report
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Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)/64/3/ 1 Y"
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23 March 2000
DNewsRAF

Copy to:
APS/USofS
APS/PUS

DOMD
DCCRAF
AO/ADI-ADGEI
OMBUDSMANS CASE

1. I attach a copy of a letter sent today
Wyn Jones, to the Ombudsman about
from sighting reports.

an appeal via his MP, Ieuan
refusal to release information

.~.u~••urn.l.ll,..

3.
likely to publish the letter and attachments on
interest may follow. A news brief is also attached to deal with

Internet and some media

....-

'

'··

------------------------------------------··---·---+ ··------·--··-----·----··-----··--NEWS BRIEF
DTG: 23 MARCH 2000
SUBJECT: RELEASE OF INFORMATION ON 'UFOs'
SOURCE: Branch:
PRESS OFFICER:

Tel:
DNewsRAF

BACKGROUND
The Ombudsman recen.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:OD's handling ofcorn;s1PQiltdeJ1Ce(some 35letters) with
a committed u f o l o g i s t - following an appeal
him via his :MP, Ieuan Wyn
Jones, that MOD had refused his request to release information accordance with the Code.

--------------------------------------------------------··---·-----+--··------·---··------··------··---·------KEY MESSAGE

MOD has only a very limited interest in alleged sightings of ·un•aenm1ea flying objects' which is
to establish from reports provided whether what was seen might
some defence significance.
KEY POINTS

• The Ombudsman commended MOD's handling
they had done so in full accordance with the Code of Practice

nTUTnP

saying that
Release of Information.

!

* The Ombudsman supported MOD's decision not to provide rul. opinion now on policy
statements made 40-50 years ago about MOD's interest then in 'J.]FOs ', particularly as all the
available information relating to the statements is in the public dpmain..
* The Ombudsman reject~complaint that MOD ~ad not provided an adequate
response to his request for a statement on MOD's present policy ion 'UFOs'.
i

* The Ombudsman supported MOD's judgement that the requdt for sighting reports (from
commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel) from 28 ~y 98-28 July 99 <;oJ!!d
reasonably have been withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (voluminous or vexatious
requests). The Ombudsman very much welcomed MOD's decision nonetheless to make this
information available.
i
!I

• The search for any reports meeting the criteria required scru~y of proformae, letters etc, held
on six manual files (over 500 enclosures).

I
i

;

* Only two reports were found to meet the criteria; one from a cpmmercial pilot and one from an
air traffic controller.
·
*MOD's conclusion in respect of each report was that there wasl nothing to substantiate an
incident of defence concern.

SUBSIDIARY POINTS
·-

requested:
I

. _.,. .
.

.,

(a) that MOD agree with his interpretation of informationjheld at the'Public Record Office
for 1950s·l960s in respect of alleged 'UFO' incidents anql MOD policy at that time.
i
(b) that MOD confirm whether it was policy now to play ~wn the significance of 'UFOs '.
i

(c) that MOD provide abstracts from all 'UFO' reports frfm commercial pilots, military
pilots and radar personnel between 01.00 hrs 28 Jul 98 ~ 01.00 hrs 28 Jul 99 giving
details of estimated sizes, shapes, speeds and unusual fli t patterns of the craft, and the
conclusions reached by MOD in each case.
.
i
* As a gesture of goodwill MOD agreed to (c), estimating a ch~e of £150 but, as a further
gesture of goodwill, agreed to abate the cost to a maximum of

£7f.

provided with the information in a letter of 23 March 2000.
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2~ March 2000
i

i

I
I

I
I am responding to your request for abstracts from sighting repoJ s from commercial pilots,
military pilots and radar personnel for the period 01 .00 hours 28tuly 1998 to 01.00 hours 28 July
1999 as set out in the letter from the Ombudsman to Ieuan Wyn ~ones :MP (reference A.7/00 of29
February)
i
I

I should say at the outset that there is no requirement for anyone ~eporting an alleged sighting to
MOD to provide details of any category of information including occupation. Where reports are
made they are often very sketchy and vague. However, we have~ow reviewed all the reports
received over the 12 months in question in this office. Two sigh~ings were received during the
period specified above with sufficient information to substantiatq the occupation of the witness as
one of those requested. Although you asked only for abstracts wp felt that it would be more
helpful to give you photocopies of the actual reports as we recei~ed them. As you will see, details
have been deleted in order to protect the confidentiality of the wi~esses concerned.
!
I

As you know, the MOD has only a very limited interest in alleg~ sightings of 'unidentified flying
objects • which is to establish from sighting reports whether whit
was seen might have some
defence significance. We look to see whether there is any evid ce that the integrity Gf the UK
Air Defence region has been breached by any hostile or unautho · ed foreign military activity.
With this requirement in mind, the conclusions reached in respe<:f of each report were as follows:
i

Report No. 1 was received on 20 November 1998 and c9ncemed a sighting on 19

f.t-

November 1998 by a commercial pilot. reported to be of object travelling fast and
showing a very bright strobe light. MOD concluded that :there was no unusual activity to
substantiate an incident of any defence concern.
!
I

Report No.2 was received on 15 February 1999 (page 2 ~s incorrectly dated) and
concerned an apparent radar contact that day by an air traffic controller in Scotland. MOD
found that there was no Air Defence activity (routine or Qwck Reaction Alert) or
exercises involving RAF Air Defence units during the pefiod Radar investigations were
made but recorded radar data displays did not support th~ contact reported In the
circumstances MOD found nothing to substantiate an incfdent of any defence concern.
I

I
I

j
I

i

I
!
j

I

e

' I can. c~nfirm ~at n~ other reported sightings were found during ~e s~arch to match the three
categones spectfied m your request.
i
I

Because of the time needed to examine a number of files and ch~ the details of hundreds of
enclosures the cost of the search amounted to £60. I should be gr4teful if you would now send a
·cheque for this amount payable to: The Accounting Officer, Ministry ofDefence to the above
address.
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15 March, 2000

'
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SWIA 2HB

o~~
Thank you for your letter of the 131h March . May I respectfully point out that the agreement was
not tor reported sightings by the public of unidenti tied flying objects but for abstracts from all
UFO reports witnessed by commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between 0 I 00
Hrs 28 July 1998 and 0100 Hrs on 28 July 1999.
Paragraph 9 of the Ombudsman' s letter to my MP dated 291h February stated quite catcgorirally
that the Permanent Secretary had a.\·ked the responsible diviston within the Deparlmmtlo make
the information available with regard to the narrower request for specific i~f(Jrmation regarding
UFO sightings between 28'h July /998 and 281h July 1999.

\

SoC: Case No: A.7/00, Page 2 to 3, [tern 5 defmes the specific information requested as Ahstracls
from all UFO repurls witnessed by commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personm:l
between 0100 Hrs 2?? July 1998 and 0/00 firs on 28 .July 1999. Details required.-

/. Estimated sizes. shapes and .\peeds
2. Unusual Flight Pauerns
3. Conclusions reached
I understand from historical records that there are other Departments within the MoD who have
dealings within this particular field. I have copied this letter to the Pennanent Secretary, the
Ombudsman and my MP to keep everyone up to speed. J apologise if l have sent the cheque to
the wrong Division~ however, l trust that between yourselves:and the Pennancnt Secretary you
. will be able to info rm the appropriate Division of my agreement to pay the agreed fcc for the
agreed inl(>rmation.
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From:

Secretariat(Air Staff)2a, Room 8245

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Te~phona

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

.

0171 218 2140
:

··•···

Your Reference
,01Jr Reference
DtSec(AS)/64/3/1
Date
: I '3 March 2000

Thank you for your letter of 4 March addressed to You have confinned that
you wish the Department to carry out a search of reported sightings by the public of ' unidentified
1998 to 01.00 hours 28 July 1999, and enclose a
flying objects' for the period 01.00 hours
cheque for £75. I am replying
moved on promotion to another Division in the
Ministry of Defence.
The letter from the Ombudsman to Ieuan Wyn Jones MP explained (paragraph 10}, that
MOD's charge for the work would be a maximum of £75. As soon as the work is completed I
shall write again to provide details of the cost involved. Your cheque is returned herewith.

r
.,.,

,

SEC(AS)2A1

EFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, Uondon, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

0171 21 a 2140
01 71 218 9000

Your Reference
\li R~feienc~
/ :Sec~A:s)64/3/1

~1a~arch

2000

You are, of course, correct. I can assure you that the search of tieported sightings from 01 00 hours
28 July 1998 to 0100 hours 28 July 1999 being carried out is to ,identify any reports from
commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel and provide details as agreed in the letter
from the Ombudsman (reference A.7/00 of29 February, paragr~ph 9) to Iuean Wyn Jones MP.
I am sorry for any confusion that has been caused. I can further assure you that the charges to be
levied at the end of the work will relate only to this specific task. Details of the cost involved will
be provided as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely,

Hidden Copy·

.......
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Sec. (Air Staff) 2a
Room 8245
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SW1A2HB
Your Ref: D/Sec

O.e,Thank you for your letter of the 13 March . May I respectfully ~oint out that the agreement was
not for reported sightings by the public of unidentified flying o~jects but for abstracts from all
UFO reports witnessed by commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between 0100
Hrs 28 July 1998 and 0100 Hrs on 28 July 1999.
Paragraph 9 of the Ombudsman's letter to my MP dated 29th Fe~ruary stated quite categorically
that the Pennanent Secretary had asked the responsible division! within the Department to make
the information available with regard to the narrower request for specific information regarding
UFO sightings between 2~ July 1998 and 28th July 1999.
SoC: Case No: A.7/00, Page 2 to 3, Item 5 defines the specific ~ormation requested as Abstracts
from all UFO reports witnessed by commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel
between 0100 Hrs 28 July 1998 and 0100 Hrs on 28 July 1999.:Details required.-

1. Estimated sizes, shapes and speeds
2. Unusual Flight Patterns
3. Conclusions reached

I understand from historical records that there are other Dep~ents within the MoD who have
dealings within this particular field. I have copied this letter tp the Permanent Secretary, the
Ombudsman and my MP to keep everyone up to speed. I apologise if I have sent the cheque to
the wrong Division; however, I trust that between yourselves and the Permanent Secretary you
will be able to inform the appropriate Division of my agreement to pay the agreed fee for the
agreed information.
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From

Secretariat(Air Staff)2a, Room 8245

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

0171 218 2140
0171 21 B 9000

Your Reference
OtJr R~ference
D/SeqAS)/64/3/1
Date
13 March 2000

~~eJ

I
Thank you for your letter of 4 March addressed to
ou have confirmed that
public of 'unidentified
you wish the Department to carry out a search of reported
flying objects' for the period 01.00 hours 28 July 1998 to 01.00 hours 28 July 1999, and enclose a
cheque for £75. I am replying a~as moved on promotion to another Division in the
Ministry ofDefence.

The letter from the Ombudsman to Ieuan Wyn Jones MP explained (paragraph 10), that
MOD's charge for the work would be a maximum of £75. As soon as the work is completed I
shall write again to provide details ofthe cost involved. Your cheque is returned herewith.

,.
(

'·'

LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)/6413/ I

\1

March 2000

OMDI4

LETTER T~ONCERNING PARLIAMENTARY OMBUDSMAN CASE
Ref: D/PUS/23/7(1514)

A copy of
1s
discussed the return of the cheque with
you this morning.
me to mention
expanded his request to include
' Any additional information ..... ..'. It may be possible to provide this further information without too
much difficulty - much will depend on the amount and type of material involved. ~ be in
touch as soon as she has searched the files to discuss the way forward (including the press release).

Thank you for your letter of 4 March addressed toYou have confirmed
that you wish the Department to carry out a search~ightings by the public
of 'unidentified flying objects' for the period 01.00 hours 28 July 1998 to 01.00 hours
28 July 1999, and enclose a cheque for £75. I am replying ashas moved
on promotion to another Division in the Ministry of Defence.
The letter from the Ombudsman to leuan Wyn Jones MP explained (paragraph 10),
that MOD's charge for the work would be a maximum of £75. As soon as the work is
completed I shall write again to provide details of the cost involved. Your cheque is
returned herewith.

Steve- a hidden copy to OMD 14 saying to them only
A copy
discussed the return of the
cheque with you this morning. She has
me to mention thahas
expanded his request to include 'Any additional information ....... '. It may be
possible to provide this further information without too much difficulty -much will
depend on the amount and type of material involved ~ be in touch as soon
as she has searched the files to discuss the way fonvard (including the press release).

4 March, 2000

Sec. (Air Staff) 2a1
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SWIA2HB

I am grateful to the Permanent Secretary of Defence for agreeing with the
Parliamentary Ombudsman to furnish me with abstracts from all unidentified flying
object reports specifically from commercial pilots, military pilots and radar
personnel specifically witnessed between 0100 Hrs 28th July 1998 and 0100 Hrs
28th July 1999.

As you may recall from earlier correspondence, in the abstracts, I would specifically
like to see
1. Estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of unidentified flying objects
2. Unusual Flight Patterns of unidentified flying objects
3. Conclusions reached by MoD on unidentified flying objects reported in the time
frame.
Any additional information such as locations would also be welcome.
Please find enclosed a cheque for £75 to cover the agreed fee.
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THE PARLIAMENTARY

OMBUDSMAN
OFFICE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER FO

ADMINISTRATION

MILLBANK TOWER, MILLBANK, LONDON SW1 P
SWITCHBOARD0171 217 3000,

Mr Kevin Tebbit CMG
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SWIA2HB

Your Ref: D/PUS/23/7(1514)
Our Ref: A. 7/00

FAX~IR

. -.'.: ,

2'\ February 2000

'

I am replying to your Assistant Private Secretary's letter of 3 February about the complaint
b~ I have noted and incorporated the two ameJ1<1m~mts you have proposed, and
be reasonable to work to a timescale of t least four weeks for a reply to

I have today reported the results of the investigation to Mr Ieuan Wyn Jones MP. In
accordance with section 10(2) of the Parliamentary
·oner Act 1967, I send you this
copy.
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OMBUDSMAN
OFFICE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER FO
Mlll6ANK TowER, M!LLB.O.NK, LONDON SWI P

SWITCHBOARD 0171 217 3000,

FAWEdiZI I IS:

DIRECT

Ieuan Wyn Jones Esq MP
House of Commons
London
SWIA OAA

Your Ref: IWJ/2/96/137
Our Ref: A.7/00

decided to carry out an investigation into the
and that he had sent a
complaint is
Ministry of Defence (MOD)
with information that should have been made available to
Access to Government Information (the Code). This letter
10(1) of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967.

2.. ~ February 2000

Parliamentary Ombudsman had
referred on behalf of

under the Code of Practice on
my report to you under section

wrote to MOD on 24 May 1998 asking for information about incidents in the
1950s involving 'unidentified flying objects' (UFOs).
replied on 24 June. [n their letter
·on of files on this subject. They
they explained their policy towards the storage and
said that all surviving contemporary paperwork had been
to the Public Record Office
and, as such, was a matter of public record. In reply (in
asked
them to confirm the following statements as a matter of pub I
'l. An incident occurred on 4 April 1957 and was

Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh.
investigation concluded that the incident was due to
(aerial] objects of unidentified type and origin (Ref
Aprill957, PRO File AIR 20/9321).
'2. It was official MOD policy to play down the
objects (AIR 2117527).

·tnessed by radar operators at the
resulting Technical Intelligence
presence of five unconventional
I(Tech)/C.290/3/, report dated 30

'gnificance of unidentified flying

'3. Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design
excess of cutting edge technology have on occasi
Forces in UK Airspace (PRO Files AIR 20/9320, A
16/1199).'

performance parameters far in
been witnessed by HM Armed
20/9321, AIR 20/9994 and AlR

3. MOD wrote back on 6 July, to say that they could add
~ad earlier written separately to MOD on 25 June
visual and radar observations of aerial phenomena by Royal
He asked for details of the types of craft which had be
performance), their location and the dates of the incidents.
MOD quote exemptions if they were minded to refuse the
conduct an internal review. On 10 July 1998
statements (paragraph 2 above) and asked them
statements as a matter of public record.

bing to their letter of 24 J
998, asking for information about
Air Force pilots and ground crew.
observed (their shape, size and
cited the Code and requested that
formation; he also asked MOD to
wrote to MOD about the three
is request that they confirm the

4. On 30 July 1998, MOD wrote
about the tcome of their review of both his
requests. In respect of details of' aerial phenomena', they to him that the information could be
paragraph 12 below) because
justifiably withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (
As to the three statements
providing it would require an unreasonable diversion of
held at the Public Record Office
they told him that, to the best of their knowledge, the fi
made at the time in respect of
contained the full details of any alleged incidents and deci
public scrutiny. They also told
them~ all contemporary paperwork was therefore available
him about his avenue of appeal to the Parliamentary
5. On 28 July 1999
wrote to MOD with a
narrowly focussed request for
information. He asked for abstracts from all UFO ~~~-~~ .. n' witnessed by commercial pilots,
military pilots and radar personnel between 0100 Hrs 28 ly 1998 and 0100 Hrs on 28 July
1999. He asked for details of the types of craft which
been observed (their shape, size,
speed and unusual flight patterns) and the conclusions
by MOD on UFOs. He also
given previously (paragraph 2
asked if MOD now agreed, in 1999, with the three sta
above) and expanded on the second of those statements by
whether it was now, in 1999,
official MOD policy to play down the subject of UFOs.
6. MOD replied on 14 October 1999. In their letter they
the information requested b~ was explained
position remained unchanged. As regards present MOD pol·
they replied that this had been explained
on
satisfied with that reply and sought the Ombudsman's in

2

that the position with regard to
him in July 1998 and that this
in respect of UFO related issues,
not

Departmental response to the Ombudsman
7. In offering his comments on the complaint, the
Secretary of MOD said that he
was satisfied that MOD's previous responses on the three
fie statements had been correct.
He said that it was not within MOD's remit to provide an fficial Departmental comment on
alleged incidents and policy from the 1950s and 1960s,
noted that the files were in the
Public Record Office and were open to anyone to draw their
conclusions.
8. With regard
request as to whether it was
the subject of unidentified flying objects the Permanent S
policy on UFOs had been explained to
severa
only a very limited defence interest in UFO issues, which
reports whether or not there had been any breach of the UK
say that investigations into sightings were only carried out i
that such a breach had occurred.

official MOD policy to play down
tary said that the Department's
occasions. He said that MOD had
simply to establish from sighting
Defence Region. He went on to
there were corroborative evidence

9. As
request for specific ·
regarding UFO sightings
between 28 July 1998 and 28 July 1999, the Permanent
the decision not to release this information under the
referred to Exemption 9. He said that, in order to meet
scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, some 800 pieces of
....... 11"''"· In addition, in order to
respect third party confidences, personal information re
to the correspondents would have
to be blanked out prior to publication. It was estimated
it would take about 14 working
hours to handle the request. However, although in his view
Code had been correctly applied,
the Permanent Secretary said that he had asked the responsi e division within the Department
to make the information available
on this o
·on as a one-off exercise, and
noted that there would be significant resource problems in
ting it.
10. Given the extent of the work involved, the Permanent ,,.. ,~r.. T"' also took the view that it
uested. The Department's policy
would be reasonable to levy a charge for the information
under the Code is to charge a rate of£ 15 per hour for every ur worked in excess of four hours
to produce non-essential information. This would equate to proposed charge of£ 150 but as a
gesture of goodwill, he said that
would be ch
a maximum of £75 on this
occas1on.
11. The Permanent Secretary also commented on
correspondence. He took the view that
over 35 letters since July 1996, had been
identifiable shortcoming was the failure to ans
working days. He accepted that a holding reply
more might have been done to explain to him why his req

3

t' s general handling of
requests, which amounted to
the Code and that the only
etter of 2~ithin 20
sent toand that
was considered unreasonable.

..

The Code of Practice
12. Exemption 9 of the Code, which was cited by MOD,

s as follows:

'Requests for information which are vexatious
manifestly unreasonable or are
formulated in too general a manner, or which ~.~~.... a4')'"' of the amount of information to
files not in current use) would
be processed or the need to retrieve information
require unreasonable diversion of resources.'
Assessment
13. In assessing this complaint there are two aspects I have consider: the substantive issue of
whether or not information should be released and the
handling
complaint. I tum first to the release of information.
first request was that MOD
confirm as a matter of public record the three
ments contained in historical
records. In asking this questio-ppears to be ......v..... a current view from MOD in
respect ofboth factual matters and their policy in the 1950s
1960s regarding UFOs. MOD's
view is that all the available information regarding these tatements is in the Public Record
Office and that it is therefore open to anyone to draw their
conclusions. Paragraph 3(v) of
the Code commits Departments 'to release, in response to
fie requests, information relating
to their policies, actions and decisions and other matters rei
to their areas of responsibility'.
However, the Guidance on Interpretation of the Code
that Departments are not obliged
'to give an opinion on a particular matter unless there
be a reasonable e
tion that it
should do so in the normal course of business'. MOD have
with details of
their present policy on UFOs but I do not believe they
reasonably be expected now to
provide an opinion on policy or statements made 40 to 50
ago, particularly when all the
available information rei · to those statements is
in the public domain. I do not
therefore consider that
request can be dealt
under the terms of the Code and I
do not see the Permanent Secretary's response as
14. I am also satisfied that MOD have provided an adeq
for a statement of their present policy on the subject of
that MOD's policy on the subject of UFOs had been
occasions, to the effect that MOD had a very limited ·
establish from s ighting reports whether there had been
Region .

response
request
The Permanent Secretary said
ed t~on several
in UFO issues, which was to
y breach of the UK Air Defence

15. I very much welcome the Permanent Secretary's
to prov
with the
specific information regarding UFO sightings that he has
ested. The Code recognises that
there are limits to the resources that a body can reasonabl devote to answering requests for
·on to be refused after proper
information. Exemption 9 of the Code allows requests for in
processed or the need to retrieve
consideration if - because of the amount of information to
4

~

Ill

... •

'

uire an unreasonable diversion of
information from archived files- meeting a request would
resources. Clearly it is a matter of judgement as to whether
not information requested in any
given case is sufficiently extensive to justify the application f Exemption 9. On this occasion,
the MOD have agreed, in spite of their view that
9 could be held to apply, to carry
out that work and release the information. I welcome this
ion and consider the prospective
maximum charge of £75
light of the demands placed on
the Department's resources.
16. As regards the general handling
ce, I am pleased to note that,
, which was acknowledged as an
apart from the delay in replying to his
error by the Permanent Secretary, all of
letters were answered promptly. He was
·r reply, to submit a complaint,
also advised of his right, if he remained dissatisfied with
through a Member of Parliament, to this Office. It is clear me that MOD handled the matter
in full accordance with the requirements of the Code, and
pleased by the Permanent Secretary's comments that his
t is continuing to promote
full awareness of the Code.
Conclusion
17. I found that the MOD acted reasonably in refusing to
the three specific statements
contained in public records, and that they had
'th an adequate response
on their present policy on the subject of UFOs. While the
D could reasonably have withheld
the information on UFO sightings requested by@i';fiilteJIII•i
er Exemption 9, I regard their
willingness to release this information on this occasion as a
sfactory outcome to a partially
justified complaint.

trector
ons
duly authorised under section 3(2) of the
Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967

5
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KEVIN TEBBIT CMG

lt
PERMANENT UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE

D/PUS/23/7(1514)
23 February 2000

Thank you for giving the Permanent Secretary th opportunity to comment on your
report into the complaint by
enclosed
your letter of 8 February 2000.
welcomes the report's positive tone and its conclusion that the MOD
has handled
request in full accordance · the Code of Practice on Access
to Government Information.
He agrees that the facts of the case are correct! stated, subject to two minor
amendments. First, the report states in paragraph 13
"all the information relating to
those statements [about UFO sightings and policy 40 50 years ago) is alrea~
public domain". This may not be quite correct. As the OD have explained t~
it was not MOD policy to retain all UFO files as a rn ...,,...,..,...,of routine until1967. The
Department does not know whether any relevant info
was contained in those files
period that were preserved have
destroyed prior to that date. However, all files from
been given to the Public Record Office and their
are a matter of public record.
Kevin Tebbit thinks therefore that it would be more
rate if the report stated that all the
available information is in the public domain. Second,
report states at paragraphs 10
and 15 that
Defence proposes to levy a 5 charge for the provision of the
As was stated in the letter 12 January from this office to
this sum is the maximum we would
. Should the work be less timeconsuming than expected, the charge to ld be correspondingly reduced.
Kevin Tebbit would therefore prefer the report to refer a maximum charge of £75.
Once the repor-beenassed
Department will need
consent for
proceeding with the reques . e will aim to handle the
given the amount of work anticipated and the other call
explained in my letter of 12 January), it could take at I
I hope you will agree that this is a reasonable ti

rough leuan Wyn Jones MP, the
of the proposed charge before
as quickly as possible, but
on staff resources (which were
4 weeks to reply to
in the circumstances.

The point of contact in the Department for

is:

Sec(AS)2
Ministry of Defence
Rm 8247 Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB
Tel
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SEC(AS)2
From:

OMD14

Sent:
To:

17 February 2000 17:59

{"•

OMD/AD(E+MG); SEC(AS)2

Subject: FW: Parliamentary Ombudsman
FYI
nks again for your valuable input.
Regards,

-----Original Message----From: O:MD 14
Sent: 17 February 2000 17:55
To: APS/PUS
Cc: SOFS-Private Office; USofS!Mailbox; PS/2nd PUS; PSIDUS(CM); DGM ; HD OF SEC(AS); D News; Hd of
DR
Subject: Parliamentary Ombudsman
PSA submission as requested in your D/PUS/23/7 (1425) of 13 Februa

18/02/00

e

·'
LOOSE MINUTE
D/DOMD/2/1 0
17 February 2000
APS/PUS*
Copy to:
APS/SofS*
PS/USofS*
PS/2nd PUS*
PS/DUS(CM)*
DGMO*
Hd of Sec(AS)*
D News*
Hd of DR*
*sent on CHOTS

PARLIAMENTARY OMBUDSMAN REPO
References:
A. D/DOMD/2/1 0 of 23 December 1999
B. D/PUS/23/7 (1301) of 12 January 2000
C. A.7/00 of 8 February 2000
Issue

Recommendation
2.
That PUS writes to the Ombudsman's office in
s of the attached
draft, welcoming the report's praise for MOD's hand
of the case and
confirming that, with two minor exceptions, it is factual
Timing
3.

The Ombudsman has asked for a response by

Background
4.
At Ref A, I provided advice on the notification
the Office of the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Admin·
budsman) that it
would be investigating a complaint
that MOD had not
provided him with the information he had requested
alleged UFO incidents
and sightings and our policy in respect of these ""'''>TT.<:>r". At Ref B, PUS
replied to the Ombudsman justifying non-disclosure b offering to release
some of the information requested as a one-off gestu of goodwill. With his
letter of 8 February (Ref C), the Ombudsman's Di
of Investigations
provided a copy of the report that he proposes to
to leuan Wyn Jones

MP (who lodged the complaint with the Ombudsman o behalf
and invited comments on it.
5.
The report concludes that MOD handled theca e in full accordance
with the Code of Practice on Access to~ In ormation (the Code)
and it welcomes our decision to provid~wit the information
requested as a gesture of goodwill. The report correct y states the facts of the
case, with the exception of two small matters. First, th Ombudsman states
(para 13) that all the information relating to UFO sighti gs and policy from the
1950s and 1960s is in the j:>ublic domain. This is not uite correct. As
Sec(AS) have explained t~ it was not MO policy to retain all
UFO files as a matter of routine until 1967. We do not know whether any
relevant information was contained in those files destr yed prior to that date.
However, all files from that period that were preserved have been given to the
Public Record Office and their contents are a matter o public record. PUS's
letter to the Ombudsman of 12 January (Ref B) theref e referred only to all
available information being in the public domain and I ecommend that
paragraph 13 of the report is amended accordingly. S cond, the Ombudsman
refers (paras ~o a prospective charge of £7 for providing the
information toAs was indicated at Ref B, he £75 charge is the
maximum we would levy. If the work were less time- nsuming than
anticipated, the charge t~ould be corres ondingly reduced.
recommend that the Ombudsman's report is amended to reflect this.
Handling of the requests
6.
Th~ that, apart from the delay in a
July 199935 letters to MOD were answ
was notified of his right to submit a complaint to the 0
Ombudsman concludes (para 16): "It is clear to me th
matter in full accordance with the requirements of the
commend them. I am also pleased by the Permanent
that his Department is continuing to promote full awar

swering a letter of 28
red promptly and he
budsman. The
t MOD handled the
ode, and for this I
ecretary's comments
ness of the Code."

Release of information

7.

made three requests for information

(a) That we confirm the following statements, which ar his own interpretation
of information held at the Public Record Office
•

An incident occurred on 4th April 1957 and was wit essed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Uni, West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence Investigation concl ded that the incident
was due to the presence of five unconventional [a rial] objects of
unidentified type and origin;

•

It was official MOD policy to play down the signific nee of unidentified
flying objects;

•

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design an performance
parameters far in excess of cutting edge technolog have on occasion
been witnessed by HM Armed Forces in UK Airspa .

(b) That we confirm whether it is now, in 1999, MOD
significance of unidentified flying objects.

icy to play down the

(c) That we provide him with abstracts from all unident ed flying object
reports, specifically those from commercial pilots, ilitary pilots and radar
personnel, giving details of the estimated sizes,
and speeds of
craft, unusual flight patterns and conclusions
by MOD in each
case for the period 28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999.
8.
With regard t~first request, at
Ombudsman supports our decision not to comment on
concludes (para 13): "I do not believe they [MOD] can
expected now to provide an opinion on policy or
years ago, particularly when all the information rei
already in the public domain."

7(a) above, the
the statements. He
ably be
ents made 40 to 50
to those statements is

9.
The Ombudsman also re1E~cts
laint that his request
eludes (p~
at para 7(b) above was not properly ~nc:~\JIICI,ron
also satisfied that MOD have provided an adequate
torequest for a statement of their present policy on the """''"'''V''" of UFOs."
10.
The Ombudsman also supports (para 17) our j
requested UFO sighting reports, at para ?(c) above,
been withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (volumi
requests). He ''very mu~s" our decision
information available toand accepts that th
propose of a maximum of £75 is reasonable in light of
place on our resources (para 15).

gement that the
ld reasonably have
ous or vexatious
to make this
abated charge we
e demands it will

Assessment
11.
This is a very positive report for MOD. It p ·
case, welcomes our decision to make more inform
required under the Code, and it also notes the work
awareness of the Code within MOD. Apart from the
letter, there is nothing in the report that implies any

our handling of the
available than is
are doing to promote
all point of one late
cism of MOD.

12.
The next step will be for the Ombudsman to
MP enclosin~is final report for passing on
then be up toto notify Sec(AS) that he is n.-..... ~""r"....-.
£75 for the provision of the information. Once S
~onsent for the charge, they will be able to
information together. Given the amount of work anT,,.,.....,TL,.... and the other
calls on staff resources, Sec(AS) estimate that it could take at least 4 weeks
to provid~ith the information requested.
e work will have to
is currently being
be done by a Grade 7 as the more junior post in the
gapped.
Presentational issues
13.
Given the tenor of the Ombudsman's report an the fact that we are
releasing the information voluntarily, we should p
this positively,
highlighting MOD's general commitment to openness. To discourage an
influx of similar requests, we should emphasise MOD limited interest in

UFOs and reiterate that, because of the resource impli ations, providing this
information is a one-off gesture of goodwill. This report and the Ombudsman's
decision about the ~om plaint (ref. A.2/00 o 4 February) will
appear in the Omb~ext six monthly report, t be published in June.
Whilst Ombudsman cases are undesirable, MOD has i both cases been
praised for its handling of requests under the Code, and we can use the
outcomes to demonstrate the Department's commitme t to openness. DOMD
will
e a news brief to coincide with the release o the information to~
14.
I therefore recommend that PUS responds to th Ombudsman's office
along the lines of the attached draft.
{signed on CHOTS}

.

'

~

I

Office

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your rep
enclosed with your letter of 8 Februa

into the complaint by
2000.

I welcome the report's positive tone and its conclusion that MOD has handled
in full accordance with the Code Practice on Access to
_...,.,,""'..'"'""'""ru Information.
I agree that the facts of the case are correctly stated,
amendments. First, the report states in paragraph 13
"all the information
relating to those statements [about UFO sightings and policy 40 to 50 years
ago] is alrea~blic domain". This is not quite
. As we have
explained toit was not MOD policy to reta all UFO files as a
matter of routine until 1967. We do not know whether ny relevant
information was contained in those files destroyed p
to that date.
However, all files from that period that were preserved have been given to the
Public Record Office and their contents are a matter public record. I
therefore think it would be more accurate if the report
that all the
available information is in the public domain. Second, e report states at
paragraphs 10 and 15 that the Ministry of
to levy a £75
charge for the provision of the infonnation
As was stated in the
letter of 12 January from my Private Secretary to
this sum is
the maximum we would ~ the work be less time-consuming than
expected, the charge to
ould be
dingly reduced. I
would therefore prefer the report to refer to a
charge of £75.
Once the report h~sed
leuan Wyn Jones
MP, we will need consent
payment of
proposed charge
before proceeding with the request. We will aim to
die the request as
quickly as possible, but given the amount of work anti pated and the other
of 12 January), it is
calls on staff resources (which were explained in my I
estimated that it could take at least 4 weeks to reply
I hope you
will agree that this is a reasonable timeframe in the
The point of contact in the Department for Sec(AS)2
~fDefence

Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB
Tel
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SEC(AS)2
Sent:

OMD14
17 February 2000 16:09

To:

SEC(AS)2

From:

Subject: Ridyard

PSA revised submission

I have rephrased the section on when we will provide the information in
Ombudsman, whilst also giving you the flexibility that you
this?
Regards,

17/02/00

way I hope will satisfy the
need. Are you happy with

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DOMD/2/1 0
17 February 2000
APS/PUS*
Copy to:
APS/SofS*
PS/UsofS*
PS/2"d PUS*
PS/DUS{CM)*
DGMO*
Hd of Sec(AS)*
D News*
Hd of DR*
*sent on CHOTS
PARLIAMENTARY OMBUDSMAN REPORT:

References:
A. D/DOMD/2/1 0/ of 23 December 1999
B. D/PUS/23/7 (1301) of 12 January 2000
C. A.7/00 of 8 February 2000
Issue

Recommendation
2.
That PUS writes to the Omb~~ro~n's office in
s of the attached
draft, accepting that the fact~eac'C"U"rat'ely stated an welcoming the
report's praise for MOD's hanliHng of the case.
Timing
3.

The Ombudsman has asked for a response by

Background
the Office of the
4.
At Ref A, I provided advice on.the notification
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
budsman) that it
would be investigating a complaint
MOD had not
provided him with the information he had requested
alleged UFO incidents
and sightings and our policy in respect of these """"'''""'r~. At Ref B, PUS
replied to the Ombudsman justifying non-disclosure
offering to release
some of the information requested as a one-off gestu of goodwill. With his
letter of 8 February (Ref C), the Ombudsman's D
of Investigations
provided a copy of the report that he proposes to
to leuan Wyn Jones

'

MP (who lodged the complaint with the Ombudsman o
and invited comments on it.
5.
The report concludes that MOD handled the c e in accordance with
Inform tion (the Code) and it
the Code of Practice on Access to
welcomes our decision to provide
th the i formation requested
as a gesture of goodwill. The report correctly states th facts of the case, with
the exception of two small matters. First, the Ombuds an states (para 13)
that all the information relating to UFO sightings and p Iicy from the 1950s
and 1960s is in t~ ain. This is not quite rrect. As Sec(AS)
have explained t
it was not MOD policy t retain all UFO files as
a matter of routine until 1967. We cannot be sure that all files pre-dating 1967
were retained, though all that were have been given t the Public Record
Office. PUS's letter to the Ombudsman of 12 January {Ref B) therefore
referred only to "all available information" being in the ublic domain and I
recommend that paragraph 13 of the report is amend accordingly. Second,
the Ombudsman refers (paras 10 and 15) to a prospe ive charge of £75 for
providing the information
As was indic ed at Ref B, the £75
charge is the maximum we wo~he work is I ss time-consuming
than anticipated, the charge to~ould be c rrespondingly reduced.
I recommend that the Ombudsman's report is amend to reflect this.
Handling of the requests
The~ that, apart from the delay in a
6.
July 199935 letters to MOD were answ
was notified of his right to submit a complaint to the 0
Ombudsman concludes (para 16): "It is clear to me th
matter in full accordance with the requirements of the
commend them. I am also pleased by the Permanent
that his Department is continuing to promote full awar

swering a letter of 28
ed promptly and he
budsman. The
t MOD handled the
de, and for this I
ecretary's comments
ness of the Code."

Release of information

7.

made three requests for information

(a) That we confirm the following statements, which ar his own interpretation
of information held at the Public Record Office
•

An incident occurred on 4th April1957 and was wit essed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Uni , West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence Investigation concl ded that the incident
was due to the presence of five unconventional [a rial] objects of
unidentified type and origin;

•

It was official MOD policy to play down the signific nee of unidentified
flying objects;

•

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design an performance
parameters far in excess of cutting edge technolog have on occasion
been witnessed by HM Armed Forces in UK Airspa .

(b) That we confirm whether it is now, in 1999, MOD p Iicy to play down the
significance of unidentified flying objects.

e

(c) That we provide him with abstracts from all unident
flying object
reports, specifically those from commercial pilots, ilitary pilots and radar
personnel, giving details of the estimated sizes,
pes and speeds of
craft, unusual flight patterns and condusions
by MOD in ead"l
case for the period 28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999.
8.
With regard to
first request, at pa 7(a) above, the
Ombudsman supports our decision not to comment
the statements. He
concludes (para 13): "I do not believe they [MOD] can rp:;;;~...:nnably be
made 40 to 50
expected now to provide an opinion on policy or
years ago, particularly when all the information rei
to those statements is
already in the public domain."
9.
The Ombudsman also rejects
nt that his request
eludes (p~
at para ?(b) above was not properly answered. He
also satisfied that MOD have provided an adequate ro~nnr,~a toect of UFOs."
request for a statement of their present policy on the
10.
The Ombudsman also supports (para 17) our j '"n.::l>n'lent that the
ld reasonably have
requested UFO sighting reports, at para ?(c) above,
been withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (volumi
sand vexatious
requests). He "very much welcomes" our decision n
to make this
information available
and accepts that
abated charge we
propose of a maximum
IS reasonable in light of e demands it will
place on our resources (para 15).
Assessment
11 .
This is a very positive report for MOD. It p
case, welcomes our decision to make more inform
required under the Code, and it also notes the work
awareness of the Code within MOD. Apart from the
letter, there is nothing in the report that implies any

our handling of the
available than is
are doing to promote
all point of one late
cism of MOD.

12. The next step will be for the Ombudsman to
MP endosing~is final report for passing on
then be up toto notify Sec(AS) that he is nn=••,:;;;~n::,.,
provision of the information . Once ...,...,,..... '""
consent for the charge, they will be able to
information together. Given the amount of work invol
on
Sec(AS) estimate that it will take least 4 weeks to
wi~!_he information requested.
will have to be
done by a Grade 7 as ~ore junior postrin the section
.currently being
gapped.
6
Presentational issues
13.
Given the tenor of the Ombudsman's report
releasing the information voluntarily, we should p
highlighting MOD's general commitment to openness.
influx of similar requests, we should emphasise MO
UFOs and reiterate that, because of the resource impl
information is a one-off gesture of goodwill. This

the fact that we are
this positively,
To discourage an
limited interest in
ons, providing this
and the Ombudsman's

'

decision about
complaint {ref. A.2/00 o 4 February) will
appear in the Omb
an s next six monthly report, t be published in June.
Whilst Ombudsman cases are undesirable, MOD has i both cases been
praised for its handling of requests under the Code, and we can use the
outcomes to demonstrate the Department's commitme t to openness. DOMD
nrroulnl,g a news brief to coincide with the release 0
the information to ~

14.
I therefore recommend that PUS responds to th Ombudsman's office
along the lines of the attached draft.

DOMD

opportunity to comment on your
em::1m;ea with your letter of 8 Febru

on the complaint by
2000.

I welcome the report's positive tone and its conclusion that MOD has handled
ow~~.. owv fully in accordance with the
of Practice on Access
to Government Information.
ect to two minor

Once the report has been IJQ'"'""'""'""
leuan Wyn Jones
MP, we will
proposed charge
before proceeding
the request. We will aim to
me request as
quickly as possible, but given the amount of work RWMWKl an~ the other calls
on staff resources (whic~....were explained in my letter 12 January), it is
estimated that it ~Ke~t least 4 weeks to reply
I hope you
will agree that this is a reasonable timeframe in the
stances.
The point of contact in the Department for -

Ministry of Defence
Main Building
~
London SW1 A 2HB
Tel

·

Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)64/3
17 February 2000
OMD14

PARLIAMENTARY OMBUDSMAN REPORT:
Reference: OMD14 e-mail of 14.56 16 February 2000
1. You asked for comments/amendments to the draft ·~n........ attached to your
e-mail at Reference. Comments are provided below correspond with the
amendments shown in red italics in your drafts.
2. Comments summary:
Draft for PUS:
Para 4 - there are no substantiated inci
UFOs -only alleged ones.

and sightings of

Para 5- amended to flag up the point m

at para 10 below.

Para 8 - It is correct to say that 'UFO'
but I consider 'all' should be deleted
more importantly, in the Ombudsman's
absolutely no way of knowing, 40-50 yea
information is on these files and is now
was not MOD policy to preserve UFO
until 1967. The letter from PS/PUS
say 'all'. You may wish to reflect on th
will need to add this further amendment
already proposed for the letter from PUS

have been released
the letter to PUS and,
There is
on, if 'all' of the
the public domain. It
routine
not
you agree you
the one I have

~o you ~ to PU

and PS/PUS said to

- a maxtmim ot£75.
Para 12 - amended to accord with para 1 and the timescale for
completion is provided.
ise MOD's limited
Para 13- (a) we certainly do need to em
t putting
interest. (b) I think saying anything now
information on the MOD's website is a h
to fortune- what
if we find nothing? I believe we need to
it for
consent, then see what is found on the fi
that,
decide whether to put any information on the website.
Draft from PUS to
Para 2 - amended to reflect that the cha
Para 3 - timescale added.

is a maximum one.

.

'

Para 4- amended to take account of the
3. I shall, of course, let you know if and when
shall start the clock at that point!

endment to para 2.

. . ..
LOOSE MINUTE

D/DOMD/2/10
18 February 2000
APS/PUS
Copy to:
APS/SofS
PS/USofS
PS/2"d PUS
PS/DUS(CM)
DGMO
Hd of Sec(AS)
DNews
Hd of DR
PARLIAMENTARY OMBUDSMAN

References:
A. D/DOMD/2/10/ of 23 December 1999
B. D/PUS/23/7 (1301) of 12 January 2000
C. A.7/00 of 8 February 2000
Issue
1. ~d to the Ombudsman's proposed report on the complaint
b~ that MOD did not provide him with the information he
requested under the Code Of Practice on Access to
ment Information.
Recommendation
2.
That PUS writes to the Ombudsman's office in
draft, accepting that the facts are accurately stated
report's praise for M:>D's handling of the case.

of the attached
welcoming the

Timing
3.

The Ombudsman has asked for a response by

Background
4.
At Ref A. I provided advice on the notification
the Office of the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
udsman) that it
would be investigating a complaint
MOD had not
provided him with the information he h requested on alleged UFO incidents
and sightings and our policy in respect of these
. At Ref B, PUS
replied to the Ombudsman justifying non-disclosure b offering to release
some of the information requested as a one-off
of goodwill. With his
letter of 8 February (Ref C), the Ombudsman's
of Investigations
provided a copy of the report that he proposes to m
to leuan ~
MP (who lodged the complaint with the Ombudsman
behalf ofand invited comments on it.

5.
The report concludes that MOD handled the ca e in accordance with
the Code of Practice on Access to Government Inform tion (the Code) and it
welcomes our decision to providewith the i formation requested
as a gesture of goodwill. With the exception of one s all point of detail in
respect of charges we might levy, it correctly states th facts of the case.
Handling of the requests
The report notes that, apart from the delay in a wering a letter of 28
6.
35 letters to MOD were answe ed promptly and he
July 1999,was notifi~to submit a complaint to the 0 budsman. The
Ombudsman condudes (para 16): "It is clear to me th MOD handled the
e, and for this I
matter in full accordance with the requirements of the
commend them. I am also pleased by the Permanent ecretary's comments
that his Department is continuing to promote full awar ness of the Code."

7.

made three requests for information:

(a) That we confirm the following statements, which ar his own interpretation
of information held at the Public Record Office
•

An incident occurred on 4th April 1957 and was wit essed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Uni , West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence Investigation concl ded that the incident
was due to the presence of five unconventional [a ial] objects of
unidentified type and origin;

•

It was official MOD policy to play down the significa ce of unidentified
flying objects;

•

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance
parameters far in excess of cutting edge technolog have on occasion
been witnessed by HM Armed Forces in UK Airspa .

(b) That we confirm whether it is now, in 1999, MOD p licy to play down the
significance of unidentified flying objects.
(c) That we provide him with abstracts from all unidenti 1ed flying object
reports, specifically those from commercial pilots, ilitary pilots and radar
personnel, giving details of the estimated sizes, sh pes and speeds of
craft, unusual flight patterns and conclusions reach by MOD in each
case for the period 28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999.
8.
With regard to first request, at para 7(a) above, the
Ombudsman support~n not to comment on the statements. He
concludes (para 13): "I do not believe they [MOD] can easonably be
expected now to provide an opinion on policy or state ents made 40 to 50
years ago, particularly when the information relating to hose statements is
already in the public domain."

10. The Ombudsman also supports (para 17) our IOO<lement that the
reasonably have
requested UFO sighting reports, at para 7(c) above,
been withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (volumi
s and vexatious
requests). He "very much welcomes" our decision
to make this
information available t~nd accepts that
abated charge we
propose of a maximum of£75 is reasonable in light of e demands it will
place on our resources (para 15).
Assessment

11. This is a very positive report for MOD. It prai
case, welcomes our decision to make more inform
required under the Code, and it also notes the work
awareness of the Code within MOD. Apart from the
letter, there is nothing in the report that implies any

our handling of the
available than is
are doing to promote
point of one late
cism of MOD.

12. The next step will be for the Ombudsman to
Jon~
MP endosing~is final report for passing on
It will
then be up toto notify Sec(AS) that he is ........,..r_ to pay~
~provision of the information. Once
have received ~
~nsent for the charge, they will be able to
putting the
information together. Given the substantial amount work involved
Sec(AS) estimate that it could take up to six weeks
receipt of~
~onsent to check the files for the informa
requested and

~

Presentational issues
13. Given the tenor of the Ombudsman's report
releasing the information voluntarily, we should
highlighting MOD's general commitment to openness.
influx of similar requests, we should emphasise
UFOs and reiterate that, because of the resource imp
information is a one-off gesture of~his
Ombudsman's decision about thecom
February) will appear in the Ombudsman's next six
· published in June. Whilst Ombudsman cases are und
both cases been praised for its handling of requests u
can use the outcomes to demonstrate the Departm
openness. DOMD will
a news brief to coi
information to

the fact that we are
this positively,
To discourage an
limited interest in
ons, providing this
and the
(ref. A.2/00 of 4
report, to be
rable, MOD has in
der the Code, and we
commitment to
with the release of the

14.
I therefore recommend that PUS responds to
along the lines of the attached draft.

Ombudsman's office

.....

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your report on the complaint by
endosed with your letter of 8 February 2000.
I agree that subject to a minor point of detail the report correctly states the
facts of the case and I welcome its conclusion that MOD has handled~
request fully in accordance with the Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information. In my Private Secretary lettertof
12 January, we said that the charge for scrutinising the files and copying any
papers that were found to be relevant would be a maximum of £75.
Once the report has been passed to
through leuan Wyn Jones
MP, we will nonsent for payment of the charge we shall
need to levy before proceeding with the request. Once we have received this
consent, we will process the request as quickly as possible, but, given the
amount of work involved, I expect we will need up to six weeks to complete
the task.
The point of contact in the Department for

Ministry of Defence
Rm 8247 Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1 A 2HB
Tel

is:

r
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SEC(AS)2

From:

OMD14

Sent:

16 February 2000 14:56
HD OF SEC{AS); SEC{AS)2

To:
Cc:
OMO/AD(E+MG)
Subject:
Ombudsman report:
Importance: High

PSA draft submission to PUS regarding the above for your comments/input.
The main issue is what timetable we should offer for providing the information to
consents to the charge). The Ombudsman will be looking for the·information to
you will obviously have to consider the resource implications. Would 4 weeks from receipt
consent be feasible?
As our Director is out of the office on Friday and this has to go up to PUS by then, we'd be grateful for
your advice by tomorrow (Thursday) lunchtime, if that is possible. It should be fairly straightforward .
Regards,

17/02/00
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/DOMD/2/1 0
18 February 2000
APS/PUS
Copy to:
APS/SofS
PS/USofS
PS/2nd PUS
PS/DUS(CM)
DGMO
Hd of Sec(AS)
DNews
Hd of DR
PARLIAMENTARY OMBUDSMAN REPORT:

References:
A. D/DOMD/2/10/ of 23 December 1999
B. D/PUS/23/7 (1301) of 12 January 2000
C. A.?/00 of 8 February 2000
Issue
to the Ombudsman's proposed report on the complaint
MOD did not provide him with the information he
the Code Of Practice on Access to Government Information.
Recommendation
2.
That PUS writes to the Ombudsman's office in terms of the attached
draft, accepting that the facts are accurately stated and welcoming the
report's praise for MOD's handling of the case.
Timing
3.

The Ombudsman has asked for a response by 23 February.

Background
4.
At Ref A, I provided advice on the notification by the Office of the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
Ombudsman) that it
would be investigating a complaint
D had not
o...\l~-d
provided him ~ith the. i~!Jll~~
FO incidents~
sightings an~wolic~..,. At Ref'S,
Om udsman justifying nondisclosure bufoffermg to release some of the information requested as a oneoff gesture of goodwill. With his letter of 8 February (Ref C), the
Ombudsman's Director of Investigations provided a copy of the report that he
proposes to make to leua~ MP (who lodged the complaint with the
Ombudsman on behalf ofand invited comments on it.

5.
The report concludes that MOD handled the case in accordance with
the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (the Code) and it
welcomes our decision to provid~with the information requested
as a gesture of goodwill. It correctly states the facts of the case.
Handling of the requests
6.
Th~that, apart from the delay in answering a letter of 28
July 1999351etters to MOD were answered promptly and he
was notified of his right to submit a complaint to the Ombudsman. The
Ombudsman concludes (para 16): "It is clear to me that MOD handled the
matter in full accordance with the requirements of the Code, and for this I
commend them. I am also pleased by the Permanent Secretary's comments
that his Department is continuing to promote full awareness of the Code."

7.

made three requests for information:

(a) That we confirm the following statements, which are his own interpretation
of information held at the Public Record Office
•

An incident occurred on 4th April 1957 and was witnessed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident
was due to the presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of
unidentified type and origin;

•

It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects;

•

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance
parameters far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion
been witnessed by HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace.

(b) That we confirm whether it is now, in 1999, MOD policy to play down the
significance of unidentified flying objects.
(c) That we provide him with abstracts from all unidentified flying object
reports, specifically those from commercial pilots, military pilots and radar
personnel, giving details of the estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of
craft, unusual flight patterns and conclusions reached by MOD in each
case for the period 28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999.
8.
With regard to
request, at para 7(a) above, the
Ombudsman supports our
on not to comment on the statements. He
concludes (para 13): "I do not believe they [MOD] can reasonably be
expected now to provide an opinion on policy or statements made 40 to 50
years ago, particularly when all the information relating to those statements is
already in the public domain."
9.
The Ombudsman also reject~complaint that his request
at para 7(b) above was not properly answered. He concludes (para 15): "I am

also satisfied that MOD have provided an adequate response
request for a statement of their present policy on the subject of
10.
The Ombudsman also supports (para 17) our judgement that the
requested UFO sighting reports, at para 7(c) above, could reasonably have
been withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code (voluminous and vexatious
requests). He "very much welcomes" our decision nonetheless to make this
information available to~nd accepts that the abated charge we
----propose ofl£75 is reasonable in light of the demands it will place on our
resources (para 15).

0 M6.-f' fl. uM.

Sf

Assessment
11.
This is a very positive report for MOD. It praises our handling of the
case, welcomes our decision to make more information available than is
required under the Code, and it also notes the work we are doing to promote
awareness of the Code within MOD. Apart from the small point of one late
letter, there is nothing in the report that implies any criticism of MOD.
The next step will be for the Ombudsman to writeJ2..!~~~!!.:~~~m Jones
It will 0 f to
MP enclosing~ is final report for passing on tothen be up toto notify Sec(AS) that he is prepared to pay~~
~the provision of the information. Once Sec( AS) have received~
consent for the charge, they will be able to start putting the
information together. Given the substantial amount of work involved,
Sec(AS) estimate that it will take until [DATE] to provide the information
vf b~~ w-Q.Q.. ~ ~ ~aij__~l:,
requested.

12.

'S1

c- ~~

Presentational issues
13.
Given the tenor of the Ombudsman's report and the fact that we are
releasing the information voluntarily, we should present this positively,
highlighting MOD's general commi.trrJ.ent to openness. To discourage an
influx of similar requests, we ~~~ever, wi&A &eemphasise MOD's limited
interest in UFOs and 11reiterate that, because of the resource implications,
providing this information is a one-off gesture of goodwill. [~TilE LOP~SER
TERM WE SHOULD CONSiDEF( PtrffiNS TilE Rei:J~A~eD ~r..IIDORM/\TIQN
Q~ THE \DIFBSIIE = SEiC~A~) ~This report and the
·
Ombudsman's decision about th~ complaint (ref. A.2/00 of 4
February) will appear in the Ombudsman's next six monthly report, to be
published in June. Whilst Ombudsman cases are undesirable, MOD has in
both cases been praised for its handling of requests under the Code, and we
can use the outcomes to demonstrate the Department's commitment to
de a news brief to coincide with the release of the
openness. DOMD will
information
14.
I therefore recommend that PUS responds to the Ombudsman's office
along the lines of the attached draft.
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Draft reply from PUS t o - Director of Investigations, Office
of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
~opportunity

to comment on your report on the complaint by
enclosed with your letter of 8 February 2000.
'5 ~'e~ ~ ( t- ~ tl "" 'I'-.~ ej..Q ~\
I agree that!.,!he report correctly states the facts of the case and I welcome its
conclusion that MOD has handled
uest fully in accordance
with the Code of Practice on ~~ess to
ent Information. , 1.-. t--......_ \ ~?r4-.Se,~. ~
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Once the report~as
been assea to
through leuan Wyn Jones
MP, we will nee
consent for payment of the 5 charge before
proceeding with the request.
nee we have received this consent, we will
process the request as quickly as possible, but, given the amount of work
involved, I expect we will need about [SEG(AS~ le confifm] to complete the
task.
l ....~- ""'->
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Ministry of Defence
Rm 8247 Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1 A 2HB
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Reference

I.

I attach a copy of a letter I JlliR~te dated )(

3.

~0 ()

to __~P~~~l--------~-----

fro
2

t/ elL~ /1 ~~l

Will you please
A

Taks aAy R@cessary aetiofl and. if appt opt iate. t eply dit ect.

B

£~:~eiliit advice/comment

C

Submit advice together with a draft reply. -

p.

Note the attached for iflformation.

Please submit this by

UQ

~4.11.. ~

cf

~.U :.

W P I~ h;lo DD

4
The Open Government Code of Practice came into force on 4 111 April 1994. You
should ensure that all replies to members of the public are provided in accordance with the
procedures as set out in the Code A full explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
DCl GEN 223/99: further information is available in the CHOTS public area or from OMD
14 on telephone extension MB84814

Copies go to:
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THE PARLIAMENTARY

OMBUDSMAN
OFFICE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER

Mr Kevin Tebbit CMG
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SWlA 2HB
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MIU.BANK TOWER, MILLBANK, LONDON
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February 2000

Our Ref: A. 7100
Your Ref: D/PUS/23/7 ( 1301)

You wrote to the Parliamentary Ombudsman on 12 January
complaint by
I now enclose a copy of the report which we propose to
Jones MP, under section 10(1) of the Parliamentary

1\

I should be grateful if, by 23 February 2000, you would
that the facts are correctly stated so far as your Department
have any comments on their presentation.

Enc:

\\london\CaseMan>g<m<ft11A0M\A0007 _00\lDRR I doc

to the Member, Ieuan Wyn
Act.
me know whether you agree
concerned, and whether you

4189

Ieuan Wyn Jones Esq MP
House of Commons
London
SWIAOAA

Our Ref: A. 7/00
Your Ref: IWJ/2/96/137
February 2000

decided to carry out an investigation into the

~nd that he had sent a summary
Secretary of the Ministry of Defence (MOD)

Lntf<>rmatlcm (the Code). This letter
is my report to you under section 10(1) ofthe

2

Commissioner Act 1967.

to MOD on 24 May 1998 asking for t"r•toJrtrultto'n about incidents in the
1950s involving 'unidentified flying objects' (UFOs).
letter they explained their policy towards the storage

destruction of files on this

subject. They said that all surviving contemporary '"'"'T'"'"xrn•·v had been forwarded to the
Public Record Office and, as such, was a matter of pub
ked them to confirm the following
record:-

1\london\CaseManagcment\AOI\A\A0007 _00\DRR~.doc

as a matter of public

•
'1. An incident occurred on 4 April 1957 and was wi essed by radar operators at the
Ministry of . Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Fr ugh. The resulting Technical
Intelligence investigation concluded that the incident was due to the presence of five
unconventional

[aerial]

objects

type

and

origin

(Ref

DDI(Tech)/C.290/3/, report dated 30 April 1957 ~ PR File AIR 20/9321 ).

'2. It was official MOD policy to play down the si

ificance of unidentified flying

objects (AIR 2/17527).

'3. Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design

d performance parameters far

in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasio been witnessed by HM Armed
Forces in UK Airspace (PRO Files AIR 20/9320, 1IR 20/9321 ~ AIR 20/9994 and
AIR 1611199).'
I

3. MOD wrote back on 6 July, to say that they could add ntthing to their letter of 24 June.
had earlier written separately to MOD pn 25 June 1998, asking for

F•

information about visual and radar observations of aerial [phenomena by Royal Air Force
pilots and ground crew. He asked for details of the

of craft which had been

observed (their shape, size and performance), their locati~n and the dates of the incidents.
He cited the Code and requested that MOD quote exelptions if they were minded to
refuse the information; he also asked MOD to conduct F internal review. On 10 July
1

wrote to MOD about the three state~ents (paragraph 2 above) and
1

asked them to review his request that they confirm the tatements as a matter of public
record.
4. On 30 July 1998, MOD wrote t~about the ~utcome of their review of both
his requests. In respect of details of 'aerial phenomena', they told him that the
information could be justifiably withheld under Exemptitn 9 of the Code (see paragraph
12 below) because providing it would require an unreasonable diversion of resources. As
to the three statements they told him that, to the best of eir knowledge, the files held at

1\london\CaseManagemont\A.OliAIA0007_00\DRRJ .doc

alleged incidents and decisions

the Public Record Office contained the full details of
made at the time in respect of them; all contemporary
for public scrutiny. They also told him about his

.. n.,•rur,nrv

I

was therefore available

of appeal to the Parliamentary

Ombudsman.
5. On 28 July 1999~ote to MOD with a

narrowly focussed request for

information. He asked for abstracts from all UFO ,..,.t"\Jn.rt" witnessed by commercial pilots,
military pilots and radar personnel between 0100 Hrs

July 1998 and 0100 Hrs on 28

July 1999. He asked for details of the types of craft

·ch had been observed {their

shape, size, speed and unusual flight patterns) and the

reached by MOD on

UFOs. He also asked if MOD now agreed, in 1999,

'th the three statements given

previously (paragraph 2 above) and expanded on the second of those statements by
asking whether it was now, in 1999, official MOD

to play down the subject of

UFOs.

6. MOD replied on 14 October 1999. In their letter they
the information requested by

that the position with regard to
him in July 1998 and that this

position remained unchanged. As regards present MOD

in respect of UFO related

issues, they replied that this had been explained to
was not satisfied with that reply and sought the

's intervention.

Departmental response to the Ombudsman
7. In offering his comments on the complaint, the
was satisfied that MOD's previous responses on the

Secretary of MOD said that he
specific statements had been

correct. He said that it was not within MOD's remit to

an official Departmental

comment on alleged incidents and policy from the 195

and 1960s, and noted that the

files were in the Public Record Office and were

to anyone to draw their own

conclusions.

8. With regard to

request as to whether it

official MOD policy to play

down the subject of unidentified flying objects, the

vo:.t-Tn<J

Department's policy on UFOs had been explained

on several occasions.

He said that MOD had only a very limited defence in
simply to establish from sighting reports whether or not
UK Air Defence Region. He went on to say that in

into sightings were only

carried out, if there were corroborative evidence that

9. As regards

information regarding UFO

-

sightings between 28 July 1998 and 28 July 1999, the
was satisfied that the decision not to release this
was justified and referred to Exemption 9.

H~

Secretary said that he

inrormal~ton

said

request, they would need to scrutinise, and copy as

, some 800 pieces of.

correspondence. In addition, in order to respect

confidences, personal

information relating to the correspondents would

to be blanked out prior to

publication. It was estimated that it would take about 4 working hours to handle the
request. However, although in his view the Code
Permanent Secretary said that he had asked
Department to make the information available

correctly applied, the
division within the
on this occasion as a one-off

exercise, and noted that there would be significant

l 0. Given the extent of the work involved, the Permanent
would be reasonable to levy a charge for the ·
policy under the Code is to charge a rate of£ 15 per hour

also took the view that it
requested. The Department's
every hour worked in excess

of four hours to produce non-essential information.
charge of£ 150 but as a gesture of goodwill, he said

-

only £75 on this occasion.

~~, .. we.~

~~

11. The Permanent Secretary also commented on his
correspondence. He took the view
to over 35 letters since July 1996, had been handled

\\loOO:Jn\Cue~emciU\AOIIAIA0007 _00\DRRJ.doc

t's general handling of ~
requests, which amounted
to the Code and that the

only identifiable shortcoming was the failure to ans

letter of 28 July

1999 within 20 working days. He accepted that a ............ reply should have been sent to
that more might have been done to

'-'h~J~"··...

to him why his request was

considered unreasonable.

The Code of Practice
as follows:

12. Exemption 9 of the Code, which was cited by MOD,

-

y unreasonable or are

'Requests for information which are
formulated in too general a manner, or which

u<v .... a ...lj)v

of the amount of information

to be processed or the need to retrieve ·
would require unreasonable diversion of resources.'

Assessment
13. In assessing this complaint there are two aspects I have
of whether or not information should be released
-

consider: the substantive issue
the general handling of

complaint. I turn first to the release of ·

request

was that MOD confirm as a matter of public

specific statements

contained in historical records. In asking this

appears to be seeking

a current view from MOD in respect of both factual
and 1960s regarding UFOs. MOD's view is that all the

'lable information regarding

these statements is in the Public Record Office and that
draw their own conclusions. Paragraph 3(v) of the
release, in response to specific requests, information

~·u·~

commits Departments 'to

.. ' "" to their policies, actions and

decisions and other matters related to their areas
Guidance on Interpretation of the Code states that

ts are not obliged 'to give

an opinion on a particular matter unless there would be a reasonable expectation that it
should do so in the normal course of business'. MOD

ve provided ~ith

details of their present policy on UFOs but I do not

ieve they can reasonably be

expected now to provide an opinion on policy or

l,llondon\CaseManagcl11(11t\AOI\AIA0007 _00\DRRl.doc

u•n..,.,.ntc

made 40 to 50 years ago,

particularly when aiJ the information relating to those st~tements is already in the public
i

domain. I do not therefore consider

request can be dealt with under the

terms of the Code and I do not see the Permanent Secretaty's response as unreasonable.
I

14. I am also satisfied that MOD have provided an adequate response to
i

for a statement of their present policy on the subject of UFOs. The Permanent Secretary
said that MOD's policy on the subject of UFOs had b~en explained to - o n
several occasions, to the effect that MOD had a very ilimited interest in UFO issues,
which was to establish from sighting reports whether ~ere had been any breach of the
UK Air Defence Region.

;

15. I very much welcome the Permanent Secretary's decisio* to

with the

specific information regarding UFO sightings that he ha~ requested. The Code recognises
that there are limits to the resources that a body can ·reasonably devote to answering
!

requests for information. Exemption 9 of the Code allo~s requests for information to be
refused after proper consideration if - because. of th~ amount of information to be
processed or the need to retrieve information from archived files - meeting a request
would require an unreasonable diversion of resources. Clearly it is a matter of judgement
as to whether or not information requested in any givenj case is sufficiently extensive to
justify the application of Exemption 9. On this occasion~ the MOD have agreed, in spite
;

;

of their view that Exemption 9 could be held to apply, to carry out that work and release
!

the information. I welcome this decision and consider th~ prospective charge of £75 to
be reasonable in the light of the deman4s placed on the Department's
resources.

16. As regards the general handling

I am pleased to note

that, apart from the delay in replying to his letter : of 28 July 1999, which was
acknowledged as an error by the Permanent Secretary, :an of
answered promptly. He was also advised of his right,

~f

letters were

he remained dissatisfied with

their reply, to submit a complaint, through a Member of Parliament, to this Office. lt is

1\london\CasoManagomentiAOIIAIA0007_00\DRIU.doc

clear to me that MOD handled the matter in full accordance with the requirements of the
Code, and for this I commend them. I am also pleased by the Permanent Secretary's
comments that his Department is continuing to promote full awareness of the Code.

Conclusion
17. I found that the MOD acted reasonably in refusing to confirm the three specific
statements contained in public records, and that they had provided

an

adequate response on their present policy on the subject of UFOs. While the MOD could
reasonably have withheld the information on UFO sightings ·requested by
under Exemption 9, I regard their willingness to release this information on this occasion.
as a satisfactory outcome to a partially justified complaint.

Director

\llandon\Ca5eManagom:nt\AOI\A\A0007_00\DRRJ .doc
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PERMANENT SECRETARY
D/PUS/23/7 (1309)
13 January 2000

;·E!\CE
DOMD

Copy to:
APS/Secretary of State
PS/USofS
PS/2nd PUS
DGMO
DNews
Hd Sec(AS)
Hd of DR

\
[ All sent by CHOTS ]

NT:

PUS has seen your minute (2/1 0) of 23 December 1999. He was content with the
advice and a letter has been sent to the Office of Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administration, to this effect.
2.

PUS asked that I pass on his thanks to you for handling this case well.

(Signed)

."

~\...,

'-. 7
''

KEVIN TEBBIT CMG

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
MAIN BUILDING WHITEHALL LONDON SW1A 2HB

1

.
::.>,'···

Telephone:
Fax:

PERMANE NT UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE

D/PUS/23/7 {1301)
12 January 2000

I am writing to you in response to the letter from
of 2 December
1999 (your ref A 7/00) concerning the complaint from Sect1on 40
• bout release of
information under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.
I have considered the complaint in two parts: the question of disclosure in the
context of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information; and the
Department's general handling
for information.
Disclosure in the context of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information
has made three requests. In the first place, he asked: "Does the MoD, now
in 1999, agree with the following specific statements contained in historical records
1)
An incident occurred on the 41h April 1957 and was witnessed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The resulting
Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was due to the
presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type and origin.
It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified flying
2)
objects

3)
Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by HM
Armed Forces in UK Airspace."
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 dated 6 July 1998) explained that all the
The reply given
available information reg
1ng
statements has been given to the Public Record
Office and is therefore in the public domain. It also stated that we cannot provide any
official comment on those records. This view was upheld in the internal review and I am

~'

'{ ~

satisfied that this was the correct, indeed the only, position we could take. It is simply not
within our remit to provide an official Departmental comment on alleged incidents and
policy from the 1950s and 1960s. The files are in the Public Record Office and they are
open to anyone to draw their own conclusions.
second request was "is it now, in 1999, official MOD policy to play down
the subject of unidentified flying objects?" The Department's policy on UFOs has been
explained to on several occasions, as early as 12 August 1996. I attach a copy
of this letter for your information. The position is that the Ministry of Defence has only a
very limited defence interest in UFO issues, which is to establish from sighting reports
whether there has been any breach of the UK Air Defence Region. Investigations into
sightings are only carried out if there is corroborative evidence that such a breach has
occurred.
third request is for "abstracts from all unidentified flying object reports
specifically from commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel specifically
witnessed between 0100 Hrs 28th July 1998 and 0100 Hrs 28th July 1999. I would
specifically like to see
1.. Estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of unidentified flying objects
2. Unusual flight patterns of unidentified flying objects
3. Conclusions reached by MoD on unidentified flying objects".
This is a narrowing of a request made in March 1 1998 for "all information relating to
radar and visual sightings by our armed forces from at least the last five years but
preferably the last thirty years." The initial request was refused on the grounds that it
could only be provided at disproportionate cost and sought an internal review.
The decision not to release under
· 9
(vexatious or voluminous
requests) was upheld in the internal review.
narrower request for information
between 281h July 1998 and 28th July 1999 was also rejected on grounds of
disproportionate cost.
I am satisfied that this decision was justified under the terms of the Code of Practice on
Access to Government Information.
The Guidance to the Code states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a
request would require an unreasonable diversion of resources because of the amount of
information sought or difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.
Even
request for abstracts from UFO sighting reports from 28th
July 1998 to
July 1999 would involve a considerable amount of work, both because of
the volume of information sought and because of particular difficulties in publishing it. The
Department receives about 400 sighting reports a year, very few of which require any form
of follow up. On top of this, we receive about the same number of letters from members of
~on UFO issues, some of which may also contain sighting reports. To meet~
request, we would therefore need to scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, about
800 pieces of correspondence. There is the additional problem that, in order to respect
third party confidences, personal information relating to the correspondents would have to
be blanked out prior to publication. This would take additional time. In total, we estimate
that it would take about 14 working hours to handle the request. Because UFO issues are

normally handled by only two junior members of staff, and comprise only a small element
of their much wider-ranging tasks, and because the senior of these two posts is currently
gapped as a result of our Departmental policy for postings/promotion arrangements and
the more junior desk officer is very new to post, a Grade 7 would have to be assigned to
handling the bulk of the request. This would necessarily entail an unreasonable diversion
of resources .
Last year we considered whether it would be practical to release our UFO files en
masse to the Public Record Office ahead of the 30 year schedule. I am advised, however,
that because of the need to blank out personal information, releasing the files early would
be very time-consuming that it could impact on our overall Departmental programme of
releasing documents to the PRO.
However, despite these considerations, I have asked the r~ivision within the
Department exceptionally to make the information available toThis is
because I am determined that the Department is, and is seen to be, as open as possible. I
also
to see that we are not withholding significant information in this area
and that we try to respond to the growing public demand for information on UFO issues as
best we can within the very real constraints of our limited Departmental interest and
resources. Our position nonetheless remains that the provision of this information is a
one-off exercise that would normally be considered an unreasonable diversion of
resources. As explained above, there would be significant resource problems in repeating
this exercise.
Given the extent of the work involved, we would need to charge
provision of the information requested . The Department's policy
is to
charge a rate of £15 per hour for every hour worked in excess in of 4 hours to produce
non-essential information. This would equate
case to a proposed charge
of £150. On this occasion, I have decided that the charge should be abated by 50% as a
wished
gesture of goodwill. We would therefore charge a maximum of £75, if us to carry out the task.

I believe that
requests, which amount to over 35 letters since July
1996, have been handled according to the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information . Almost all letters have been answered promptly, Code
ons were cited
where appropriate, and the appeals process was explained to
his
internal review. The one identified shortcoming was the failure
answer
letter of 28 July 1999 within 20 working days. This was because of temporary staffing
shortages in the responsible division and reflects the limited Departmental interest in the
subject, the s~ources made available to the task and the volume and
correspondence. However,
should have been sent a
frequency of ·sian concerned. It may
holding reply and this omission has been acknow
also be that more should have been done to explain to
his request was
considered unreasonable and how he could have framed it in a more acceptable manner.
We have issued Department-wide instructions regarding the Code and we are
continuing to promote awareness of it. I am satisfied that our general performance against
the Code is good.

If you are content with this approach, I am happy for you to inform
through his MP. I expect that it should be possible to provide
the
information requested by the end of February. The point of co
Department is:

Ministry of Defence
Rm 8247 Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1 A 2HB
Tel
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From: OMD14
~
Sent:

23 December 1999 17:25

To:

PUS Outer Office

Cc:

SOFS-Private Office; USofS/Mailbox; PS/2nd PUS; DGMO; D News; HD OF SEC(AS);
DOMD; Hd of DR; Hd of DR1 ; OMD/AD(E+MG)

Subject: Parliamentary Ombudsman Investigation:
For the attention of APS/PUS,
PSA submission and draft reply on the above. I will also fax you the letter from Sec(AS) to
12 August 1996 that is referred to in the submission.

.....-Jrt

The Ombudsman has agreed to extend the deadline for a reply until12 January 2000.

II

04/01 /00

>

•

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DOMD/2/10
23 December 1999
PS/PUS*
Copy to:
APS/SofS*
PS/UsofS*
PS/2"d PUS*
DGMO*
DNews*
Hd of Sec(AS)*
Hd ofDR*
*byCHOTS

Reference:
A. D/PUS/23/7(1259) dated 16 December 1999

1.

How to respond to the Parliamentary Ombudsman's invitation to comment on

the complaint

that he was not provided with information

requested under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (Ref A).

Recommendation

2.

That PUS replies to the Ombudsman's Office along the lines ofthe attached

draft.
Timing

3.

The Ombudsman originally asked for a response by 23 December. We have,

however, agreed an extension to 12 January 2000.

Background

4.

In his letter of 2 December 1999 (ref A. 7

Director of the

Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the Parliamentary

' '

(_,

Ombudsman), notified PUS of a complaint received against MOD concerning the
Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (the Code). He invited PUS
to comment on the complaint.

The Ombudsman is authorised to investigate complaints relating to the Code,

5.

for instance that information requested has not been provided, and make
recommendations about any action he believes is required to rectify the complaint.
The Ombudsman will not, however, investigate complaints until a Department's
internal review procedure has been completed. Complaints to the Ombudsman have
to be made through an MP.

6.

In this case, the r e q u e s t e r , - h o is a committed ufologist and

regular correspondent with Sec(AS), has obtained the backing of his MP, Ieuan Wyn
Jones (Ynys Moo), to take his case to the Ombudsman. Overall, MOD has a good
record in applying the Code. This is only the third complaint against MOD that the
Ombudsman has investigated since the Code was introduced in 1994. We are still
awaiting the outcome of the Ombudsman's last investigation, on which PUS
commented on 27 May 1999 (ref. D/PUS/23/7(225)).

A chronology

7.

"'v"""'L'"•"• is provided in the letter to PUS from

the Ombudsman's Office. In summary,

made three requests:

(a) That we confirm the following statements, which are his own interpretation of
information held at the Public Record Office

•

1

An incident occurred on 4 h April 1957 and was witnessed by radar operators
at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The resulting
Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was due to the
presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type and
ongm;

•

It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects;

•

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by
HJv[

Armed Forces in UK Airspace.

(b) That we confirm whether it is now, in 1999, MOD policy to play down the
significance of unidentified flying objects.

(c) That we provide him with abstracts from all unidentified flying object reports,
specifically those from commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel,
giving details of the estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of craft, unusual flight
patterns and conclusions reached by MOD in each case for the period 28 July
1998 to 28 July 1999.

8.

With regard

first request at 7(a), Sec(AS) replied on 24 June

1998 and 6 July 1998 that all the information regarding these statements had been
forwarded to the Public Record Office and was therefore already in the public
domain. There was nothing we could add to it. This decision was upheld in DOMD 's
internal review of 30 July 1998, and was repeated by USofS in his letter of 14 October
1999 to Ieuan Wyn Jones .MP.

9.

With regard

second request at 7(b), Sec(AS) explained as

early as their letter of 12 August 1996 (copy attached) MOD's current policy on
UFOs and have reminded him on a number of occasions since that time. MOD has
only a very limited defence interest in UFO issues, which is to establish from sighting
reports whether there has been any breach of the UK Air Defence Region.
Investigations into sightings are only carried out if there is corroborated evidence to
suggest that such a breach has occurred.

10.

With regard to ?(c)-originally requested in March 1998 that MOD

should share with him "all information relating to radar and visual sightings by our
armed forces from at least the last five years but preferably the last thirty years." The
request was subject to an internal review in July 1998, where it was refused under
Exemption 9 of the Code (vexatious or voluminous requests). It was decided that
providing the information would require an unreasonable diversion of resources.
- h e n narrowed the timescale for his request down to the period 28 July 1998

(

\.__,

to 28 July 1999, In his reply of 14 October 1999, USofS indicated that this still could
not be answered without an unreasonable diversion of resources.

11,

There are two elements that the Ombudsman will be investigating:

a. Disclosure: is MOD's decision not to disclose information justified under
the terms of the Code and its exemptions

b. Handling: in accordance with the Code,
answered within 20 working days, was he made aware of the complaints
procedure and were Code exemptions cited when information was
withheld?

12.

Disclosure issues. In my view, my predecessor as DOMD was correct to

conclude in the internal review that we could not provide~ith further
comment on his statements in para 7(a) above. These were not requests for
information, but rather requests for us to confirm alleged incidents and policy from
the 1950s and 1960s, As we pointed out, all the information relating to that time
period is already in the pubJic domain, and we are not in a position to provide any
additional comment on it. With regard to

second request at 7(b), I am

satisfied that MOD's current policy on UFOs was properly explained to -

in

the letter from Sec(AS) as early as 12 August 1996 and as late as USofS's letter to his
MP dated 14 October 1999.

13.

With regard to

request for reports on UFO sightings, as

explained in para 7(c) above, I am satisfied that our initial decision to withhold the
information under exemption 9 of the Code is justifiable. The Guidance to the Code
states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a request would require an
unreasonable diversion of resources because of the amount of information sought or
difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.

14.

request for abstracts from UFO sighting reports from 28

July 1998 to 28 July 1999 would involve a considerable amount ofwork, both
because of the volume of information sought and because of particular difficulties in
publishing it. The Department receives about 400 sighting reports a year, very few of
which require any form of follow up. On top of this, we receive about the same

(_

number ofletters from members ofthe public on UFO issues, some of which may also
contain sighting reports. To meet

request, we would therefore need to

scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, about 800 pieces of correspondence. There is the
additional problem that, in order to respect third party confidences, personal
information relating to the correspondents would have to be blanked out prior to
publication. This would take additional time. In total, Sec(AS) estimate that it would
take at least 14 working-hours to provide the information requested. Staff resources
dedicated to UFO-related issues comprise some 20% of an EO and 50% of an AO.
The EO post is currently gapped awaiting a new member of staff and the AO has been
in post only some 6 weeks. Most of the work would therefore have to be done by the
Grade 7, the only desk officer familiar with the issues involved.

15.

Last year we considered whether it would be practical to release UFO files en

masse to the Public Record Office ahead ofthe 30 year schedule. Defence Records

advised that because of the need to blank out personal information, releasing the files
early would be very time-consuming and could impact on our overall Departmental
programme of releasing documents to the PRO.

16.

Nonetheless, in light

appeal to the Ombudsman, Head of

Sec(AS) believes that there would be benefit in attempting to meet
request for reports of UFO sightings between 28 July 1998 and 28 July 1999.
This would demonstrate the Department's commitment to openness and would
attempt to

that the Department is withholding significant

information. The draft letter to the Ombudsman reflects this, and emphasises that this
is intended to be a one-off exercise that would normally be regarded as an
unreasonable diversion of resources. Given the extent of the work involved, we
would normally charge for the provision of this information. MOD's policy under the
Code is to charge a rate of£ 15 per hour for every hour worked in excess in of 4 hours
to produce non-essential information. This would equate in~ase to a
proposed charge of £150. However, as a gesture of goodwill, I recommend that we
abate the charge in this case by 50%.

17.

Handling issues. These are unlikely to be significant if we are going to

provide Dr Ridyard with the information he requested. I beJieve that Dr Ridyard's
correspondence, which amount to over 3 5 letters since July 1996, have been handled
according to the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information. Almost all

letters were answered promptly, Code exemptions were cited where appropriate, and
the appeals process was explained to-

during his internal review. The one

identified shortcoming was the failure to

letter of 28 July 1999

within 20 working days. This was because of temporary staffing shortages in
Sec(AS) and is a reflection of the limited Departmental interest in the subject, the
consequent scarcity of resources made available to the task and the volume and
frequency

correspondence. In this situation, -

should have

been sent a holding reply. It may also be that more should have been done to explain
to-

why his request was considered unreasonable and how he could have

framed it in a more acceptable manner.

18.

Presentational aspects. Subject to the Ombudsman's conclusions, we should

present this as another example of MOD's commitment to openness. In this regard, it
is important that this is seen as a voluntary gesture of openness rather than as
something we were forced to do by the Ombudsman.

19.

Conclusion. Given Sec(AS) offer to release the information requested, it is

unlikely that the Ombudsman's report will be critical ofMOD on the question of
disclosure. There may, however, be minor criticism of the way some of
correspondence was handled. The attached draft reply reflects these points.

DOMD

DRAFT REPLY FROM PUS TO THE OMBUDSMAN'S OFFICE

Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
151h Floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London SWIP 4QP

I am writing to you in response to the letter fro~ of 2 December
1999 (your ref A 7/00) concerning the complaint fro~about release
of information under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.

I have considered the complaint in two parts: the question of disclosure in the context
of the Code ofPractice on Access to Government Information; and the Department's
general handling o~requests for information.

Disclosure in the context of the Code ofPractice on Access to Government
Information

has made three requests. In the first place, he asked: "Does the MoD, now
in 1999, agree with the following specific statements contained in historical records

1) An incident occurred on the 4th Aprill957 and was witnessed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was
due to the presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type
and origin.
2) It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects
3) Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by
HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace."

The reply given to-(D/Sec(AS)/64/3 dated 6 July 1998) explained that all
the available information regarding these statements has been given to the Public
Record Office and is therefore in the public domain. It also stated that we cannot
provide any official comment on those records. This view was upheld in the internal
review and I am satisfied that this was the correct, indeed the only, position we could
take. It is simply not within our remit to provide an official Departmental comment
on alleged incidents and policy from the 1950s and 1960s. The files are in the Public
Record Office and they are open to anyone to draw their own conclusions.

second request was "is it now, in 1999, official MOD policy to play
down the subject of unidentified flying objects?" The Department's policy on UFOs
has been explained to~n several occasions, as early as 12 August 1996. I
attach a copy of this letter for your information. The position is that the Ministry of
Defence has only a very limited defence interest in UFO issues, which is to establish
from sighting reports whether there has been any breach of the UK Air Defence
Region. Investigations into sightings are only carried out if there is corroborative
evidence that such a breach has occurred.

request is for "abstracts from all unidentified flying object reports
specifically from commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel specifically
witnessed between 0100 Hrs 28th July 1998 and 0100 Hrs 281h July 1999. I would
specifically like to see
1. Estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of unidentified flying objects

2. Unusual flight patterns of unidentified flying objects
3. Conclusions reached by MoD on unidentified flying objects".

This is a narrowing of a request made in March 1 1998 for "all information relating to
radar and visual sightings by our armed forces from at least the last five years but
preferably the last thirty years." The initial request was refused on the grounds that it
could only be provided at disproportionate cost and-sought an internal
review. The decision not to release under exemption 9 of the Code (vexatious or
voluminous requests) was upheld in the internal review.
1

narrower

request for information between 28 h July 1998 and 28th July 1999 was also rejected
on grounds of disproportionate cost.

I am satisfied that this decision was justified under the terms of the Code of Practice
on Access to Government Information.

The Guidance to the Code states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a
request would require an unreasonable diversion of resources because ofthe amount
of information sought or difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.

Even meeting

request for abstracts from UFO sighting reports from 28th

July 1998 to 28th July 1999 would involve a considerable amount ofwork, both
because of the volume of information sought and because of particular difficulties in
publishing it. The Department receives about 400 sighting reports a year, very few of
which require any form of follow up. On top of this, we receive about the same
number ofletters from members of the public on UFO issues, some of which may also
request, we would therefore need to

contain sighting reports. To

scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, about 800 pieces of correspondence. There is the
additional problem that, in order to respect third party confidences, personal
information relating to the correspondents would have to be blanked out prior to
publication. This would take additional time. In totaJ, we estimate that it would take
about 14 working hours to handle the request. Because UFO issues are normally
handled by only two junior members of staff, and comprise only a small element of
their much wider-ranging tasks, and because the senior of these two posts is currently
gapped as a result of our Departmental policy for postings!promotion arrangements
and the more junior desk officer is very new to post, a Grade 7 would have to be
assigned to handling the bulk of the request. This would necessarily entail an
unreasonable diversion of resources.

Last year we considered whether it would be practical to release our UFO files en
masse to the Public Record Office ahead ofthe 30 year schedule. I am advised,

however, that because of the need to blank out personal information, releasing the
files early would be very time-consuming that it could impact on our overall
Departmental programme of releasing documents to the PRO.

However, despite these considerations, I have asked the responsible division within
the Department exceptionally to make the information available to is because I am determined that the· Department is, and is seen to be, as open as
possible. I aJso

to see that we are not withholding significant

This

information in this area and that we try to respond to the growing public demand for
information on UFO issues as best we can within the very real constraints of our
limited Departmental interest and resources. Our position nonetheless remains that
the provision of this information is a one-off exercise that would normally be
considered an unreasonable diversion of resources. As explained above, there would
be significant resource problems in repeating this exercise.

Given the extent of the work involved, we would need to charge-

for the

provision of the information requested. The Department's policy under the Code is to
charge a rate of£ 15 per hour for every hour worked in excess in of 4 hours to produce
non-essential information. This would equate in

to a proposed

charge of £150. On this occasion, I have decided that the charge should be abated by
50% as a gesture of goodwill. We would therefore charge a maximum of £75, if ~

~shed us to carry out the task.

The Department's general handling of-

I believe that

correspondence

requests, which amount to over 35letters since July 1996,

have been handled according to the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information. Almost all letters have been answered promptly, Code exemptions were
cited where appropriate, and the appeals process was explained to -

during

his internal review. The one identified shortcoming was the failure to answer~
of 28 July 1999 within 20 working days. This was because of
temporary staffing shortages in the responsible division and reflects the limited
Departmental interest in the subject, the scarcity of resources made available to the
task and the volume and frequency
..,u"'·-..n•

.

However, ~

have been sent a holding reply and this omission has been

acknowledged by the division concerned. It may also be that more should have been
done to explain t~hy his request was considered unreasonable and how
he could have framed it in a more acceptable manner.

We have issued Department-wide instructions regarding the Code and we are
continuing to promote awareness of it. I am satisfied that our general performance
against the Code is good.

-

If you are content with this approach, I am happy for you to i n f o r m through his MP. I expect that it should be possible to

with the

information requested by the end of February. The point of contact in the Department
is:
Sec(AS)2
Ministry ofDefence
Rm 8247 Main Building
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB

".
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LOOSE MINUTE
D/DOMD/2/1 0
22 December 1999
PS/PUS
Copy to:
APS/SofS
PS/USofS
PS/2"dPUS
DGMO
DNews
Hd of Sec(AS)
HdofDR

OMBUDSMAN INVESTIGATION OF OPEN GOVERNMENT COMPLAINT:

Reference:
A. D/PUS/2317(1259) dated 16 December 1999
Issue
1.
How to r~amentary Ombudsman's invitation to comment on
the complaint b~that he was not provided with information
requested under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (Ref A).
Recommendation
2.
That PUS replies to the Ombudsman's Office along the lines of the attached
draft.
Timing

3.
The Ombudsman originally asked for a response by 23 December. We have,
however, agreed an extension to 12 January 2000.
Background

In his letter of2 December 1999 (ref A.7
Director of the
Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the Parliamentary
Ombudsman), notified PUS of a complaint received against MOD concerning the
Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (the Code). He invited PUS
to comment on the complaint.

4.

5.

The Ombudsman is authorised to investigate complaints relating to the Code,
for instance that information requested has not been provided, and make
recommendations about any action he believes is required to rectify the complaint.
The Ombudsman will not, however, investigate complaints until a Department's
internal review procedure has been completed. Complaints to the Ombudsman have
to be made through an MP.

e

6.
In this case, the requester
who is a committed ufologist and
regular correspondent with Sec(
backing of his MP, Ieuan Wyn
Jones (Ynys Mon), to take his case to the Ombudsman. Overall, MOD has a good
record in applying the Code. This is only the third complaint against MOD that the
Ombudsman has investigated since the Code was introduced in 1994. We are still
awaiting the outcome of the Ombudsman's last investigation, on which PUS
commented on 27 May 1999 (ref. D/PUS/23/7(225)).

(a) That we confirm the following statements, which are his own interpretation of
information held at the Public Record Office

•

An incident occurred on 4 th Aprill957 and was witnessed by radar operators
at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The resulting
Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was due to the
presence offive unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type and
ongm;

•

It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects;

•

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by
HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace.

(b) That we confirm whether it is now, in 1999, MOD policy to play down the
significance of unidentified flying objects.
(c) That we provide him with abstracts from all unidentified flying object reports,
specifically those from commercial pilots, military pilots and r~dar personnel,
giving details of the estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of craft, unusual flight
patterns and conclusions reached by MOD in each cas:·
~ :~
QQt eQ\IRQeQ ~~ a tim~am.t,
i.A w~ lt~if gf l i JWy l ~9 - W a i H o i
~ for the period 28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999.

wt

lai.t:·

8.
With regard to~rst request at 7(a), Sec(AS) replied on 24 June
1998 and 6 July 1998 that all the information regarding these statements had been
forwarded to the Public Record Office and was therefore already in the public
domain. There was nothing we could add to it. This decision was upheld in DOMD's
internal review of30 July 1998, and was repeated by USofS in his letter of 14 October
1999 to Ieuan Wyn Jones MP.
second request at 7(b), Sec(AS) explained as
early as their letter of 12 August 1996 MOD's current policy on UFOs i11 tQQir l~er
gf 1 Jww l~i, copy attached and have reminded him on a number of occasions
since that time. [CU('I{; ~~C(~~) TO PROVW~ Ll:TTl:R.), MOD has only a
very limited defence interest in UFO issues, which is to establish from sighting
reports whether there has been any breach of the UK Air Defence Region.
Investigations into sightings are only carried out if there is corroborated evidence to
suggest that such a breach has occurred.
9.

With regard to

e

10.
With regard
7(c),
requested in March 1998, that MOD should share with him "all information
relating to radar and visual sightings by our armed forces from at least the last
five years but preferably the last thirty years." The request was tlW:s w&t slil=aisQt
W-aR subject to an internal review in July 1998, where it was refused under
Exemption 9 of the Code (vexatious or voluminous requests). It was decided that
providing the information would require an unreasonable diversion of resources. ~
~en narrowed the timescale for his request down to the period 28 July 1998
to 2--s JUly 1999. In his reply of 14 October 1999, USofS indicated that this still could
not be answered without an unreasonable diversion of resources.
11.

There are two elements that the Ombudsman will be investigating:
a. Disclosure: is MOD's decision not to disclose information justified under
the terms of the Code and its exemptions
b. Handling: in accordance with the Code,
answered within 20 working days, was he
aware
complaints
procedure and were Code exemptions cited when information was
withheld?

12.
Disclosure issues. In my view, my predecessor as DOMD was correct to
conclude in the internal review that we could not provide~th further
comment on his statements in para 7(a) above. These were not requests for
information, but rather requests for us to confirm alleged incidents and policy from
the 1950s and 1960s. As we pointed out, all the information relating to that time
period is already in the public domain, and we are not in a position to provide any
additional comment on it. With regard tosecond request~
satisfied that MOD's current policy on U~erly explained t~ in
the letter from Sec(AS) as early as 12 August 1996 and as late as USofS's letter to
his MP dated 14 October 1999 9f l 1\m; 100~.
13.
With regard to
request for reports on UFO sightings, as
explained in para 7(c) above, I am satisfied that our initial decision to withhold the
information under exemption 9 of the Code is justifiable. The Guidance to the Code
states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a request would require an
unreasonable diversion of resources because of the amount of information sought or
difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.
14.
Meeting
request for abstracts from UFO sighting reports from 28
July 1998 to 28
1999 would involve a considerable amount of work, both
because of the volume of information sought and because of particular difficulties in
publishing it. The Department receives about 400 SOO ~00 sighting reports a year,
very few of which require any form of follow up. On top of this, we receive about the
same number of letters from members of the
· on UFO issues~ some of which
may also contain sighting reports. To
we would therefore
need to scrutinise, and copy as appropriate~
pieces of correspondence.
There is the additional problem that, in order to respect third party confidences,
personal information relating to the correspondents would have to be blanked out
prior to publication. This would take additional time. In total, Sec(AS) estimate that
it would take at least 14 working-hours to provide the information rSJRxsted. Staff
resources dedicated to UFO-related issues comprise some 20% jt EO lewl and
50% AO level, The EO post is currently gapped awaiting a new member of staff

and the AO has been in post only some 6 weeks. Most of the work would
therefore have to be done by the a Grade 7 9 ~@Qawii ~i ~0 aad AO v.~9 llaaQie
I..WO i£i.iVIf; lA aiw aad \J:lw-i£9r.e W~i'amiliar the only desk officer familiar with the
issues involved.
Last year we Wi aiV'i al£9 considered whether it would be practical to release
files en masse to the Public Record Office ahead of the 30 year schedule.
Defence Records, 89-1!'\'iV~ .b.av~ advised that because of the need to blank out
personal information, releasing files early would be so time-consuming that it could
set back our overall Departmental programme of releasing documents to the PRO by
[ insert timescale ] .
15.

~UFO

to the Om
16.
Nonetheless, in light
Sec(AS) believes that there would be benefit in attempting to meet
request for reports of UFO sightings between 28 July 1998 and 28
lbis would demonstrate the Department's commitment to openness and would
attempt to allay
that the Department is withholding significant
information. The
to the Ombudsman reflects this, and emphasises that this
is intended to be a one-off exercise that would normally be regarded as an
unreasonable diversion of resources. Given the extent of the work involved, we
would normally charge for the provision of this information. MOD's policy under the
Code is to charge a rate of £15 per hour for every hour
of 4 hours
to a
to produce non-essential information. This would equate in
proposed charge of £150. However, as w~ a1=e m:iki:;.s a v9Wntal?;' gesture of
goodwill 9p.a1u1u, I recommend that we abate~ the charge in this case by 50%.

17.

issues. These are unlikely to be significant if we are going to
the information he requested. Oa dl@ uill9li, I believe that
~orrE~spomllertce r~Y..St£, which amount to over 35 letters since July 1996,
......n .....,""'" according to the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information. Almost all letters were answered promptly, Co~ns were cited
where appropriate, and the appeals process was explained toduring his
internal review. ~tified OR~ QJwuigvg shortcoming, b,gm~,_, was the
failure to answ~letter of 28 July 1999 within 20 working days . This
was because of temporary staffing shortages in Sec(AS) and a reflection of the
limited Departmental interest in the subject, the consequent~urces
made available to the task and the volume and frequency ofcorrespondence. In this situationshould have been sent a holding reply.
It may also be that more should ha~ to explain t~why his
request was considered unreasonable and how he could have framed it in a more
acceptable manner.

18.

Presentational aspects. Subject to the Ombudsman's conclusions, we should
present this as another example of MOD's commitment to openness. In this regard, it
is important that this is seen as a voluntary gesture of openness rather than as
something we were forced to do by the Ombudsman.
19.
Conclusion. Given Sec(AS) offer to release the information requested, it is
unlikely that the Ombudsman's report will be critical of MOD on the
disclosure. There may, however, be minor criticism of the way some
correspondence was handled. The attached draft reply reflects these points.

DOMD

e

DRAFT REPLY FROM PUS TO THE OMBUDSMAN'S OFFICE

Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
15th Floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London SWIP 4QP

I am writing to you in response to the letter
1999 (your ref A. 7/00) concerning the complaint
about release
of information under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.
I have considered the complaint in two parts : the question of disclosure in the context
of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information; and the Department's
general handling o~requests for information.
Disclosure in the context of the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information

~ made three requests. In the first place, he asked: "Does the MoD, now
in 1999, agree with the following specific statements contained in historical records
1) An incident occurred on the 41h Aprill957 and was witnessed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was
due to the presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type
and origin.
2) It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects
3) Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by
HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace."
The reply given t~D/Sec(AS)/64/3 dated 6 July 1998) explained that all
the available information regarding these statements has been given to the Public
Record Office and is therefore in the public domain. It also stated that we cannot
provide any official comment on those records. This view was upheld in the internal
review and I am satisfied that this was the correct, indeed the only, position we could
take. It is simply not within our remit to provide an official Departmental comment
on alleged incidents and policy from the 1950s and 1960s. The files are in the Public
Record Office and they are open to anyone to draw their own conclusions.
sec1ona request was "is it now, in 1999, official MOD policy to play
down the subject of unidentified · objects?" The Depar1ment's policy on UFOs
has been wail explained to
several occasions, as early as 12 August

1996

I

attach a copy of this letter for your information. The position is that the Ministry of
Defence has only a very limited defence interest in UFO issues, which is to establish
from sighting reports whether there has been any breach of the UK Air Defence

w. for "abstracts from all unidentified flying

specifically from
commercial ~ilots, military pilots and radar personnel specifically witnessed between
0100 Hrs 28t July 1998 and 0100 Hrs 28th July 1999. I would specifically like to see
1. Estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of unidentified flying objects
2. Unusual flight patterns of unidentified flying objects
3. Conclusions reached by MoD on unidentified flying objects".
This is a narrowing of a request made in March 1 1998 for 44 all information
relating to radar and visual sightings by our armed forces fro~at least the last
)(
five years but preferably the last thirty years." ThirequestLwas refused ~
;~~t wag asaiR ;ej~te~ds that it could only be provided at ~d~~DWt--'-::')
disproportionate cost and
ought an internal review. Q"he request was
again rejected under exemption 9 of the Code (vexatious or voluminous
requests).
I am satisfied that this decision was justified under the terms of the Code of Practice
on Access to Government Information.
The Guidance to the Code states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a
request would require an unreasonable diversion of resources because of the amount
of information sought or difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.

Even
request for abstracts from UFO sighting reports from
28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999 would involve a considerable amount of work, both
because of the volume of information sought and because of particular difficulties in
publishing it. The Department receives about 400 ~00 ~00 sighting reports a year,
very few of which require any form of follow up. On top of this, we receive about the
same number ofletters from members of the public on UFO issues, some of which
may also contain sighting reports. Tom~ request, we would therefore
need to scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, about 800 l.,.QOO. pieces of correspondence.
There is the additional problem that, in order to respect third party confidences,
personal information relating to the correspondents would have to be blanked out
prior to publication. This would take additional time. In total, we estimate that it
would take about 14 working hours to handle the request. Because UFO issues are
normally handled by only two junior members of staff, w;A,g ~ gg1;Q -ae.>" i-a pg~t, and
comprise only a small element of their much wider-ranging tasks, and because
the senior of these two posts is currently gapped as a result of our Departmental
policy for postings/promotion arrangements and the more junior desk officer is
very new to post, a Grade 7 would have to be assigned to handling the bulk of the
request. This would necessarily entail an unreasonable diversion of resources.
Last year we We awJe al,~g considered whether it would be practical to release our
UFO files en masse to the Public Record Office ahead of the 30 year schedule. I am
advised, however, that because of the need to blank out personal information,

\l:z.

f'f.V~

releasing files early would be so time-consuming that it could set back our overall
Departmental programme of releasing documents to the PRO by [ insert timescale}.
However, despite these considerations, I have asked the responsible division within
the Department exceptionally to make the information available to This
is because I am determined that the Department is, and is seen to be, as open as
possible. I am also want k~;:Q tg all~--Qil•~ to understand that we
are not withholding significant information in this area and that we try, a.; w~U a.; to
respond to the growing public demand for information on UFO issues as best we can
within the very real constraints of our limited Departmental interest and
resources. Our position nonetheless remains that the provision of this information is
a one-off exercise that would normally be considered an unreasonable diversion of
resources. As explained above, there would be significant resource problems in
repeating this exercise.
Given the extent of the work involved, we would need to F~9~~ a charge~
~r the provision of the informatio~requested. The
Department's policy under the Code is to charge a rate of £15 per hour for every hour
worked in
4 hours to produce non-essential information. This would
equate
case to a proposed charge of £150. On this occasion, I have
decided that the charge should be abated by SO~e of goodwill. We
would therefore charge a maximum of £75, if~ished us to carry out
the review wiU b~ 'JJaiJied, a.; 1ille O~ar.aReat lla~ -.A9~eR tg -~, QQt QQQ ~~eRtial

w9Ao a.; a ~rpe•ial •~ise tQ Q'mi:QASV'ate tl;at we "r.ill ~e Q))& n~~~uer pg.~swle
~

tlle tem~:s gftlle Cgde gf P~Ge.

The
OR ~ u,~gl~, I believe
requests, which amount to over 35 letters
since July 1996, have been handled according to the Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information. Almost all letters have been ~wered promptly,
Code
·
"ted where appropriate, and the appeals process was
explained
during his internal review. The one identified ORe g·Q.vi~
·
was the failure to ans
of 28 July 1999
within 20 working days. This was because of temporary
shortages in the
responsible division and a reflection of the limited Departmental interest in the
subject, the
of resources made available to the task and the volume and
correspondence. However, lR: tllis ~iwatiga, I a.•~
been sent a holding reply and this omission has been
9ww~ tg tll~ att~tiga g.f the division concerned. It may also be
that more should have been done to explain to~hy his request was
considered unreasonable and how he could have framed it in a more acceptable
manner.
We have issued Department-wide instructions regarding the Code and we are
continuing to promote awareness of it. I am satisfied that our general performance
against the Code is good.
If you are content with this approach, I am happy for you to inform
through his MP. I expect that it should be possible to
·
the
information requested by the end of February .JaHwary [S:IC~S~ TO COI>l"¥1W\~
~"""""~ ...~a.+. The point of contact in the Department is:

Sec(AS)2
Ministry of Defence
Rm 8247 Main Building
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB
Tel
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SEC(AS)2
From:

OM014

Sent:

22 December 1999 17:29

To:
Cc:

HD OF SEC(AS); Hd of DR
SEC(AS)2; OMD/AD(E+MG); PS/DOMD

Subject:

Parliamentary Ombudsman investigation

Importance: High
PSA draft submission to PUS for your comments.
We spoke to the Ombudsman's Office today and they agreed to extend the deadline until12 January, on
the understanding that we are looking to release the requested information early in the New Year.
Obviously, we couldn't give a guarantee on this in advance of PUS's decision, but we indicated that we
were thinking along these lines.
If possible, I would welcome your comments by COP Thursday (copied to PS/DOMD) so that we can send
this to PSIPUS before the Christmas break.

-

Many thanks,

23/12/99

e

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DOMD/2/10
22 December 1999
PS/PUS
Copy to:
APS/SofS
PSIUSofS
PS/2nd PUS
DGMO
DNews
Hd ofSec(AS)
HdofDR

OMBUDSMAN INVESTIGATION OF OPEN GOVERNMENT COMPLAINT:
Reference:
A. D/PUS/2317(1259) dated 16 December 1999
Issue

1.
How to r~amentary Ombudsman's invitation to comment on
the complaint b y - t h a t he was not provided with information
requested under the Code of Practice on Access to Govenunent Information (Ref A).
Recommendation
2.

That PUS replies to the Ombudsman's Office along the lines of the attached

draft.
Timing
The Ombudsman originally asked for a response by 23 December. We have,
3.
however, agreed an extension to 12 January 2000.
Background
In his letter of2 December 1999 (ref A7
4.
Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Admirustrat1on
Ombudsman), notified PUS of a complaint received against MOD concerning the
Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (the Code). He invited PUS
to comment on the complaint

The Ombudsman is authorised to investigate complaints relating to the Code,
5.
for instance that information requested has not been provided, and make
recommendations about any action he believes is required to rectify the complaint.
The Ombudsman will not, however, investigate complaints until a Department's
internal review procedure has been completed. Complaints to the Ombudsman have
to be made through an MP.

1\

,.

6.
In this case, the requester
who is a committed ufologist and
regular correspondent with Sec( AS),
backing of his MP, Ieuan Wyn
Jones (Ynys Mon), to take his case to the Ombudsman. Overall, MOD has a good
record in applying the Code. This is only the third complaint against MOD that the
Ombudsman has investigated since the Code was introduced in 1994. We are still
awaiting the outcome of the Ombudsman's last investigation, on which PUS
commented on 27 May 1999 (ref. D/PUS/2317(225)).

.......

7.
A chronology of
the Ombudsman's Office. In summary,

rovided in the letter to PUS from
has made three requests:

(a) That we confirm the following statements, which are his own interpretation of
information held at the Public Record Office
•

An incident occurred on 4th April 1957 and was witnessed by radar operators
at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The resulting
Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was due to the
presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type and
ongm;

•

It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects;

•

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by
HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace.

voluminous requests). It was decided that providing the information would require an
unreasonable diversion of resources.then narrowed the timescale for his
request down to the period 28 July l ~y 1999. In his reply of 14 October
1999, USofS indicated that this still could not be answered without an unreasonable
diversion of resources.
11.

v/

There are two elements that the Ombudsman will be investigating:
a. Disclosure: is MOD's decision not to disclose information justified under
the terms of the Code and its exemptions
requests
b. Handling: in accordance with the Code, were answered within 20 working days, was he ma~he complaints
procedure and were Code exemptions cited when information was
withheld?

12.
Disclosure issues. In my view, my predecessor as DOMD was correct to
conclude in the internal review that we could not provide with further
comment on his statements in para 7(a} above. These were not requests for
information, but rather requests for us to cont'i!W. alleged incidents and policy from
the 1950s and 1960s. As we pointed out, all the information relating to that time
period is already in the public domain, and we are not in a position to provide any
additional comment on it. With regard toecond request~
satisfied that MOD's current policy on UFOs was properly explained t~ in
theletterfromSec(AS)oflltme499S. ~.. ~
e-d, /V-.C!o.'V ""U-A"""~
e."',.., ~. e-\.i
t;sc:r-s·"' L...tks ""' ' OcC'""f!:::>be~ I~C!' :;t~··
~·
13.
With regard to
fort:"'· t-ts'b;UFO .sightings, as
explained in para 7(c) above, I am satisfied th~ our initial decision to withhold the
information up.der exemption 9 of the Code~ justifiable. The Guidance to the Code
states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a request would require an
unreasonable diversion of resources because of the amount of information sought or
difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.

·)

c"-o

14.
Meeting
request for abstracts from UFO sighting reports from 28
July 1998 to 28 July 1999 would involve a considerable amount of work, both
because of the volume of information sought an~b~~use of particular difficulties in
publishing it. The Department receives about 5 ° sighting reports a year, very
few of which require any form of follow up. On top of this, we receive about the
same number ofletters from members of th~O issues, some of which
may also contain sighting reports. To m~uest, we would therefore
need to scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, about ~p1eces of correspondence.
There is the additional problem that, in order to respect third party confidences,
personal information relating to the correspondents would have to be blanked out
prior to publication. This would take additional time. In total, Sec(AS) estimate that
it would take at least 14 working-hours to provide the information requested. M9st of
.~'
the work would have to be done by a Grade 7 because the EO~~~o\~li~t'"'an<n'e~~t:M·~
. UFO t.ss~es are ~ew and therefore unfamiliar with the is.sues involved.
~~ ~ 1~

0.

Lt'S.I.o.\~J.~'-~'H~V\t:.t..ot.O I!/IJ-"',4-.t~~('IV .~t~ ~)".>\-.. ~~c..-..J! ~.t::QJ·#d, .-- --- ·\~~ ~~·)Eo
15. )We har:e also considered whether it would be practical to release o.-UFO
N:r\.o~,~

files en masse to the Public Record Office ahead of the 30 year schedule. Defence
Records, however, htiMe advised that because of the need to blank out personal
informatioq, releasing files early would be so time-consuming that it could set back
'

our o~~~~l..~ing documents to the PRO.b.:) , • • • . . ( lA ...._.~, .1., ...0

(,.o..(l. Y- ~~-C).J
~-·· ·---..... . .......,..,,...;:;

s co.~

16.
Nonetheless, in light of
appeal to the Ombu(Jl~!!!
Sec(AS) believes that there would be benefit in attempting to
request for reports of UFO sightings between 28 July 1998 and 28 July 1999.
This would demonstrate the Department's commitment to openness and would
attempt to allay~oncern that the Department is withholding significant
infoimation. The draft letter to the Ombudsman reflects this, and emphasises that this
is intended to be a one-off exercise that would normally be regarded as an
unreasonable diversion of resources. Given the extent of the work involved, we
would normally charge for the provision of this information. MOD's policy under the
Code is to charge a rate of£ 15 per hour for every hour worked in excess in of 4 hours
to a
to produce non-essential information. This would equate
proposed charge of £150. However, as we are making a
(
openness, I recommend that we waive the charge in this case.
issues. These are unlikely to be significant if we are going to
the information he requested. Oft tke wl!:ele, I ~_$Ye that~
~ltid!;U.'"""'~--~ount to over 35 letters since July 1996, Meoeen
................u according to the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.
were cited where
Almost al1letters were answered promptly, Code
appropriate, and the appeals process was explained to
his internal
to..,,.,,,..,....
. One obvious shortcoming, however, was the
~~l~~~~~o~~f 28 July 1~99 within 20 wo~n~ da~s. This was because of tem.pet=ary 3 o.. ~fPd ~~'v-~
:"H
shortages m Sec(AS).
have been sent a aE6-~-6
. It may also be that more should
been done to explain to ~
his request was considered unreasonable and how he could have framed
it in a more acceptable manner.
18.
Presentational aspects. Subject to the Ombudsman's conclusions, we should
present this as another example of MOD's commitment to openness. In this regard, it
is important that this is seen as a voluntary gesture of openness rather than as
something we were forced to do by the Ombudsman.
19.
Conclusion. Given Sec(AS) offer to release the infoimation requested, it is
unlikely that the Ombudsman's report will be critical of MOD on the question of
disclosure. There may, however, be minor criticism of the way some of
correspondence was handled. The attached draft reply reflects these points.

-

DOMD

DRAFT REPLY FROM PUS TO THE OMBUDSMAN'S OFFICE

Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
15th Floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London SWlP 4QP

I am writing to you in response to the letter from
1999 (your ref A. 7/00) concerning the complaint
of information under the Code of Practice on Access to
I have considered the complaint in two parts: the question of disclosure in the context
of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information; and the Department's
general handling
for information.
Disclosure in the context of the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information

~as made three requests. In the first place, he asked: "Does the MoD, now
in 1999, agree with the following specific statements contained in historical records
1) An incident occurred on the 4th April 1957 and was witnessed by radar
operators 'a t the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, WeSt Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was
due to the presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type
and origin.
2) It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects
3) Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by
HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace."
The reply given
dated 6 July 1998) explained that all
the available information regarding these statements has been given to the Public
Record Office and is therefore in the public domain. It also stated that we cannot
provide any official comment on those records. This view was upheld in the internal
review and I am satisfied that this was the correct, indeed the only, position we could
take. It is simply not within our remit to provide an official Departmental comment
on alleged incidents and policy from the 1950s and 1960s. l§"'llefiles are in the
Public Record Office and they are open to anyone to draw their own conclusions.
second request was "is it now, in 1999, official MOD policy to play
p
~ down the subject
ed flying objects?" The Department's policy on UFOs
""-.0 -t'>
~explained to
n several occasions, for example in a letter dated 1-Jwle .....:.- ":o..Af\-1998 [SEC(AS)_TQ~BO'liDE COP¥}. I attach a copy of this letter for your
~~ G._t>
information. The position is that the Ministry of Defence ~~~a very limited
f~~~o ,
defence interest in UFO issues, which is to establish from/Stg
g reports whether
there has been any breach of the UK Air Defence Region.ln.vestigations into
sightings are only carried out if there is fvidence that such a breach has occurred.

J.e

~c,~o-'vv::~

third request was for "access to details on aerial phenomena that have
been observed by RAF pilots and ground crew both visually and by radar ... my
interest is primarily in the types of aircraft witnessed (shape, size and performance),
their location and their dates". This request was handled directly at the internal

~~~:U~~~~:!:_~~~~~fhlid~~~~:n-~!~JiJ!~~~~~iwn---~
. / /to "abstracts from all unidentified flying object reports specifically from commercial

/
1
{
\
\

~

pilots, military pilots and radar ~onnel specifically wit~essed ~tween 0100 Hrs
J
1
28th July 1998 and 0100 Hrs 28 July 1999. I would specifically hke to see
{_
1. Estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of unidentified flying objects
2. Unusual flight patterns of unidentified flying objects
1
\
3. Conclusions reached by MoD on unidentified flying objects."
__ ... __ ___....../

J\
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This request was again rejected on the grounds that it could only be provided at
disproportionate cost.

\;I

I am satisfied that this decision was justified under the terms of the Code of Practice
on Access to Government Infonnation.
The Guidance to the Code states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a
request would require an unreasonable diversion of resources because of the amount
of information sought or difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.

t- e. . po.Q.i.tcM~request for abstracts from UFO sighting reports fr:;~-~· ;:1;·

1998 to 28 July 1999 would involve a considerable amount of work, both because of
the volume of infprmation sought and bee~ of particular difficulties in publishing
it. The DePartment receives about 509•60(rs1ghting reports a year, very few of which
require any form of follow up. On top of this, we receive about the same number of
letters from members ofth~O issues, some of which may also contain
sighting reports. To meet
equest, we would therefore need to
scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, about l.,.OOO"'"p~ of correspondence. There is
~
the additional problem that, in order to respect third party confidences, personal
information relating to the correspondents would have to be blanked out prior to ~~m~
....publieBtion. T~is would take additional tim~w~we est~mate ~il_w~~~tpk~-.J Y ~"~
about 14 working hours to handle the request.
.
UFO lSSUes are normally l ' ~ d <-)~ 0 r}
handled by only two junior members of staff, who are both new in post, a Grade 7
would have to be assigned to handling the bulk of the request. This would necessarily
entail an unreasonable diversion of resources.
l--...o..ov 10c:a.r
We ha.vc.; also considered whether it would be practical to release am· UFO files en
masse to the Public Record Office ahead of the 30 year schedule. I am advised,
however, that because of the need to blank out personal information, releasing files
early would be so time-consuming that it could set back our over~ programme of
releasing documents to the PRO.b --J ~ p:u~"-"'U..\-o..\
1....

--• ••.• - - --·· --····--- .......

However, despite these considerations, I have asked the
ible division within
_ .,...._, the Department to make the information available
This is because I
as open as possible. I am
am detennined th~ent is, and is seen to
also keen to allay-concerns that we are withholding significant
information in this area, as well as to respond to the growing public demand for
information on UFO issues. Our position nonetheless remains that the provision of
this information is a one-off exercise that would nonnally be considered an

.

·unreasonable diversion of resources. As explained above, there would be significant
resource problems in repeating this exercise.
Given the extent of the work involved, we would normally propose a charge for the
provision of the informationhas requested. The Department's policy
under the Code is to charge a rate of £15 per hour for every hour worked in excess in
of 4 hours to produce non-essential information. This would equate ·
case to a proposed charge of £1 SO. On this occasion, I have decided that
will be waived, as the Department has chosen to carry out non-essential work as a
special exercise to demonstrate that we will be open wherever possible under the
terms of the Code of Practice.
The

On the whole, I believe
requests, which amount to over 35 letters
since July 1996, have been handled according to the Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information. Almost all letters were answered promptly, Code
~were cited where appropriate, and the appeals process was explained to
during his internal review. One obvious shortcoming, however, was the
failure to answer letter of 28 July 1999 within 20 working days. This
was because oft~ shortages in the responsible division. In this
situation, I accept thatshould have been sent a holding reply and this
omission has been brought to the attention of the division concerned. It may also be
that more should have been done to explain towhy his request was
considered unreasonable and how he could have framed it in a more acceptable

manner.
We have issued Department-wide instructions regarding the Code and we are
continuing to promote awareness of it. I am satisfied that our general performance
against the Code is good.
If you are content with this approach, I am happy for you to ;·..,,+r-..rn
through his MP. I expect that it should be possible to
·
information requested by the end of January [SEC(AS) TO
R
AMEND AS APPROPRIATE]. The point of contact in the Department is:

Ministry of Defence

Rm 8247 Main Building
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB
Tel

.. ...
PS/HD OF SEC(AS)
From:

OMD14

Sent:

22 December 1999 17:29

To:

HD OF SEC{AS); Hd of DR

Cc:

SEC(AS)2; OMD/AD(E+MG); PS/DOMD

Subject:

Parliamentary Ombudsman investigation

'• ~. ; ... J. :.~

Importance: High
PSA draft submission to PUS for your comments.
We spoke to the Ombudsman's Office today and they agreed to extend the deadline until12 January, on
the understanding that we are looking to release the requested information early in the New Year.
Obviously, we couldn't give a guarantee on this in advance of PUS's decision, but we indicated that we
were thinking along these lines.
If possible, I would welcome your comments by COP Thursday (copied to PS/DOMD) so that we can send
this to PS/PUS before the Christmas break.
Many thanks,

23/12/99

,¥' ..

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DOMD/2/1 0
22 December 1999
PS/PUS
Copy to:
APS/SofS
PS/USofS
PS/2"d PUS
DGMO
DNews
Hd ofSec(AS)
Hd ofDR

Reference:
A. D/PUS/23/7(1259) dated 16 December 1999

1.
How to r~amentary Ombudsman's invitation to comment on
the complaint b y -that he was not provided with information
requested under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (Ref A).
Recommendation
2.
That PUS replies to the Ombudsman's Office along the lines ofthe attached
draft.
Timing
3.
The Ombudsman originally asked for a response by 23 December. We have,
however, agreed an extension to 12 January 2000.
Background
4.
In his letter of2 December 1999 (ref A.7
Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
Ombudsman), notified PUS of a complaint received against MOD concerning the
Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (the Code). He invited PUS
to comment on the complaint.
5.
The Ombudsman is authorised to investigate complaints relating to the Code,
for instance that information requested has not been provided, and make
recommendations about any action he believes is required to rectify the complaint.
The Ombudsman will not, however, investigate complaints until a Department's
internal review procedure has been completed. Complaints to the Ombudsman have
to be made through an MP.

6.
In this case, the requester,
who is a committed ufologist and
regular correspondent with Sec(AS), has obtained the backing of his MP, Ieuan Wyn
Jones (Ynys Mon), to take his case to the Ombudsman. Overall, MOD has a good
record in applying the Code. This is only the third complaint against MOD that the
Ombudsman has investigated since the Code was introduced in 1994. We are still
awaiting the outcome of the Ombudsman' s last investigation, on which PUS
commented on 27 May 1999 (ref D/PUS/23/7(225)).
7.
A chronology of
is provided in the letter to PUS from
m=m=a r y - h a s made three requests:
the Ombudsman's Officec::.=;==s=u =
(a) That we confirm the following statements, which are his own interpretation of
information held at the Public Record Office
1

•

An incident occurred on 4 h Aprill957 and was witnessed by radar operators
at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The resulting
Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was due to the
presence offive unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type and
ongm;

•

It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects;

•

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by
HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace.

(b) That we confirm whether it is now, in 1999, MOD policy to play down the
significance ofunidentified flying objects.
(c) That we provide him with abstracts from all unidentified flying object reports,
specifically those from commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel,
giving details of the estimated sizes, shapes and speeds of craft, unusual flight
patterns and conclusions reached by MOD in each case.
not bounded by a timeframe, but in his letter of 28 July 1
it to the period 28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999.
8.
With regard
first request at 7(a), Sec(AS) replied on 24 June
1998 and 6 July 1998 that all the information regarding these statements had been
forwarded to the Public Record Office and was therefore already in the public
domain. There was nothing we could add to it. This decision was upheld in DOMD ' s
internal review of30 July 1998, and was repeated by USofS in his letter of 14 October
1999 to leuan Wyn Jones .MP.
9.
With regard t~second request at 7(b), Sec(AS) explained
MOD's current policy on UFOs in their letter of 1 June 1998, copy attached
[CHECK: SEC(AS) TO PROVIDE LETTER). MOD has only a very limited
defence interest in UFO issues, which is to establish from sighting reports whether
there has been any breach of the UK Air Defence Region. Investigations into
sightings are only carried out if there is evidence that such a breach has occurred.
10.
With regard
request at 7(c), this went straight to an
internal review, where it was refused under Exemption 9 of the Code (vexatious or

voluminous requests) . It was decide~ing the information would require an
unreasonable diversion ofresources.then narrowed the timescale for his
request down to the period 28 July 1998 to 28 July 1999. In his reply of 14 October
1999, USofS indicated that this still could not be answered without an unreasonable
diversion of resources.
11 .

There are two elements that the Ombudsman will be investigating:
a. Disclosure: is MOD' s decision not to disclose information justified under
the terms of the Code and its exemptions
b. Handling: in accordance with the Code, were
requests
answered within 20 working days, was he made aware of the complaints
procedure and were Code exemptions cited when information was
withheld?

12.
Disclosure issues. In my view, my predecessor as DOMD was correct to
conclude in the internal review that we could not provid~with further
comment on his statements in para 7(a) above. These were not requests for
information, but rather requests for us to confirm alleged incidents and policy from
the 1950s and 1960s. As we pointed out, all the information relating to that time
period is already in the public domain, and we are not in a position to provide any
additional comment on it. With regard t~second request a~
satisfied that MOD's current policy on UFOs was properly explained to in
the letter from Sec(AS) of 1 June 1998.
13.
With regard
for reports on UFO sightings, as
explained in para 7(c) above, am satisfied that our initial decision to withhold the
information under exemption 9 of the Code is justifiable. The Guidance to the Code
states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a request would require an
unreasonable diversion of resources because of the amount of information sought or
difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.
14.
for abstracts from UFO sighting reports from 28
July 1998 to 28 July 1999 would involve a considerable amount of work, both
because of the volume of information sought and because of particular difficulties in
publishing it. The Department receives about 500-600 sighting reports a year, very
few of which require any form of follow up . On top of this, we receive about the
same number of letters from members of th~O issues, some of which
may also contain sighting reports. To me~equest, we would therefore
need to scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, about 1,000 pieces of correspondence.
There is the additional problem that, in order to respect third party confidences,
personal information relating to the correspondents would have to be blanked out
prior to publication. This would take additional time. In total, Sec(AS) estimate that
it would take at least 14 working-hours to provide the information requested. Most of
the work would have to be done by a Grade 7 because the EO and AO who handle
UFO issues are new and therefore unfamiliar with the issues involved.
15.
We have also considered whether it would be practical to release our UFO
files en masse to the Public Record Office ahead ofthe 30 year schedule. Defence
Records, however, have advised that because of the need to blank out personal
information, releasing files early would be so time-consuming that it could set back
our overall programme of releasing documents to the PRO.

16.
Nonetheless, in light of
appeal to the Ombud
Sec(AS) believes that there would be benefit in attempting to
request for reports of UFO sightings between 28 July 1998 and 28 July 1999.
This would
s commitment to openness and would
attempt to
that the Department is withholding significant
information. The draft letter to the Ombudsman reflects this, and emphasises that this
is intended to be a one-off exercise that would normally be regarded as an
unreasonable diversion of resources. Given the extent ofthe work involved, we
would normally charge for the provision of this information. MOD's policy under the
Code is to charge a rate of£ 15 per hour for every hour worked in excess in of 4 hours
to produce non-essential information. This would equate ·
to a .
proposed charge of£150. How~s Vt'E! a.-i: ~RakiR~a velt:tHtaf¥ gesture of ~
Q99HHe86, I recommend that we wawe-the charge in this case~ So Z .
17.

These are unlikely to be significant if we are going to
the information he requested. Pa tbe mbg~J believe that ~
requests, which amount to over 35 letters since July 1996, have been
c..,----,-.,.-:-.-a_jccording to the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.
Almost all letters were answered promptly, Code exe~e cited where
during his internal
appropriate, and the appeals process was explained tof~ .~. review. One obvist:ts~hortcoming#-howeveq was the failure to answer
1
l~ letter of 28 July 1999 within 20 working days. This was because of tem
=p=o=rary
==
staffing shortages in Sec(AS}! In this situation,should have been sent a
W fJ. . ~ly. It may also be that more should have been done to explain to~
~~ ·~hy his request was considered unreasonable and how he could have framed
~ it in a more acceptable manner.

L
L

~ ~ IS~ Presentational aspects.

Subject to the Ombudsman's conclusions, we should

~' 6't ~sent this as another example ofMOD's commitment to openness. In this regard, it
~~ •~ is important that this is seen as a voluntary gesture of openness rather than as

:::::;:;: it ..;.,

~ ~~

something we were forced to do by the Ombudsman.
19.
Conclusion. Given Sec(AS) offer to release the information requested, it is
unlikely that the Ombudsman's report will be critical of MOD on the question of
disclosure. There may, however, be minor criticism of the way some
correspondence was handled. The attached draft reply reflects these pomts.

DRAFT REPLY FROM PUS TO THE OMBUDSMAN'S OFFICE

Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration
15th Floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London SWIP 4QP

I am writing to you in response to the letter
1999 (your ref A.7/00) concerning the complaint
of information under the Code ofPractice on Access to
I have considered the complaint in two parts: the question of disclosure in the context
of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information; and the Department's
general handling
requests for information.
Disclosure in the context of the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information
-

has made three requests. In the first place, he asked: "Does the MoD, now
in 1999, agree with the following specific statements contained in historical records
1) An incident occurred on the 4th Aprill957 and was witnessed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence Investigation concluded that the incident was
due to the presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type
and origin.
2) It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
flying objects
3) Non·hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance parameters
far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been witnessed by
HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace."

The reply given to(D/Sec(AS)/64/3 dated 6 July 1998) explained that all
the available information regarding these statements has been given to the Public
Record Office and is therefore in the public domain. It also stated that we cannot
provide any official comment on those records. This view was upheld in the internal
review and I am satisfied that this was the correct, indeed the only, position we could
take. It is simply not within our remit to provide an official Departmental comment
on alleged incidents and policy from the 1950s and 1960s. All the files are in the
Public Record Office and they are open to anyone to draw their own conclusions.
pv'"''"u"' request was "is it now, in 1999, official MOD policy to play

of unidentified flying objects?" The Department's policy on UFOs
was explained toon several occasions, for example in a letter dated 1 June
1998 [SEC(AS) TO"'PiiDVVDE COPY]. 1 attach a copy of this letter for your
information. The position is that the Ministry of Defence has only a very limited
defence interest in UFO issues, which is to establish from sighting reports whether
there has been any breach of the UK Air Defence Region. Investigations into
sightings are only carried out if there is evidence that such a breach has occurred.

request was for "access to details on aerial phenomena that have
been observed by RAF pilots and ground crew both visually and by radar .. . my
interest is primarily in the types of aircraft witnessed (shape, size and performance),
their location and their dates" . This request was handled directly at the internal
review stage, where it was refused under exemption 9 of the Code (voluminous or
vexatious requests). Following this decision,~arrowed his request down
to "abstracts from all unidentified flying object reports specifically from commercial
pilots, military pilots and radar ~ersonnel specifically witnessed between 0100 Hrs
28th July 1998 and 0100 Hrs 281 July 1999. I would specifically like to see
1. Estimated sizes, shapes and speeds ofunidentified flying objects
2. Unusual flight patterns of unidentified flying objects
3. Conclusions reached by MoD on unidentified flying objects."
This request was again rejected on the grounds that it could only be provided at
disproportionate cost.
I am satisfied that this decision was justified under the terms of the Code ofPractice
on Access to Government lnfonnation.
The Guidance to the Code states that exemption 9 can be invoked where meeting a
request would require an unreasonable diversion of resources because of the amount
of information sought or difficulties in identifying, locating or collating it.
Meeting
request for abstracts from UFO sighting reports from 28 July
1999 would involve a considerable amount of work, both because of
1998 to 2
the volume of information sought and because of particular difficulties in publishing
it. The Department receives about 500-600 sighting reports a year, very few of which
require any form of follow up . On top of this, we receive about the same number of
letters from members oft~O issues, some of which may also contain
sighting reports. To meetrequest, we would therefore need to
scrutinise, and copy as appropriate, about 1,000 pieces of correspondence. There is
the additional problem that, in order to respect third party confidences, personal
information relating to the correspondents would have to be blanked out prior to
publication. This would take additional time. In total, we estimate that it would take
about 14 working hours to handle the request. Because UFO issues are normally
handled by only two junior members of staff, who are both new in post, a Grade 7
would have to be assigned to handling the bulk of the request. This would necessarily
entail an unreasonable diversion of resources.
We have also considered whether it would be practical to release our UFO files en
masse to the Public Record Office ahead of the 30 year schedule. I am advised,
however, that because of the need to blank out personal information, releasing files
early would be so time-consuming that it could set back our overall programme of
releasing documents to tbe PRO.

~tions,

~le

However, despitk
I have asked
division within
This is because I
the Departmentio make the information available toam ~ined th~ent is, an4)s seen~· a~u~ as possible. I am-~ I1A..J- wt also
Q iMJ..ay~(ihar'w~re~olding significant
L~
information in this area, Las-well a& to respond to the growing public demand for
information on UFO issue~ Our position nonetheless remains that the provision of
LIf" ~ ~ CA.~~\ this information is a one-off exercise that would normally be considered an
~~~

.

~~1ov..l"'~~
~~~

unreasonable diversion of resources. As explained above, there would be significant

:;::::::~:::h:•:::n::::::·:~·:ould normally~-=·~acharg~

provision ofthe information~.s requested. The Department's policy
under the Code is to charge a rate of £15 per hour for every hour worked in excess in
of 4 hours to produce non-essential information. This would equate in
case to a proposed charge of £150_ On this occasion, I have decided that

~~~~;;

::=:: =~~ ~::~:::;:::::
•
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The Department's general handling o-

correspondence

$.R tbe 'li~~I believe that
which amount to over 35letters
since July 1996, have been handled accordin&_~,t,he~de of Practice on Access to
Government Information. Almost all letters~L--answ~r~d promptly, Code
~ ~
exemptions were cited where appropriate, and the appeals process was explained to
~ during his internal review.LOne a9viaH8 shortcoming,_hgweWft was the
~ilure to answe~letter of28 July 1999 within 20 working days. This
L~ [.\~ was because of
shortages in the responsible divisioqf Itt tkis
~
~
·
·
have been sent a holding reply and this
~ __ ..A 1(';..f omission has
the division concerned. It may also be
s-i:...i~J- ~
that more should have been done to explain towhy his request was
~~
considered unreasonable and how he could have framed it in a more acceptable

L

~~~manner.

~k~

We have issued Department-wide instructions regarding the Code and we are
continuing to promote awareness of it. I am satisfied that our general performance
~ against the Code is good.

~ ~
-

~

If you are content with this approach, I am happy for you to ·
the
through his MP. I expect that it should be possible to provide
information requested by the end of Jft:nnat y [SEC(AS} TO CONFIRM 0~ F~
~~~NB ASJ!:t The point of contact in the Department is:
Sec(AS)2
Ministry ofDefence
Rm 8247 Main Building
Whitehall
London SWl A 2HB
Tel

fd.t J,.J.e.J

Loose Minute
D/Sec(AS)2/64/3 , /
December 1999
OMD/AD(E&MG)

Copy to:

Reference: DIPUSI23n dated 16 December 1999
1. I agreed to provide a first draft for PUS to respond to the PCA.
2. As you will see, there is a square bracketed section about the Department's duty to protect third
party confidentiality by use of the 30-year rule that needs approval from DRO and an associated
reference for completion. We lifted the text from a Lord Hill Norton Parliamentary Fnquiry (CS{RM)/416/37 dated 24 September 1998); DRO should, therefore be able to provide a copy of the
document concerned.
·· ·
.. ·.:

3. You agreed to arrange the text in the required PCA format. Please let us see the final version before
submission to PUS. I am out of the office all day Wednesday 22 December; Head of Sec(AS) has seen
the attached and is content

DRAFf FROM PUS TO PCA

Issue
1. To comment o~complaint to the PCA concerning information about
'unidentified flying objects'.

Recommendation

2. Tonote.

Timing

3. Urgent.
....··a: ..

Introdudion

4. It is Government policy that any air defence or air traffic implications of 'unidentified flying objects
(UFOs)' and related issues are for the MOD and CAA respectively. MOD's limited interest is to
establish from alleged sighting reports whether the UK Air Defence region (ADR) has been breached
by hostile military activity and to reply to any associated correspondence. There is no other

. t;·, · ··.

Government Department interest in 'UFOs'. Secretariat Air Staff 2 is the MOD focal point and, in
consultation with air defence staff and others as necessary, further investigates alleged sightings only
where there is sufficient evidence to suggest that a breach of the UK ADR might have occurred. The
integrity of UK airspace in peacetime is maintained through a cont:Qiuous policing of the UK ADR by
the RAP and MOD remains vigilant for any potential threat.

2. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the UK ADR, and to date no 'UFO' sighting report
has revealed such evidence, MOD does not seek to identify what might have been seen. It is important
to remember that an object seen in the.sky by a member of the public not identifiable to them cannot be

assumed to be a. flying saucer or alien space vehicle. Rational explanations such as aircraft lights or
natural phenomena could be found for these sightings if MOD resources were diverted for this purpose

rA

\;;:;.'

"•',·

but there is no defence need for this information. MOD receives some 500-600 sighting reports each
year and no follow-up action is taken with the vast majority because they contain insufficient
infonnation to substantiate ant threat to the UK ADR. MOD responds to a similar number of letters
about 'UFO' related issues each year. Correspondents generally seek to encourage MOD to expand its
area of interest to the provision of an aerial identification service (ie to provide a detailed explanation
of what they personally were unable to explain), and/or investigate allegations of alien abductions,
extra-terrestriallif~fonns,

animal mutilations, crop circles etc.

Narrative

5. The background
the internal review in July 1998 (copy attached).

6.

written to MOD on two occasions since the review. In May he drew our attention to

a magazine article based on information extracted from a tile at the Public Record Office, and asked for
a monthly abstract of sighting reports received by MOD to be provided for his personal use. In July
~te urging once more that MOD agree his interpretation of historic events; he repeated his
request to have abstracts from sighting reports. I am afraid that the knock-on effect of a short period of
reduced staff numbers July/August this year in the MOD section dealing with 'UFO' -related
correspondence and the need to train new staff caused a delay in dealing with public correspondence.
-

concerned not to have received a response, enlisted his MP's help. (Copies of the
correspondence attached.)

Spedfk Complaints

7. The only issue mentioned by the PCA not covered by the 1998 internal review is
request to have extracts from sighting reports (sizes, shapes, speeds, flight patterns). As no
investigations are made when what has been reported poses no threat to the UK, detailed investigations
would be required to obtain the information ~- There are no resources to do this;
obtaining the information, even for a 12-month period would require a diversion of considerable effort

•

to scrutinise the 800-1,000 docwnents (repons and letters since sightings are also detailed in
correspondence), carry out he investigations and draft material specifically for his personal use. For
these reasons the request was refused under Exemption 9 of the Code. The reports themselves cannot
be released t~less all of the personal details are removed. [MOD legal advice is that the
Public Record Act gives an implied override of the Department's duty to protect third party
confidentiality by use ofthe 30-year rule (all 'UFO' sighting reports and letters contain the personal
details (names, addresses and telephone numbers etc of ''witnesses"). Release of records pertaining to
that period is not, therefore, a problem but the Department would be at risk of legal action for breach of
confidence if it released documents containing the details of members of the public before that point.]
Again, sanitising the material would be a time-consuming, non-defence related task.

Condusiou

8.

one of a small number of committed 'ufologists' keen to expand MOD's limited

interest in 'UFOs'. He has explored all possible means to promote his cause and remains frustrated

that there is no defence need for MOD to widen its interest in the subject and haS no resources available
to support his own personal research.

Documentary evidence attached

•

A copy of the MOD internal review submission (D/Sec(AS)/64/3 (MF 159/98) of 15 July 1998).

•

MOD's response to~/DOMD/2/3/2 of 30 July 1998).

•- et er
•

of23 May 1999 and MOD's response dated 4 June 1999.

Ieuan Wyn Jones' letter of 20 September 1999 covering~f 28 July and the Under

Secretary of State's response dated 14 October 1999.
•

[????'!? to CS(RM) of September 1998 ]

·•

Reference

I.

I attach a copy of a letter /-minttte dated
_ _ to

2.

~ I Pu ~ I Z ~ J :+

_1_-=---'_______
tn-t, ~_q______

~~

Will you please:
•A.

fak:e any t1ecessa1 y action a11d. if appropriate. reply eli+ect.

B.

Submit advicelco'mmellt.

C.

Submit advice together with a draft reply.

D.

Note the

. ·:

3.

attacbed for informati9R.

Please sub~ it this by

MA d.c1.€:J 2.2 Mi. 't C,

4.
The Open Government Code of Practice came into force on 4111 Aprill994. You
should ensure that all replies to members of the public are provided in accordance with the·
procedures as set out iu the Code. A full explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
DC[ GEN 223/99; further ·
· · available in the CHOTS public area or from OMD
14 on telephone extension

l-tlt .tu (~) - ~ tA~ 11V tk..t ~
~{tUU - - F~ .{&'A

Copies go to:

S>o ~I)
lrPi /tt~ ~ r

~

UU.o.Jd~

IM1\A
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Date
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CI·IOTS · PUS Outer Office

·-.
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THE F'ARUAMENT.<\RY

OMBUDSMAN
·- --·- -·····-

----------------------- -------------·--------

OFFICE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER FOR ADMINISTRATION
MILLBANK TOW£R. MILLBANK, LONOON
SWITCHBOARD 0171 217 3000, FAX -

SW1 P 40P.
011UCT LINE

Kevin Tebbit CMG
Pennanent Secretary
Ministry of Defence
Main Buildings
Horseguards Avenue
London SWlA 2HB

2 December 1999
Our Ref: A.?/00

The Parliamentary Ombudsman has been asked by luean Wyn Jones MP to investigate a
· complaint by. The complaint is summarised in the enclosed statement.
The Ombudsman will be glad to receive your comments
23
person dealing with this case in this Office is
(Tel:
. I would be grateful if all papers relevant to the complaint could be sent
1
{15 h floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London SWlP 4QP) by the above
to date.

Enc: 1

Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967

Complainant:

1.

complains that the Ministry of Defence (MOD) refused to supply him with
information that should have been made available to him under the Code of Practice on
Access to Government Information (the Code).

2.

The following account is given:-

wrote to MOD on 24 May 1998 about incidents in the · 1950s
involving ' unidentified flying objects' (UFOs). MOD replied on 24JUne. In
their letter they explained their policy towards the storage and destruction of
files about

t~is

subject. They said that all surviving contemporary paperwork

had been f01warded to the Public Record Office and, as such, was a matter of
public record. In reply (in an undated

asked them to

confirm the following statements as a matter of public record:

'1. An incident occurred on 4 April 1957 and was witnessed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugb. The
resulting Technical Intelligence investigation concluded that the incident was
due to the presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type
and origin (Ref DDI(fech)/C.290/3/, report dated 30 April 1957, PRO Fil~.
AIR 20/9321).

'2. It was official _MOD policy to play down ·the significance of unidentified
flying objects (AIR 2/17527).

. I

, . .. ·

. '

. '

.

..

· ::··

#.

.-e
'3.

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance

parameters far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been
witnessed by HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace (PRO Files AIR 20/9320,
AIR 20/9321, AIR 20/9994 and AIR 16/1199)!

2 .0) b
(ii)

MOD wrote back on 6 July, along the same lines as their letter of 24 June.

wrote again to MOD on 25 June 1998, asking for information
about visual and radar observations of aerial phenomena by Royal Air Force
pilots and ground ~rew . He asked for details of the types of craft which had
been observed (their shape, size and performance), their location and the dates
of the incidents. He cited the Code and asked MOD to conduct an internal
review of the matter.

(iii)

On 10 July 1

wrote to MOD about the three statements

(paragraph 2(i) above) and asked them to review his request that they confirm
the statements as a matter of public record.

(iv)

On 30 July 1998, MOD wrote to

about the outcome of their

review of both requests. In respect of details of 'aerial phenomena', they: told
him that the information could be withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code
because providing it would require an unreasonable diversion of resources. As
to the three statements they told him that, to the best of their knowledge, the
files held at the Public Record Office contained the full details about

any

alleged incidents and decisions made at the time in respect of them; all
contemporary paperwork was therefore available for public scrutiny. They ·
also told him about his avenue of appeal to the Parliamentary Ombudsman.

(v)

On 28 July 1999,

wrote to ,~the MOD with a more narrowly

focussed request for information. He asked for abstracts from all UFO reports
witnessed by commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between
0100 Hrs 28 July 1998 and 0100 Hrs on 28 July 1999. He asked for details of

·.

·, \·:.-r.

.•

.

·:- :
~

the types of craft which had been observed (their shape, size, speed and
unusual flight patterns) and the conclusions reached by MOD on UFOs. He
also asked if the MOD now agreed, in 1999, with the three statements given
previously (paragraph 2(i) above) and expanded on the second of those
statements by asking whether it was now, in 1999, official MOD policy to
play down the subject of UFOs.

(vi)

MOD replied on 14 October 1999. In their letter they said that the position
with regard to the information requested by

was explained to him

in July 1998 and that position remained unchanged. As regards present MOD

.

policy in respect of UFO related issues, they replied that ·this had been
on many occasions.

explained to
·~·~·.""(,

3.

::

.·

aggrieved that MOD have not provided him with the information
requested. He seeks full disclosure.

4.

The following departmental references have been quoted.

D/Sec(AS)/64/3

D/DOMD/2/3/2
D/US of S/PK 4291/99/Y

Z. December 1999

r.
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Reference
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I_

I attach a copy of a letter /-miRtHe dated
to

2_

3.

_1_=-_;~::;..__=--_l\_~-'-------

Pu.s

Will you please.
•A.

Take any necessa1 y actio11 aud. if appropriate. ref'IY sirecL

8-:

Submit adv icefcdmilieitl.

C.

Submit advice together with a draft reply.

D

Nate rhe

attached for inlQrmation.

Please submit this by

MA tid.~ 2 2 .b&.<. q ~

4.
The Open Government Code of Practice came into force on 4111 April 1994_ You
should ensure that all replies to members of the public are provided in accordance with the
procedures as set out in the Code_ A fu II explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
DCI GEN 223/99; further- n is available in the CHOTS public area or from OMD
14 on telephone
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PUS Outer Office
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TH F: FJ.A.RLIAMENTARY

OMBUDSMAN
OFFICE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER FOR ADMINISTRATION

:s 221! 21 I

M ILLBANK TOWER, MILLBANK, LONDON SW1 P 4QP.
SWITCHBOARD 0171 217 3000. FAX

!£[ DIRECT LINE

Kevin Tebbit CMG
Pennanent Secretary
Ministry of Defence
Main Bulidings
Horseguards Avenue
U>ndon SWlA 2HB

2 December 1999

Our Ref: A.7/00

The

Ombudsman has been asked by luean Wyn Jones MP to investigate a
complaint is summarised in the enclosed statement.

The Ombudsman will be glad to receive your comments ~ 23
December. The person dealing with this case in this Office is - T e l :
. I would be grateful if all papers relevant to the complaint could be sent
151h floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London SWlP 4QP) by the above
date.

Director

Enc: 1

\\Jondon \Cas.;M 3n0ll&,: .; mcni\A0 [\A\A00.}7_()OIL'\O Cdc:pl .t.luc.:

Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967
Statement of Complaint: Case No: A.7/00
Complainant:

1.

'U . . . . .,. . . . . . . . . .

1. . . .

that the Ministry of Defence (MOD) refused to supply him with

information that should have been made available to him under the Code of Practice on
Access to Government Information (the Code).

2.

The following account is given:-

wrote to MOD on 24 May 1998 about incidents in the 1950s

(i)

involving 'unidentified flying objects' (UFOs). MOD replied on 24 June. In
their letter they explained their policy towards the storage and destruction of
files about this subject. They said that all surviving contemporary paperwork
had been forwarded to the Public Record Office and, as such, was a matter of
public record. In reply (in an undated letter),

asked them to

confirm the following statements as a matter of public record:

'1. An incident occurred on 4 April 1957 and was witnessed by radar

operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence investigation concluded that the incident was
due to the presence of five unconventional [aerial] objects of unidentified type
and origin (Ref DDI(Tech)/C.290/3/, report dated 30 April 1957, PRO File
AIR 20/9321).

'2. It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
;·

flying objects (AIR 2/17527).

\\london\C...M••"':"''"'"'\A.Ol\A\A0007_00\S()Cdo.:
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'3.

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance

parameters far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been
witnessed by HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace (PRO Files AIR 20/9320,
AIR 20/9321, AIR 20/9994 and AIR 16/1199).'

~

(ii)

MOD wrote back on 6 July, along the same lines as their letter of 24 June.

wrote again to MOD on 25 June 1998, asking for infonnation
about visual and radar observations of aerial phenomena by Royal Air Force
pilots and ground

~rew .

He asked for details of the types of craft which had

been observed (their shape, size and performance), their location and the dates
of the incidents. He cited the Code and asked MOD to conduct an: internal
review of the matter.

(iii)

On 10 July 1998,

wrote to MOD about the three statements

(paragraph 2(i) above) and asked them to review his request that they confirm
the statements as a matter of public record .

(iv)

On 30 July 1998, MOD wrote to

about the outcome of their

review of both requests. In respect of details of 'aerial phenomena' , they told
him that the information could be withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code
because providing it would require an unreasonable diversion of resources. As
to the three statements they told him that, to the best of their knowledge, the
files held at the Public Record Office contained the full details about any
aileged incidents and decisions made at the time in respect of them; all
contemporary papetwork was therefore available for public scrutiny. They
also told him about his avenue of appeal to the Parliamentary Ombudsman.

(v)

On 28 July 1999,

wrote to lthe MOD with a more narrowly

focussed request for information. He asked for abstracts from all UFO reports
witnessed by commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between
0100 Hrs 28 July 1998 and 0100 Hrs on 28 July 1999. He asked for details of
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the types of craft which had been observed {their shape, size, speed and
unusual flight patterns) and the conclusions reached by MOD on UFOs. He
also asked if the MOD now agreed, in 1999, with the three statements given
previously (paragraph 2(i) above) and expanded on the second of those
statements by asking whether it was now, in 1999, official MOD policy to
play down the subject of UFOs.

(vi)

MOD replied on 14 October 1999. In their letter they said that the position
with regard to the information requested

explained to him

in July 1998 and that position remained unchanged. As regards present MOD
policy in respect of UFO related issues, they replied that this had been
explained to

3.

many occasiOns.

remains aggrieved that MOD have not provided him with the information
requested. He seeks full disclosure.

4.

The following departmental references have been quoted.

D/Sec(AS)/64/3
D/DOMD/2/3/2
D/US of S/PK 4291/99/Y

2.. December 1999
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OFFICE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER FOR ADMINISTRATION

!£I

M tLLBANK TOWER, MtllBANK, LONDON SW1 P 4QP.
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SwtTCH60ARD 0171 21 7 3000, FAx

DIRECT L1

1

Kevin Tebbit CMG
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Defence
Main Buildings
Horseguards Avenue
London SW1A 2HB

2 December 1999

Our Ref: A.7 /00

Y...e.c:v

f'U s'

The Parliame~dsman has been asked by Iuean Wyn Jones MP to investigate a
complaint by The complaint is summarised in the enclosed statement.
The Ombudsman will be glad to receive your comments ~y 23
December. The person dealing with this case in this Office i s - (Tel:
. I would be grateful if all papers relevant to the complaint could be sent
1
15 h floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London SWlP 4QP) by the above

Enc: 1

•

r::r;,t_~

>

~Reference

I,

I auach a copy of a letter /-mi rn-He dated

~ I Pu) I Z3 J ":+

_1_=-_;~:....__::;...__~_q-=-------

to __
~~(_________________
2.

3.

Will you please:
A

'fake any necessa1 y actiou and, if appropriate. re13ly Elirect.

8_

Submit advicelcdlllllleiiL

C

Submit advice together with a draft reply.

D_

Note the attacbed for iRrGn~atiOA.

~ dA<j 2 2 M..<, q C,

Please submit this by

The Open Government Code of Practice came into force on 4111 April 1994. You
should ensure that all replies to members of the public are provided in accordance with the
procedures as set out iu the Code_ A full explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
DCI GEN 223/99; funher information is available in the CHOTS public area or from OMD
14 on telephone extensi

4.

Copies go to :

-Do tv\ IJ
Mi Iu.s.~ .t

H1!. .1-u CA\) - ~ ti~ fw t1Lt ~
~~- F~-{@lA
W1N..Ld UJ\.loJ<l ~ ~ f}6'M.0
~j

Date

__L~_ b:tt,

tnis.: 1Cl5(, 'N

q_~ ___

UA.

Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967
Statement of Complaint: Case No: A.7/00
Complainant:

1.

r-nrnnl

·ns that the Ministry of Defence (MOD) refused to supply him with

infonnation that should have been made available to him under the Code of Practice on
Access to Government Infonnation (the Code).

2.

The following account is given:-

(i)

( 0 )

wrote to MOD on 24 May 1998 about incidents in the 1950s
involving 'unidentified flying objects' (UFOs). MOD replied on 24 June. In
their letter they explained their policy towards the storage and destruction of
files about this subject. They said that all surviving contemporary paperwork
had been forwarded to the Public Record Office and, as such, was a matter of
public record. In reply (in an undated

them to

confinn the following statements as a matter of public record:

'1. An incident occurred on 4 April 1957 and was witnessed by radar
operators at the Ministry of Supply Bomb Trials Unit, West Freugh. The
resulting Technical Intelligence investigation concluded that the incident was
due to the presence of five unconventional [aerial) objects of unidentified type
and origin (Ref DDI(Tech)/G.290/3/, report dated 30 April 1957, PRO File
AIR 20/9321) .

'2. It was official MOD policy to play down the significance of unidentified
;·

flying objects (AIR 2/17527).
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'3.

Non-hostile unidentified aerial craft with design and performance

parameters far in excess of cutting edge technology have on occasion been
witnessed by HM Armed Forces in UK Airspace (PRO Files AIR 20/9320,
AIR 20/9321, AIR 20/9994 and AIR 16/1199).'

2 .0) b
(ii)

MOD wrote back on 6 July, along the same lines as their letter of 24 June.

wrote again to MOD on 25 June 1998, asking for information
about visual and radar observations of aerial phenomena by Royal Air Force
pilots and ground ~rew. He asked for details of the types of craft which had
been observed (their shape, size and performance), their location and the dates
of the incidents. He cited the Code and asked MOD to conduct an internal
review of the matter.

(iii)

On 10 July 1998,

wrote to MOD about the three statements

(paragraph 2(i) above) and asked them to review his request that they confirm
the statements as a matter of public record.

(iv)

On 30 July 1998, MOD wrote to

about the outcome of their

review of both requests. In respect of details of ' aerial phenomena', they told
him that the information could be withheld under Exemption 9 of the Code
because providing it would require an unreasonable diversion of resources. As
to the three statements they told him that, to the best of their knowledge, the
files held at the Public Record Office contained the full details about any
alleged incidents and decisions made at the time in respect of them; all
contemporary paperwork was therefore available for public scrutiny. They
also told him about his avenue of appeal to the Parliamentary Ombudsman.

(v)

On 28 July 1999,

wrote to •.the MOD with a more narrowly

focussed request for information. He asked for abstracts from all UFO reports
witnessed by commercial pilots, military pilots and radar personnel between
0100 Hrs 28 July 1998 and 0100 Hrs on 28 July 1999. He asked for details of
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the types of craft which had been obseJVed (their shape, size, speed and
unusual flight patterns) and the conclusions reached by MOD on UFOs. He
also asked if the MOD now agreed, in 1999, with the three statements given
previously (paragraph 2(i) above) and expanded on the second of those
statements by asking whether it was now, in 1999, official MOD policy to
_ play down the subject of UFOs.

(vi)

MOD replied on 14 October 1999. In their letter they said that the position
with regard to the infonnation requested

explained to him

in July 1998 and that position remained unchanged. As regards present MOD

.

policy in respect of UFO related issues, they replied that this had been
explained to

3.

many occasions.

remains aggrieved that MOD have not provided him with the infonnation
requested. He seeks full disclosure.

4.

The following departmental references have been quoted.

D/Sec(AS)/64/3
D/DOMDfl/3(2
D/US of S/PK 4291/99/Y

2. December 1999
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